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Abstract

Increased data volumes and accelerating update speeds are fundamentally changing the role of

the data warehouse in modem businesses. More data, coming in faster, and requiring immediate

conversion into decisions means that organizations are confronting the need for zero-latency

Data Warehousing.

The Zero-Latency Data Warehouse (ZLDWH) is an extended stage in the data warehouse

development, which will enable a complete business intelligence process to observe, understand,

predict, react to, reorganize, monitor, automate and control feedback loops in the minimal

latency. With the aim to decrease the time it takes to make a business decision, ZLDWH must

satisfy some new requirements of the speed driven business such as operational decision

support, closed-loop integrated analytics, and automated reaction.

This doctoral thesis reviews the start-of-the-art of the Zero-Latency Data Warehouse and

investigates several approaches towards its implementations:

- The event-feeded Comprehensive Slowly Changing Dimension (cSCD). We propose an

extended event-oriented SCD solution which is mixed from SCD type 2 and type 3 to validate

the event-messages and reconstruct the complete history ofthe dimension. The solution could be

applied to any dimension data, allow the user to execute the well-performing queries on both

historical and current state of dimension. The prototype package is implemented and tested at T-

Mobile Austria.
- The Grid-based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse (GZLDSWH). We present a

framework of building a Grid-based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse to tackle the

resource limitation issues in data stream processing without using approximation approaches.

The GZLDSWH is built upon a set of Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI)-based services

and Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3) with the capability of capturing and storing continuous data

streams, performing analytical processing, and reacting autonomously in near real time to some

kinds of events based on well-established Knowledge Base.

- Sense & Response Service Architecture (SARESA). We introduce Sense & Respond loops

that support a complete Business Intelligence process to sense, interpret, predict, automate and

respond to business processes. Our approach enables real-time analytics across corporate

processes, notifies with actionable recommendations or automatically triggers, effectively

closing the gap between Business Intelligence systems and business processes. We also describe

the prototype implementation applied in the Mobile Phone Fraud Detection application.
Finally, we mention some future trends of non-standard Data Warehousing applications and

discuss about the important role of zero-latency data warehouses techniques which could be

applicable in these emerging Data Warehousing applications.
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Zusammenfassung

Das drastisch zunehmende Wachstum des Datenvolumens und die Anforderungen fUr

beschieunigte Updates in Unternehmen haben die Aufgaben von Data Warehouses signifikant

verändert. Immer mehr Daten, die in immer kürzeren Intervallen anfallen, erfordern das

sogennante Zero Latency Data Warehousing (Fast Echtzeit Data Warehousing) um für den

Entscheidungsträger und Institutionen zeitgerechte Entscheidungen treffen zu können

Das Zero-Latency Data Warehouse (ZLDWH) stellt eine weitere Stufe der Entwicklung von

Data Warehouses, welche eine ganzheitliche unternehmensweite ProzeßfUhrung eines

Unternehmens unterstützt. Eine solche ProzeßfUhrung ist durch die intelligente Prozesse, welche

die Aktivitäten der Beobachtung, des Auffassens, der Vorhersage, des Reagierens und der

automatischen Rückkoppelung inkludiert, charakterisiert. Das Ziel der Erreichung einer

minimalen Zeitverzögerung fUr Entscheidungsprozesse impliziert neue Anforderungen, die zu

lösen Inhalt dieser Dissertation ist. Vor allem sind dies Aspekte der operationalen

Entscheidungsunterstützung, des unmittelbaren ("c1osed loop") Durchgriffs von Data

Warehouses auf operationale Datenbanken und der automatisierten Reaktion auf besondere

Zustände des Data Warehouse.

Die Dissertation behandelt den Stand der Forschung auf dem Gebiet des ZLDWH und bietet

Lösungsansätze und Implementierungen in folgenden Bereichen:

- Das event-feeded Comprehensive Slowly Changing Dimension (cSCD) wird hier

vorgeschlagen als eine Erweiterung der SCD Typ 2 Lösung, welche Komponenten des SCD Typ

3 beinhaltet. Ziel ist es eine vollständige Rekonstruktion historischer Daten der

Dimensionsdaten u erreichen. Eine prototypische Implementierung wurde fUr eine sehr große T-

Mobile Applikation getestet.

- Das Grid-based Zero latency Data Stream Warehouse (GZLDSWH) stellt ein neuartiges

Konzept dar, welches zur Erreichung der obigen Ziele für sogenannte Data Streams die Grid-

Computing- Technologie anwendet. Das GZLDSDWH ist aufgebaut auf Grid-Services des Open

Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI) und Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3).

- Die Sense & Response Service Architecture (SARESA) wurde hier entwickelt um eine

Rückkoppelung zwischen Analyse im Data Warehouse und den notwendigen operationalen

Aktivitäten zu erreichen. Der vorgestellte Ansatz ermöglicht eine beinahe Echtszeitreaktion

basierend auf Analysen der Data Warehouse Informationen durch automatische Trigger und

Entscheidungsempfehlungen, welche die Zeitspanne zwischen Analyse und Prozeßaktivität

erheblich verkürzt. Eine prototypische Implementierung für die Auffindung von Berügereien fUr

T-Mobile wird hier vorgestellt.

Schließlich werden mögliche Zukunftsentwicklungen fUr Nicht-Standard.Anwendungen

skizziert um auch hier die Notwendigkeit von Fast-Echtzeit-Ansätzen zu dokumentieren.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

"LikefISh, information that's fresh has the most value" ...
Ross Altman, Research Director Gartner Group, 2001

In today's competitive global business environment, understanding and
managing enterprise wide information is crucial for making timely
decisions and responding to changing business conditions. The tremendous
amount of data generated by day-to-day business operational applications
and critical applications require the means for a near-instantly change of
raw data into information for making effective business decisions. This
requirement could be satisfied with the Near Real-time Data Warehousing
approach which provides the RIGHT data ... to the RIGHT people ... at the

RIGHT time.

1.1. Overview and Motivation

The widespread use of the Internet and related technologies in various business domains
has accelerated the intensity of competition, increased the volume of data/information
available, and shortened decision-making cycles considerably. Consequently, strategic
managers are being exposed daily to huge inflows of data and information from the
businesses they manage and they are under pressure to make sound decisions promptly
[Westerman 2000]. Typically, in a large organization, many distributed, heterogeneous
data sources, applications, and processes have to be integrated to ensure delivery of the
best information to the decision makers. In order to support effective analysis and
mining of such diverse, distributed information, a data warehouse (DWH) collects data
from multiple, heterogeneous (operational) source systems and stores integrated
information in a central repository. The traditional role of a data warehouse is to support
stratégic decision-making with the rich historical data analysis requirements.

Among the changes brought by the Internet over the past decade, one of the most
significant is the acceleration in the pace of business. For many organizations, getting
information and services to decision makers, partners, and customers when they want it
and where they want it has simply become a reality of doing business. As the pace of
commerce quickens, the amount of real-time electronic information that must be
analyzed i.e. real-world event streams flowing into today's business systems, is
exploding and the required response to these real-world events often comes down to
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milliseconds [StreamBase 2005]. For instance, individuals outside the organization have

come to expect instantaneous online shopping, banking, and customer service. Likewise,

constituencies within the organization are demanding immediate access to information

on sales metrics, supply chain, operations, and tinancials [GoldenGate 2004].

Since market conditions can change rapidly, up-to-date information should be made

available to decision makers with as little delay as possible. It is required that the DWH

must have the ability to support analysis at the speed of the business, so that the end-

users always have the information available in the DWH when they need it. However,

for a long time it was assumed that data in the DWH can lag at least a day (if not a week

or a month) behind the actual operational data. That was based on the traditional

assumption that business decisions did not require actual information but very rich

amount of historical data. Existing data integration tools often rely on this assumption

and achieve high efficiency in periodically loading large amounts of data into the DWH

system. Traditionally, there is no real-time connection between a DWH and its data

sources, because the write-once read-many decision support characteristics is in conflict

with the continuous update workload of operational systems with the consequence of

poor response times. Therefore, batch data loading is performed during frequent update

windows (e.g. every night). With this approach the analysis capabilities of DWHs are

not affected. Existing batch oriented approaches often take for granted that they are

operating during a batch window and that they do not affect or disrupt active user

sessIOns.

While this still holds true for a wide range of DWH applications, today's DWHs are

broadening their roles to include more and more business critical task, supporting not

only strategic decisions but also the operational business process. We see a fundamental

shift in the operations of businesses when they combine strategic data with operational

data. For example, a large credit card company uses data from its own databases

(account balance, customer name, billing zip code) to process a transaction. In addition,

it may augment that data with tertiary sources such as credit scoring models, FICO

scores and even neural networks to determine not only whether the transaction should

be authorized, but also patterns of historical data and account profiling methods to

evaluate risk potential on a single transaction [SUGI29 2004]. In such a system, the data

warehouse must gather the data from all source systems in a timely manner, and make

the data immediately available to the analysis processes, to support all sorts of analysis

required. Particularly, some applications require even the automatic reaction to critical

situations such as Fraud detection, business activity management (BAM) etc.

Due to the fact that many operational decisions e.g. promotion effectiveness,

customer retention, key account information [Hasten 2002] need actual yet integrated

3



and subject oriented data in real-time or near real-time [Langseth 2004]. Data
Warehousing may contribute to an efficient information supply between transactional
applications and decision support applications. However, information 'backflows' take
their way indirectly (i.e. by actions of decision makers) into the transactional systems
and not directly through the data warehouse (open-loop approach).

What is decisive and desirable is a closed loop approach interlinking operational and
strategic decision-making. Therefore, Business Intelligence has to be enhanced towards
a closed loop real-time Business Intelligence, shortening the period of time between the
occurrence of a business event that requires an appropriate action by the organization
and the time the action is finally carried out (Sense and Respond).

Furthermore, businesses are increasingly operating in real time, and customers
around the world expect service on demand with the requirement to access information
24x7, 365 days a year, i.e. no downtime in operation [Informatica 2004]. The new desire
for monitoring information about business processes in near real-time is breaking the
long-standing rule that data in a DWH is static except during the downtime for data
loading. Continuous data integration [Bruckner 2002] aims to decrease the time it takes
to integrate certain (time-critical) data and to make the information available to
knowledge workers or software agents. This enables them to find out what is currently
happening, decide on what should be done (utilizing the rich history of the DWH), and
therefore react faster to typical and abnormal data conditions (tactical decision support).
Continuous and near real-time data integration for DWHs minimizes propagation delays
from operational source systems of an organization, which are responsible for capturing
real world events. This improves timeliness by minimizing the average latency of the
time-span when a fact is first captured in an electronic format somewhere within an
organization until it is available for knowledge workers who need it.

1.2. Target Criteria

Started from the kernel concepts of zero-latency data warehouse, this thesis discusses
the related issues which enable a zero-latency analytical environment in which streams
of real-time complex events are processed, analyzed, and acted upon with virtually zero
latency. Towards such a zero-latency analysis environment, in this thesis the following
criteria are considered and investigated:

Data freshness. The need for data freshness escalates significantly, because
sensitive data have to be updated more frequently in order to improve decision-
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making, we need a support for vanous data freshness requirements (high/low
priority data).

Continuous data integration, which enables (near) real-time capturing and loading
from different operational sources and also event-based triggering of actions even
during data integration. This sort of data integration results in an increasing number
of late-arriving data (e.g. due to propagation delays), because timeliness becomes
more important.

Highly available analytical environments based on an analysis engine that can
consistently generate and provide access to current business analyses at any time not
restricted by loading windows typical of the common batch approach.

Active decision engines that can make recommendations on automatically
recognized situations or exceptions, or even (rule-driven) tactical decisions for
routine decision tasks encountered in an analytical environment.

Changes of a business process or settings in the operational environment must not
disrupt the interoperability with the event stream processing. An adaptive platform
for the event stream processing is required to deal with the changes of the
operational environment.

The number of users and performance requirements for a zero-latency data
warehouse will increase by orders of magnitude the deployment of analytic
applications which enables tactical decision support. Therefore, high availability
and scalability are indispensable criteria.

1.3. Outline

The structure of the thesis is organized into three parts as follow:

Part I. Fundamentals

In this part, we give a brief overview of the Zero-Latency Data Warehousing
Environment, the background concepts and other related work. This part includes the
following chapters:

Chapter 1 gives a general overview and introduction.

Chapter 2 describes the concepts and motivation of the Zero-Latency Data
Warehouse. In this chapter, we will review the state-of-the-art of the zero-
latency data warehouse concept and its related technologies.
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Chapter 3 deals with the background concepts and related work. In this chapter,
we introduce some essential concepts and other research results related to our
topic such as Zero-Latency Enterprise, Active Data Warehouse, Real-time Data
Warehouse, Real-time Decision Support, Continuous Data Streams processing,
analyzing and mining. The concepts and applications of Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) and Grid Computing will also be briefly introduced in this
chapter.

Part II: Implementing Zero-Latency Data Warehousing Environment.

In this part, we will present our research activities in enabling Zero-Latency Data
Warehousing environment in different perspectives. We first introduce a case study and
research work conducted at T-Mobile, Austria in chapter 4 with the aims to solve the
event-oriented Slowly Changing Dimension. Chapter 5 presents our frame work of
applying Grid Computing to build a Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehousing system
without using the traditional statistical approximation methods. Finally, in chapter 6, we
describe the Sense & Response approach to enhance the traditional Business
Intelligence and Data Warehousing system with the capability of sense, interpret,
predict, automate and respond to events in the near real time.

In Chapter 4, we discuss about the event-oriented processing in Data Warehouse
and present our practical work at T-Mobile, Austria where we solve the event-
feeded Slowly Changing Dimension issue. The event-based Data warehouse
refresh approach will be presented and compared with the existing snapshot
based approach. We will also discuss how the invalid events are sold to avoid
inconsistent result in the Data Warehouse. Parts of this chapter will be published
in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science Volume 3589 of Springer Verlag, at
the 7th International Conference in Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery
(DaWaK 2005).

Chapter 5 discusses about Grid-based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse
(GZLDWH) which is in our vision, to apply the Grid Computing technology for
lossless storing and analyzing the continuous data streams. We discuss about the
components of the GZLDWH built upon on the Open Grid Service Infrastructure
(OGSI)-based services and the Globus Toolkit version 3 (GT3). The
collaboration and interaction between these services will be investigated. The
Dynamic Service Invocation controller and the OLAP Cube Management
service are described in some implementing aspects. This part is submitted to the
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International Journal of Data Warehousing and Mining (IJDWM) and has been
accepted for publication in Volume 1, Issue 4,2005.

Chapter 6 introduces another approach to conduct Zero-Latency analysis and
response to continuous event streams. An enhanced Business Intelligence
architectuie thät covers the complete pro(;ess lu sense, interpret, predict,
automate and respond to (business) events is applied to decrease the time it takes
to make business decisions. A service oriented infrastructure namely SARESA
which enables smoothly embed the infra-communication between event
analytical services and system services will be described in details. We also
describe in details the SARESA prototype implementation applying in Mobile
Phone Fraud Detection scenario. The prototype is implemented using C# Visual
Studio 2005 beta and Microsoft SQL Server 2005 beta.

Part III. Non-Standard Data Warehousing - Future Trends and
Research Challenges

In this part, some other non-standard Data Warehousing applications will be introduced
in chapter 7. We will also discuss about the future trends and the potential research
challenges in this chapter. Finally, the last chapter (chapter 8) gives the conclusion and
ends the thesis.

Chapter 7 presents some research activities and challenges in other non-standard
DWH applications such as Spatial and spatio-temporal Data Warehousing,
Process Warehousing, Web Data Warehousing, Data Warehouse and the Grid. In
each topic, we briefly discuss about its motivation, its definition and
requirement, and elaborate the research challenges. We also mention the relation
between Zero-Latency Data Warehousing and these non-standard Data
Warehousing applications.

Finally, chapter 8 briefly concludes the thesis and sketches future work.
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Chapter 2. Zero-Latency Data Warehousing:
Concepts and the, State-of-the-art

Infonnation latency can make the difference between good
and disastrous decisions,

Vision Solutions, 2002

Data Warehouse (DW) and Business Intelligence (Bn applications are
separate stand-alone decision-support systems used for strategic planning
and decision-making. As these applications have matured, however, it has
become apparent that the information and analyses they provide are vital
for tactical day-to-day decision-making as many organizations can no
longer operate their businesses effectively without them. Consequently,
there is a trend towards a Zero-Latency Data Warehousing system in
which decision processing is integrated into the overall business process.
The advent and evolution of e-business is also an encouraging factor for
this integration because e-organizations need to react much faster to
changing business conditions in the e-business world. This chapter reviews
the state-of-the-art of the Zero-Latency Data Warehousing and discusses
its related perspectives.

2.1. Introduction

In the competitive market environment nowadays, information becomes a vital business
asset for every organization, To take advantage of that asset, organizations are turning to
Data Warehousing, which lets them combine large amounts of data to create a unified,
consistent view of information source for better monitoring and management of their
(business) activities, The concept and application of Data Warehousing solutions has
progressed rapidly since its inception in the mid-eighties, Data Warehousing has
become very popular among organizations seeking competitive advantage by getting
strategic information fast and easy, Since William Inmon coined the phrase "data
warehouse" in 1990 [Inmon 1992], it has attracted the attention from Information
System (IS) managers and vendors,
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•

•

In the 1990s, the growth of enterprise applications like ERP and CRM prompted the
need for data warehouses to address issues such as degrading system performance,
escalating reporting requirements, and the limitations of the installed infrastructure
(GoldenGate 2004]. By implementing the data warehouses on separate servers and
databases to the Online Transaction Processing Systems (OLTP), organizations could
run reporting appiications and perïorm complex analytical queries without negatively
affecting the OTLP system.

Within that traditional Data Warehouse environments (Chaudhuri 1997], the data
feeding from OLTP data sources to the separate Data Warehouse was accomplished via
sets of comprehensive ETL utilities. These tools are reliable and capable of performing
many required data movement tasks. However, nearly all ETL tools are batch-oriented,
which means there is an inherent lag between the time data changes on the source
systems and when it is available for query by business users. An alternative approach to
populating the data warehouse is to leverage the expertise of DBAs or programmers to
complement ETL tools using custom-coded scripts, but this can be a costly layer to add
to an infrastructure. Specialized coding also delays implementation of new features that
users require, which can reduce system flexibility and decrease access to timely data. In
addition, custom scripts are hard to maintain as the infrastructure changes.

As demand for real-time information and services grew in the late 1990s and early
2000s, many organizations found that their Data Warehousing infrastructures were
unable to keep up with the faster pace of business. In particular, traditional methods of
capturing data from OLTP databases and moving it periodically to the Data Warehouse
were not able to cope with the need for speed and high-volume operation. These
requirements demand towards enhanced Data Warehousing trends so called Zero-
Latency Data Warehousing (or Real-time Data Warehousing interchangeably) .

2.2. Traditional Data Warehouse

Data Warehousing arose out of the need of many businesses to view and analyze data
from many different operational systems in order to get a complete understanding of the
business. A Data Warehouse is a separate architecture used to maintain critical historical
data that has been extracted from operational data storage and transformed into formats
understandable to the organization's analytical community. Gradually, Data Warehouses
have grown to be one of the largest sectors of data management systems. It generates
benefits for the business when it transforms the intelligence contained in the data into
better decision-making, which results in effective action.
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The origin of the data warehouse can be traced to studies at MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) in the 1970s which were targeted at developing an optimal
technical architecture guideline for analytical applications. A core principle that
emerged was to segregate operational and analytic processing into layers with
independent data stores and radically different design principles.

Meanwhile, iBM was tackiing a different aspect of the information management
problem: enterprise integration. In 1988, Barry Devlin and Paul Murphy of IBM Ireland
introduced the term "information warehouse" for the first time and defined it as: "A
structured environment supporting end users in managing the complete business and
supporting the (information technology department) in managing data quality." [Devlin,
Murphy 1988]

•

Month

•
Figure 2.1 Multidimensional (MD) Data Model and Dimension Hierarchy

William H. Inmon, who is widely accepted as the mental-father of Data
Warehousing has been working on Data Warehousing concepts since 1983, and used for
the first time this term in 1992 [Inmon 1992]. He defined "Data Warehouse is a subject
oriented, integrated, non-volatile and time-variant collection of data in support of
management 's decisions". In 1993, Ted Codd coins the term OLAP (On-Line Analytical
Processing) and defined the famous 12 OLAP rules [Codd 1993]. Based on their
definitions, a data warehouse is actually a comprehensive system that includes all the
processes, tools and technologies necessary for extracting data from many operational,
legacy, possibly heterogeneous data sources and managing them in a separate storage
(warehouse) to provide end-user decision-support access. OLAP tools are well-suited
for complex data analysis, such as multidimensional data analysis, and to assist in
decision support activities. The multidimensional (MD) data model has been proved to
be the most suitable for OLAP applications (Figure 2.1).
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In database research terms, the work has concentrated on the physical and logical
level rather than the conceptual level. The data models employed have been of the
multidimensional variety, where data is divided into measurable business facts and
dimensions, which characterize the facts and contain hierarchies [Kimball 1996].
Among the dimensional hierarchies, there are several analytical operations such as drill
down, roH up, slide and dice, pivot (rotate), etc conduct complex analytical queries on
aggregation measures (which are calculated from the fact measures).

Analysis and decision making usually requires the integration of data from across
multiple subject areas and systems, such as customers, product usage and billing. It may
also require the inclusion of data from sources outside the company's applications, such
as demographic data. This is very different from operational systems, where all the data
needed for an application is collected and used within that application. Performance
issues are also different between operational systems and analytical systems.
Operational transactions place a fairly consistent burden on computing resources.
Querying functions, however, tend to be unpredictable, with alternating periods of
intense activity and minimal use. By providing two distinct environments, one for
operations and another for analysis, an organization can tailor each environment to meet
the specific needs. In fact, there are four main reasons for this separation:

I. Performance: The peaks and valleys of requests degrade performance of the OLTP
system.

2. Data access: Organizations often maintain multiple databases, which serve different
OLTP functions. The data warehouse, being an integration of all of the enterprise's
data, combines all these data sources, and adds external data sources. The data for
EIS, DSS, and other decision-support applications use these multiple sources and
archived historical data. The typical warehouse user doesn't care where the data are
stored. They need and want access to data irrespective of which OLTP system has
them.

3. Data formats: Because the data in the warehouse are integrated, information is kept
in a single, standard format.

4. Data quality: The data in the warehouse are "clean" and validated, on its
consistency and plausibility, and properly aggregated. They have been reviewed to
make sure that only one value is stored in the warehouse for each data item. The
warehouse provides a "single version of the truth." Thus, when people use the
warehouse, they spend their time trying to understand what the data means, not
arguing about what the correct values of the data are.
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With the aim of speeding up analytical queries and not negatively effecting of the
operational system's performance, the Data Warehouse is implemented separately and
redundantly to the operational data sources. Batch and transaction processing data first
has to be extracted from operational data sources and then cleaned up to remove
redundant data, fill in blank and missing fields and organized into consistent formats.
The àata is then loaded into a Warehouse. Business analysts can then dig into the
Warehouse data using data access and reporting software including On-Line Analytical
Processing (OLAP) tools, statistical modeling tools, geographic information systems
(GIS) and data mining tools. Building a data warehouse thus includes a set of multiple
related processes, and is not just simply a deployed software.
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Figure 2.2 Classical multi-tier Data Warehouse Architecture

In the most popular practical multi-tier Warehouse architecture (Figure 2.2)
[Chaudhuri 1997], the Data Warehouse is a comprehensive system that includes all the
processes, tools, and technologies necessary for extracting relevant data from the
sources to managing the data in the warehouse to providing end-user decision-support
facilities. Data from multiple operational databases and heterogeneous external sources
are extracted, cleaned, transformed and integrated into a common format and
representation before being loaded into the Data Warehouse. This process is extremely
costly, time-consuming and usually conducted by the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL)
tools in batch mode. Furthermore, some ETL tools support also the process of
periodically refreshing the Warehouse to reflect data updates at the sources and to purge
data from the Warehouse (e.g. onto slower archival storage).
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In the storage tier, Warehouse data is stored and managed by one or more

Warehouse servers. Besides the main Data Warehouse, there may be several

departmental data marts which contain the frequently accessed or highly aggregated

subsets of the Data Warehouse. The Monitor and Integrator component performs all

operations associated with the management of the data in the Warehouse including the

enforcemeni of the consistency oi the data in the warehouse, the creation of views and

indexes, and the generation of aggregations. Data in the main Data Warehouse (and the

data marts) present multidimensional views of data to a variety of front end tools via the

OLAP Engine. OLAP systems have typically been implemented using two technologies:

ROLAP (Relational OLAP), where data is stored in an ROBMS, and MOLAP

(Multidimensional OLAP), where a dedicated multidimensional DBMS (MDDBMS) is

used. HOLAP (Hybrid OLAP) is a mixture of ROLAP and MOLAP storage [Chaudhuri

1997].

The data analysis uses the Frond-End tools (query tools, report writers, analysis

tools, and data mining tools) to access the multidimensional view of warehouse data,

conduct analytical queries for the decision making support. There is a variety of Frond-

End tools supported by different the Vendors, provide powerful analytical query

features.

Most of the components in the architecture are described by the metadata stored in

the Repository. The metadata describes does not describe only the data structures in the

warehouse but also a variety of processes including the extraction and loading

processes, the warehouse management, and the processing and execution of queries.

Since many of the processes are very dynamic in order to respond to the constantly

changing business needs, the metadata must be constantly updated with these changes.

2.3. Time Latency in Data Warehousing and Business
Intelligence

According to Hackathorn [Hackathorn 2004] the additional business value of an action

decreases with the amount of time elapses from the occurrence of the event to taking

action. However, the data about that transaction is stored within the warehouse

environment only after some time-windows. Afterwards, the data is analyzed, packaged,

and delivered to the user-application. This process also took time to be accomplished.

Only after a time-window, the decision based on these analysis results and the relevant

action can be performed. Therefore, Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence have

to be enhanced towards a closed loop real-time Business Intelligence which shortens the
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period of time between the occurrence of a business event that requires an appropriate

action by the organization and the time the action is fmally carried out.

Business
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Real-time

Action
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'------- y
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Time

Action Time

Figure 2.3. Business value and action time

The end-to-end time (elapsed time) required to respond by taking action in response

to the business transaction in an intelligent manner is called action time and can be

regarded as the latency of an action. Action time comprises four components:

1. Data latency is the time from the occurrence of the business event until the

data is stored and ready for analysis.

2. The time from the point when data is available for analysis to the time when

information is generated out of it is called analysis latency; it includes the time

to determine root causes ofbusiness situations.

3. Decision latency is the time it takes from the delivery of the information to

selecting a strategy in order to change the business environment. This type of

latency mostly depends on the time the decision makers need to decide on the

most appropriate actions for a response to the business environment.

4. Response latency is the time needed to take an action based on the decision

made and to monitor its outcome. This includes communicating the decision

made as a command or suggestion, or executing a business action in a target

system.

It is important to realize that only the decision latency really counts on the bottom line.

The first two are overhead, simply infrastructure necessary for the third, and the forth is
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just a final fire. Technology advances are greatly reducing data and analysis latencies.

However, decision latency will increasingly become the limiting factor.

2.4. Information Evolution in Data Warehousing: From Report to
Zero~Latency Data \'Varehouse

Most successful data warehouse implementations deliver business value on an iterative

and continuous basis. Each iteration builds upon its predecessor to increase the business

value proposition for information delivery. In recent years, the evolution of Data

Warehousing has reached a new pinnacle with the deployment of decision support

capability throughout an organization and even beyond its conventional boundaries to

partners and customers [Brobst 2002a].

In the early days, data warehouses focused on strategic decision-making for

knowledge workers in the corporate "ivory tower". Access to information improved the

quality of their decision-making. However, developing a great strategy without efficient

execution will get you nowhere [Brobst 2002b]. The emerging generation of data

warehouses deployments imposes an ever-increasing set of service levels upon the data

warehouse architect. In this section, we review the five-stage evolution maturation

model of active Data Warehousing discussed by Stephen Brosbt [Brobst, Rarey 2001]

and extend the model to the sixth stage for Zero-Latency Data Warehouse.

Stage Stage Name Action Question
:

Observe ~ Whâthappened?"1 Reporting' '.'

2 Analysis Understand Why did it happen?

3... Prediction, PrediCt What.will happen?,.

4
Operational Data React What is happening?

Warehouse What should we do now?

Active Daia - ;

Howean wé do it better?5 .:Reorganize. . ,' Warehoùse What dol wanno happen?

Monitor, What's my feedback?
What is the effect of our

6 Minimized Latency Automate & reactions andControl reorganizations?

Table 2.1: Information Evolution Stages in Data Warehousing

Table 2.1 gives an overview of the evaluation model. Traditional Data Warehousing

satisfies only the first three stages (Figure 2.4), which deliver just basic benefits. This
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type of business intelligence effort does not provide the return on investment many

organizations expect.

In contrast, stages 4 and 5 are the prerequisites for a zero-latency data warehouse

environment. They enable us to react to the current business demands, threats and

opportunities based on our observations, understanding and predictions. Furthermore, it

closes me ioop on information integration and automated information delivery to

knowledge workers in order to control the relationship between decision-making and the

effects (feedback) of decisions (see Figure 2.5).

Stage 1:
REPORTING

WHAT happened?

OBSERVE:
Mainly batch with pre-

defined queries

Stage 2:
ANALYSIS

WHY did it happen?

UNDERSTAND:
Increase in

ad-hoc queries

Stage 3:
PREDICTION

WHAT will happen?

PREDICT:
Increase in analytical
model construction

I Batch reporting
Ad-hoc reporting, On-line analytical processing

'.... Analyties, Data mining

Figure 2.4: Data Warehouse Evolution, Stages 1-3

Stage 1: Reporting

The initial stage of data warehouse deployments and architectures typically focuses

on reporting from a single source of truth within an organization. The main effort of

stage 1 goes into the integration of disparate sources of information within an

organization. The data warehouse brings huge value simply by driving decision-making

across functional and/or product boundaries. The challenge is the construction of a

repository with consistent and cleansed data [English 1999]. However, setting up the

initial loads of the data warehouse does not do the work, because the source systems are
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evolving information systems that could change significantly in their structure (e.g.
database schema, data types) and their semantics.

The questions in a reporting environment are usually known in advance. This kind
of decision support is characterized by a large quantity of predefined queries. They are
set up by the technologists after receiving requests from the business users or are
predisposed manageriai methods of communicating what needs to be known after a
period or a process is completed.

Thus, it is possible to optimize database structures in order to deliver good
performance even when queries access and process huge amounts of data. Data
integration is typically done by frequent high-performance batch loads (i.e. monthly,
weekly). During these "update windows" the data warehouse is not available for
reporting.

Reporting applications provide some answers found in many business databases, but
Data Warehousing provides new views and an ability to use combined cross-
organizational detailed data to understand the past.

Sophisticated reporting systems imply a summary of observations that highlight
exceptions, such as abnormal situations, and suggest actions to correct those
abnormalities. Hence, it involves more than the first stage. It requires understanding
business dynamics (stage 2) and the prediction of future events (stage 3).

Stage 2: Analysis

At this stage decision makers focus less on what happened but more on why it
happened. In order to understand recent changes of numbers and to find out influencing
factors, analysis activities are concerned with drilling down beneath the numbers on a
report to slice and dice data at a detailed level.

Ad hoc analysis is very important at this stage. Different from predefined reports
(stage 1), the queries against the database cannot be known in advance. Furthermore,
performance becomes even more important because the data warehouse is used
interactively. Whereas reports are typically scheduled to run on a regular basis with
business calendars as a driver for timing (e.g. end of month), ad hoc analysis is a hands-
on activity with interactive refinement of questions in an interactive environment.

Support for concurrent query execution and large numbers of users against the data
warehouse is typical of this type of data warehouse. On-line analytical processing
(OLAP) environments [Codd 1993] are built to support more stringent response time
requirements (e.g. drill-down to more detailed information within a few seconds). In a
typical on-line analytical application, a query aggregates a numeric measure at higher
levels in the dimension hierarchy. Performance management relies a lot more on
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advanced query optmllzers. Their ability to determine efficient access paths, using
indexing and sophisticated join techniques [Salzberg et al. 1999], plays a critical role in
allowing flexible access to information within acceptable response times.

The business users discover trends and patterns not readily apparent from the
straight reporting found earlier at stage I. So we also see that awareness and allowing
peopie io ask questions drive a new desire to utilize the data warehouse infrastructure.

Stage 3: Prediction

As an organization improves m quantitative decision-making techniques and
experiences the value proposition for understanding the "whats" (stage 1) and "whys"
(stage 2) of its business dynamics, the next step is to leverage information for predictive
purposes.

Understanding what will happen next has huge implications for proactively
managmg an organization's strategy. Data mining tools provide such advanced
predictive and analytical functionality by identifying distribution patterns and
characteristic behavior within a dataset using historical detail [Chaudhuri et al. 200 IJ.
Knowledge discovery is the process of specifying and achieving a goal through iterative
data mining. Typically it consists of three phases: (I) data preparation, (2) model
building and evaluation, and (3) model deployment.

However, you need human experts for building, understanding and interpreting the
predictive models. Model construction typically involves derivation of many complex
metrics for thousands (or more) observations as the basis for training the predictive
algorithms for a specific set ofbusiness objectives. Scoring is frequently applied against
a larger set (millions) of observations because the full population is scored rather than
the smaller training sets used in model construction. Advanced data mining methods
often employ complex mathematical and statistical functions to obtain the predictive
characteristics desired.

The number of users ("data miners") tends to be a relatively small group of very
sophisticated analysts. However, the data warehouse workloads associated with model
construction and scoring are intense. This heavy resource utilization is due to the
complexity of data access and the volume of data handled in a typical data mining
environment.

Stage 4: Operational Data Warehouse
As business intelligence applications have matured, it has become apparent that the
information and analyses they provide are vital to tactical day-to-day decision-making,
and many organizations can no longer operate their businesses effectively without them.
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Data freshness service levels are more stringent and require continuous update

architectures.

Stage 4:
OPERA TIONAl

DATA WAREHOUSE
WHA T is happening?

Stage 5:
ACTIVE WAREHOUSE

What do I WANT to
happen?

Stage 6:
MINIMIZED LATENCY

What's the FEEDBACK?

REACT:
Continuous updates and

time sensitive queries
gain importance

RE-ORGANIZE:
Event-based triggering

AUTOMATE & CONTROL:
Closed loop on information
integration and automated

information delivery

Batch reporting
Ad-hoc reporting, on-line analytical processing
Analytics, data mining
Continuous update, tactical queries
Event-based triggering, automated reactions
Notifications

Figure 2.5: Data Warehouse Evolution, Stages 4-6

In a traditional data warehouse environment, timeliness requirements (the relative

availability of data to support a given process within the time frame required to perform

the process) were postponed to mid-term or long-term. An operational data warehouse

aims to decrease the time it takes to integrate particular (time-critical) data and to make

the information available to knowledge workers. This enables them to find out what is

currently happening (based on continuous data integration), decide on what should be

done, and therefore react faster to typical and abnormal data conditions (tactical

decision support).

Tactical decisions differ from strategic decision in several ways:

Smaller scope (one product instead of many, one customer instead of all or one

transaction instead of millions)

More stringent response-time requirements
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Typically high data freshness requirements

Larger number of tactical decision

Whereas stages 1 to 3 focus on strategic decision-making within an organization,
stage 4 focuses on tactical decision-making, supporting the people in the field who
execute the organization's strategy. Examples include (1) inventorj management with
just-in-time replenishment, (2) scheduling and routing package delivery, and (3)
prioritizing passengers for lost connecting flights. Many retailers are moving toward
vendor-managed inventory (e.g. Wal-Mart [Westerman 2000]), with a retail chain that is
supplied by manufacturers working as partners. The goal is to reduce inventory costs
through more efficient supply chain management. In order for the partnership to be
successful, access to information regarding sales, promotions, inventory, etc. must be
provided to the vendor at a detailed level. To be useful, the information must be up-to-
date and query response times must be fast. This means continuous data acquisition of
particular data into the data warehouse. Whereas a strategic decision support
environment can use data that is loaded once per month, once per week or even daily,
this lack of data freshness is unacceptable for tactical decision support.

Stage 5: Active Data Warehouse
Both for efficiency reasons and for consistency in decision-making, an organization will
want to automate decisions if humans do not add significant value. In the case of
"routine decision tasks", analysts extract information from the data warehouse to solve
well-structured problems by applying generally accepted procedures in decision-making
[Thalhammer 2001]. The automation of such decision tasks is the goal of an active data
warehouse.

In e-commerce business models there is often no choice but to automate decision-
making when a customer interacts with a web site. In retail industry seasonal items in
stores where inventories are higher than they ought to be will automatically be
identified. The active data warehouse can initiate sophisticated markdown strategies to
drive maximum sell-through with minimum margin erosion [Thalhammer et al. 2001].
Moreover, event-based triggering allows these decisions to be made in an optimal
fashion on an item-by-item and store-by-store basis supported by sophisticated decision
support technologies. This enables faster reorganizations in response to changing
environments.

The active data warehouse has a mixed workload environment involving both
complex and simple decision-making queries. Data freshness service levels require
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continuous update architectures. The ratio of reads to writes in the workload mix is
much higher in an active data warehouse than for an OLTP workload.

Stage 6: Minimized Latency

As technology evolves, more and more decisions become executed with event-driven
triggers to initiate (fully) automated decision processes. However, the power of event-
based triggering is of no value without some control of the effects of decisions in time:

Minimize latency between the cause and the effect of a decision.

Notify knowledge workers of actionable recommendations.

Effectively close the gap between business intelligence systems and business
processes.

Decrease the time it takes to make the decision.

The final stage of our data warehouse evolution model proposes a notification

concept. Notifications happen in a universal context. Minimized latency implies the
continuous monitoring of business events, predicting situations that will become
adverse, and suggesting actions to avoid the undesirable. It identifies those who should
perform the actions and decides how to notify them and how to control and measure the
feedback.

Therefore, a notification does not necessarily imply an operational decision - but it
informs decision makers that something very important is occurring, which needs to be
investigated in more detail. Notifications are appropriate where it is not possible to fully
automate decision tasks because of their complexity or the need for human supervision
and decision-making.

Notifications are not restricted to the analytical environment. In order to minimize
latency we use notifications and event handling twofold: in the active data warehouse
component and in the continuous data integration process. If we want to effectively
minimize the latency between the cause and the effect of a decision, there are situations
where we cannot wait until the response (i.e. data extracted from an operational system)
has been integrated into the data warehouse and an event in the analytical environment
has triggered some action. We need events during data integration, which further
minimize feedback latency of decisions causing operational actions. Furthermore, this
approach decreases the load of the data warehouse, because part of the event handling
(probably causing notifications or even operational actions) is done outside the data
warehouse database.
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This enables activated business processes by embedding analytics directly into
business processes with little or no human intervention. Activated processes incorporate
the full capabilities of an active data warehouse (stage 5) and support improved
controlling techniques based on minimized latency for the measurement and
propagation of delays into the data warehouse [Bruckner 2002].

2.5. Zero-Latency Data Warehouse

In our vision, the Zero-Latency Data Warehouse (ZLDWH) is a data warehouse, which
enables a complete business intelligence process to observe, understand, predict, react
to, reorganize, monitor, automate and control feedback loops in the minimallatency.

A ZLDWH aims to decrease the time it takes to make the business decisions. In fact,
there should be ideally a minimal almost zero-latency between the cause and effect of a
business decision. It enables analysis across corporate data sources and notifies the.
business of actionable recommendations, effectively closing the gap between business
intelligence systems and business processes. Business requirements may appear to be
different across the various industries, but the underlying requirements are similar -
information that is integrated, current, detailed, and immediately accessible.

Transforming a standard data warehouse using batch loading during update windows
(where analytical access is not allowed) to an analytical environment providing current
information involves various issues to be addressed in order to enable (near) real-time
dissemination of new information across an organization. The goal of a so-called zero-
latency data warehouse is to allow organizations to deliver relevant information as fast
as possible to decision systems or knowledge workers who need it to react in near real-
time to new information captured by an organization's computer system. Therefore, it
supports an immediate discovery of data conditions in a manner not supported by an on-
line transaction processing (aLTP) system. As a result, deployment of data warehouse
solutions for operational, tactical decision-making is becoming an increasingly
important use of information assets. A variety of architectural frameworks - such as
Active Data Warehousing [Brobst 2002b], the Corporate Information Factory [Inmon et
al. 2001], and Zero-Latency Enterprises [Gartner 1998] - have emerged in recognition
of the importance of tactical decision support as an extension of traditional data
warehouse capabilities.

While operational systems are designed to meet well-specified (short) response time
requirements, the focus of data warehouses is generally the strategic analysis of data
integrated from heterogeneous source systems. Because the operational source systems
always collect data from real-world events captured by computer systems, the data
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warehouse needs to be updated periodically to reflect those source data changes. Such

data integration process can be very complex, covering the acquisition, extraction,

transformation (staging area), and loading of the data into the data warehouse. Data

loading is done during frequent update windows (e.g. once a week, every night), in this

way the analysis capabilities of data warehouses are not affected. The "observation" of

these real-worlù events is characterized by a delay. This so-called propagation delay is

the time interval it takes for a monitoring (operational) system to realize that a state

change has occurred. Real-world changes are generally discovered by computer systems

with a certain delay. The typical update patterns for traditional data warehouses on

weekly or even overnight basis increase the propagation delay until the information is

available to knowledge workers.

Consequently, up till recently, timeliness requirements (the relative availability of

data to support a given process within the timetable required to perform the process)

have been restricted to mid-term or long-term [English 1999]. W. H. Inmon, known as

the founder of Data Warehousing, cites time variance as one of four silent

characteristics of a data warehouse. Timeliness can be viewed as an aspect of data

quality, which has a strong influence on the time it takes until a system realizes a certain

state of data. While a complete, real-time enterprise data warehouse might still be a

future challenge, some yet feasible approaches may well enable data warehouses to

react "just-in-time" [SUGI29 2004] to changing customer needs, supply chain demands,

and financial concerns. The zero-latency data warehouse takes the goal of timeliness to

its logical extreme: instantaneous awareness and appropriate response to events

captured in the data warehouse environment.

Enabling minimized latency for decisions in a data warehouse environment requires

near real-time data integration in order to close the feedback loop on decisions. In

addition, the capability of handling events even during the data integration process,

complements the capabilities of the active data warehouse (analyzing data that has

already been integrated) and creates an environment that allows for reactions with

minimized latency.

In general, data integration is affected by propagation delays, which need to be

addressed by the DWH data model to represent history as accurately as possible. The

advantages provided by built-in temporal consistency support in data warehouses

include higher-fidelity data modeling, more efficient gathering of the organization's

history, as well as analyzing the sequence of changes within that history. This enables

the introduction of active behavior for data warehouses, where rule-driven decision

engines initiate operational actions for routine decision tasks. The "analysis loop" of
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these automatic actions is closed by the continuous (near real-time) data integration

mentioned above. This leads to zero-latency Data Warehousing.

2.6. Summary

The requirements of analysis and reaction at the speed of business transaction are not

satisfied bythe traditional Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence. For better

monitoring and management of business activities, there is a trend towards Zero-

Latency Data Warehousing which aims to minimize the reaction time elapsed to make

decision. We has introduced in this chapter the concepts and techniques used in the

traditional Data Warehouse, its limitation in supporting real time analysis. The

Information evaluation in Data Warehousing introduces the sixth stage (Zero-Latency

Data Warehouse) with the capability of monitoring, controlling the business event and

sending timely notification. The notion of Zero-Latency Data Warehouse and its

perspectives are also thoroughly discussed .
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Chapter 3: Background and Related Work

"ZeroLatency is the real-time, enterprise-wide
dissemination of new infonnation distributed in such a way
that allows businesses to react quickly to it, driving the
competitive business advantage to its ultimate limits".
Paul Larson, Talarian Corporation, 2002

In this chapter, we first introduce other research activities related to
"Zero-Latency Data Warehousing" and discuss their motivations and
requirements. We then present some background concepts and
technologies which are later mentioned in the thesis such as Continuous
Data Streams, Service Oriented Architecture and Grid computing.

3.1 "Zero-Latency" and "Real-time"

In IT terminology, latency is defined as the time required for a system to respond to an

input. A zero-latency strategy is a plan to decrease latency through out the enterprise to

the absolute minimum. Since the Gartner Group coined the term "zero /atency" in 1998

[Gartner 1998], a lot of related terms such as Zero-Latency Enterprise [Compaq 1999,

HP 2002], Active Warehousing [Brobst 2002b], Rea/-time Ana/ytics [Raden 2003],

Rea/-time Warehousing [Haisten 2002, Colin 2002 , Simon 2004, Langseth 2004], Rea/-

time Decision Support [SUGI29 2004], Business Activity Monitoring [BAM 2002],

started to appear more often in articles, seminars, or even front pages of Data

Warehousing or Business Intelligence related publications in recent years.

3.1.1 Zero-Latency Enterprise
Zero-Latency Enterprise (ZLE), refers to information management technologies that

integrate diverse enterprise computer applications and eliminate delays in the

propagation of new data throughout the enterprise. The basic idea behind a Zero-

Latency Enterprise strategy is to speed up the flow of information and business

processes so as to achieve a competitive advantage. It implies that all parts of the

enterprise can respond to events as soon as they become known to any part of the

enterprise.
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ZLE technologies provide a kind of central nervous system for the enterprise,
allowing individuals and systems to respond to events in real time. Examples of
applications that require immediate responses to events include the following:

- Real-time attrition or churn management

- Real-time billing and bill presentment

- Customer relationship management

- Fraud detection, security and crime prevention

- Marketing campaign analysis and tuning

- Sales performance analysis

- Inventory tracking and management

- Financial exposure control

In 1999, Compaq, now part of HP, was the first vendor to convert the ZLE concept
to a working architecture, which has been proven in other rapidly changing
environments such as retail, telecommunications, and banking. ZLE framework
[Compaq 1999, HP 2002] is a data-oriented architecture that centers on a real-time ZLE
data store which is a new construct, a "hot cache" of data from across the enterprise.
Rather than using Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) toolsets to keep applications
synchronized, the ZLE framework uses them and other technologies to keep remote
applications and their data in sync with the ZLE data store. And it uses the ZLE data
store to keep remote applications in the ZLE environment synchronized with one
another.

The ZLE core represents a state-of-the-art EAI environment. As shown in figure 3,1,

enterprise applications such as SAP, Siebel, and other enterprise systems attach to the
core via a variety of application and technology adapters. These adapters convert
proprietary messages to the standards used by the ZLE core.

A ZLE data store is a high-performance database platform for managing data from
any application in the enterprise. Unlike traditional operational data stores, it maintains
state data, which is current value information such as a customer's current account
balance, as well as event data, which is detailed, transaction-level data such as call detail
records (CORs), credit card transactions, and so on. In a Zero-Latency Enterprise, the
role of the ZLE data store is to keep databases and application data stores synchronized
so that an update of anyone application also updates applications downstream. The
utility of the ZLE data store is that it delivers, at any given time, a single, consolidated
view of all pertinent data from all applications in the enterprise. Data is redundant
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between each application and the ZLE data store, but not between all applications. At
the same time, the structure of the data in the ZLE data store is changed so that it is
subject-oriented, persistent, and can be updated in real time.

Enterprise
Applications

Adapters

Figure 3.1. The Zero-Latency Enterprise framework

The EAI hub serves as "instant messenger". The role of EAI within the zero latency
enterprise is to transmit information between ZLE applications (such as personalization
and fraud management) and the ZLE data store. For example, in a telecommunications
company, EAI technology sends each new CDR to the ZLE data store in real time. Ifthe
business rules determine that the call appears to be fraudulent-for example, it's the
second international call made within minutes by a customer who has never made even
one- then EAI technology instructs another application to alert a human agent to call
the customer. All events happen in real time, so the fraudulent call can be averted as it
happen, saving money and pleasing a customer.

3.1.2 Active Data Warehousing
The concept of active Data Warehousing [Thalhammer 2001, Brobst 2002b] has also
gained attention. It combines active mechanisms based on (somewhat restricted) ECA
(event-condition-action) rules known from active databases [Paton et al. 1999] with the
integrated analysis capabilities of data warehouse environments to extend (passive)
systems with reactive capabilities: An active data warehouse (ADWH) is event-driven,
reacts in a timeframe appropriate to business needs, and will make tactical decisions or
cause operational actions rather than wait to produce periodic reports [Brobst 2002b].

In the traditional passive DWH approach, the analysts perform interactive analyzes
using OLAP tools to find solutions for different kinds of decision tasks. The decision
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tasks can be classified into three styles [29] (1) "non-routine decision tasks", (2)
"routine decision tasks" and (3) "semi-routine decision tasks".

In the case of "non-routine decision tasks", analysts query the DWH to create
different scenarios and then make the decision. Such tasks do not occur regularly and
there are no generally accepted decision criteria. Some decisions in strategic business
management such as setting up the new product or changing the business policy are
examples of "non-routine decision tasks".

In the case of "routine decision tasks", analysts extract information from the DWH
to solve well-structured problems by applying generally accepted procedures in decision
making. Such decision tasks occur frequently at predictive time points. Examples can be
found in areas of customer management (e.g. grant the discount to special customers)
product management (e.g. change price or withdraw products).

The "semi-routine decision tasks" typically occur when routine problems require
non-routine treatment (e.g. if there are contradictory in decision before withdraw a
product need to be discussed more before making the decision).

One of the main functions of Active Data Warehouse (ADWH) IS automatIzmg
decision-support activities of"routine decision tasks" and the routine elements of"semi-
routine decision tasks". The autonomous reaction processes are based on complex
incremental multi-dimensional analysis of the collected data in the Data Warehouse,
which was usually implemented manually by the analyst using OLAP tools. The Active
Data Warehouse extends the Passive Warehouse with the Active Decision Engine
component. The engine combines Data Warehouse, Active Database (ADB), and OLAP
tool to automatize decision processes that occur on a regular schedule and for which
well-established decision criteria exist. The "glue" among these technologies are the
analysis rules. They realize the basic ECA rule structure from ADB, but carry out
complex OLAP analyzes on warehouse data instead of evaluating simple conditions as
in case with ECA rules in OLTP system.

Like ECA rules, the event part of an analysis rule represents the time points at which
decision processes should be initiated. However, compared to ECA rules in ADB which
offers a variety of events [Paton et al. 1999] (e.g. structure operation, behavior
invocation, transaction, abstract or user-defined, exception, clock, external), the scope of
the event part of analysis rules is limited (e.g. OLTP method event, absolute and relative
temporal event).

The condition part represents the incremental multidimensional analysis that is
usually carried out manually by the analyst using some OLAP tools. In contrast to
conventional ECA rules, the condition part in analysis rules is not a simple Boolean
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predicate but consists of hierarchically organized predicates that reqUIre the
incrementally performing of multi dimensional analysis to evaluate.

The action part of an analysis rule is the directive to execute a particular transaction
in the OLTP system, representing the decision for which analyzes have been carried out.
The action could also be a recommendation or notification to the users for further
analysis in the case it can not make the decision positively. Compare to the action part
of ECA rules in ADB [Paton et al. 1999], which maybe an arbitrary sequence of DML
statements update the database or rule set, transaction statements, behavior invocation,
external calls, do-instead, etc., we can stay that the actions which analysis rules can cope
are more simple.

... ... ~----------- ...

--------------
Operational

data~~

--------------~:!~~~~~~----
Figure 3.2. Active Data Warehouse Architecture

The Active Data Warehouse architecture is shown in Figure 3.2. Data is extracted,
loaded, transformed and integrated in the DWH through the batch ETL or the
continuous data integration [Bruckner 2002]. Besides loading conventional passive
warehouse data, changes in the operational data sources (OLTP events) are also loaded
into the data event repository (the event base in figure 3.2). These events are used to
trigger of other complex types of events (e.g. temporal events).

Within the active decision engine, the temporal events (e.g. end of month) will be
used to determine when analysis rules should be fired. The passive DWH, which
maintains integrated data and pre-aggregated data (e.g. materialized views) is
responsible to answer two types of requests: (1) The ad-hoc OLAP request issued by
analysts using conventional OLAP tool, (2) Pre-defined OLAP requests issued by
analysis rules when these rules are executed.

The active decision engine includes three basic components. The Rule base stores
executable rule definition and meta data about these rules. The Event base maintains
occurrences of events that fire the analysis rules. The Action base maintains all
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information about the actions can be happened (e.g. specifications of the action,
parameter binding, etc.). The ADWH rules-design-tool provides a graphical user
interface with which the users can define new rules, update existing rules, inspect
generated decisions and modify the event base. Analysis rules are modeled from the
perspective of the analyst who specifies: (I) the time points at which the analysis rule
has to be fired (the event); (2) the data cubes that have to be inspected (the analysis
graph) by using certain criteria for decision making (the decision steps); and (3) the
transaction that has to be executed for a particular entity in an OLTP system if one of
the decision criteria is satisfied (the action). The data cubes in the analysis graph will be
analyzed to evaluate some criteria defined by the Rule Base, and if certain decision
criteria are satisfied, the action (in the Action Base) will be realized without user
interaction. As concerned in [Thalhammer et al. 200 I], analysis rules can be realized by
cascading triggers, which are available in most of commercial database system
nowadays.

3.1.3 Real-time Data Warehousing
Traditionally data warehouses do not contain current data. They are usually loaded with
data from operational systems at most weekly or in some cases nightly, but are in any
case a window on the past. The fast pace of business today is quickly making these
historical systems less valuable to the issues facing managers and government officials
in the real world.

Increased data volumes and accelerating update speeds are fundamentally changing
the role of the data warehouse in modem businesses. More data, coming in faster, and
requiring immediate conversion into decisions means that organizations are confronting
the need for real-time Data Warehousing. This is due to the followings:

• Decision support has become operational. The distinction between transactional
systems - which run the business day to day - and decision support - which
traditionally have engaged business intelligence issues around product, customer,
and market trends - remains a valid distinction. However, a related trend, which
has not been sufficiently noted in either the press or by industry analysts, is that the
distinction between decision support and operational has broken down.

• Integrated business intelligence requires closed-loop analytics. First-generation
data warehouses fed data downstream from transactional systems to the data
warehouse to perform market trend analysis at a high level. Second-generation
warehouses drilled down in detail to enable advanced applications. Third-generation
warehouses close the loop back from the data warehouse to the transactional system,
using the data warehouse information to optimize the transactional system. With
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third-generation warehouses, the latency must be low on a par with that expected by
transactional processing.

• Yesterday's operational data stores (ODSes) won't support today's
requirements. The Data Warehousing hardware and database infrastructure of the
early 1990s did not support the data volumes, response-time requirements, and data
integration needs of the single view of the data warehouses of the day. So the ODS
was born to provide architectural support for the data warehouse. However, ODSes
introduce redundant copies of detail data, which complicates data consumption and
analysis.

According to the Data Warehousing Institute-Forrester Quarterly Technology
Survey of 1/2004 [Agosta et al. 2004], during the past 18 months, Data Warehousing
refresh rates have accelerated measurably. Respondents performing the "frequent
update" to their data warehouse (at least multiple times a day) have increased from 2%
to 9% during the past 18 months. While a daily update frequency is still the most
common refresh rate, the number of frequent updaters will grow to 22% during the next
18 months (see Figure 3.3). Clearly, the pressure to squeeze latency out of Data
Warehousing systems is a priority at a growing number of enterprises.

•

"What is the most common update frequency of your
production data warehouse?"

Realtime

Near-real time

Many times a day

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Don't know

66,

0,00% 10,00% 20,00% 30,00% 40,00% 50,00% 60,00% 70,00%

Figure 3.3. Data Warehouse Updates are Accelerating

Real-time Data Warehousing (RTDW) refers to the technical aspects of a data
warehouse that updates as data is presented to it. A strict definition of real-time implies
that any data change occurring in a source system is automatically and instantaneously
reflected in the data warehouse. This would mean that all changes in the Data
Warehousing environment take place simultaneously with the change in the source
system - something that is only achievable when both changes are part of the same
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atomic transaction. RTDW concepts include physical modifications to the database

schema and the database environment, movement of data across the enterprise, ETL

processes, modification of downstream processes, especially alerts, creation of extracts,

cubes and data marts, and the whole new methodology for designing and implementing

RTDWs [Simon 2004, Agosta et al. 2004].

However, Real-time Data Warehousing is not right for every case, and can introduce

new, unnecessary headaches if not managed carefully. There are some other options

which significantly constrain (slow but not stop) the forward motion of real-time Data

Warehousing:

• On time. For those enterprises without a formal service-level agreement (SLA), on

time means data is updated and delivered according to whatever consensus or

implied agreement exists between the IT function and the end user organization, that

is, by agreement or consensus. '

• Simulated. Simulated real time means that update is performed in batch, but that

access is performed interactively, giving the appearance of an answer "right now,"

even though the timeliness (currency) of the data is stale. For example, an end user

is sitting at a workstation and launching inquiries or what-if analysis against the data

warehouse, receiving a response from the system within human think time of

between two seconds and two minutes. Even if the data warehouse was updated

overnight by a batch process, the data access is interactive. Here the access is in real

time, but not the update, which remains a background process.

• Right time. This was the catch-all phrase prior to the decomposition into on time

and simulated. It means near-real time and is tied to a specific technology such as

change data capture (CDe) to a log and subsequent distribution by means of an ETL

tool or store-and-forward mechanism such as a message broker.

• Real time. This means a process in which resources such as databases, networks,

and CPUs are locked synchronously until a commit point is reached, at which point

other concurrent processing may proceed. The data in the system reflects the state of

the business on literally a moment-by-moment basis.

Typc Dcfinition How it works Examplc
On time Data is updated and

delivered according to
policies, service-level
agreement, or consensus.

Business groups tell IT
how often they need to
update and access data,
and IT delivers data on
that schedule.
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Simulated

, "

Right time

Real tiine

";.:"J.-"

An end user at a work
;'1

station'executing self- ,
'I. ,

service query and

reporting'orwhat-i'f "

analysis. Updates and

ro.1l-up ca1culàtions are .

performed in batch" ,

delivered in interactive

"think ti:iÎ1e.;'

A catch-all phrase
meaning near-real time
- tied to a specific
technology such as
change data capture to a
database log.

The answer is absolutely
'the mosrup-:to-date
information physically
possible in terms ofboth
up~ate and access.

The results have been,
pre-computed and
stored in the data
warehouse for latter
delivery as iftpe "
calcuhltiori:were done in
real time, but'it is not. '

I:"

I '

Allows for a variety for
response
times, none committing
to synchronous
processing (see real
time) - allows for
distribution by an ETL
tool or message broker.

'Resoùrces such as
databfises, .
networks, and CPUs are
Jocke9 '
synchronously u~tila
commit point is '
reached, at which time
other concurrent
processmgmay , ,
proceed.

Customer
recorDmendation',

Web log analysis

Fraud detection

... " , ;

Table 3.1. The Many Meanings of Real Time

(source: Forrester Research, Inc.) (Agosta et al. 2004)

Table 3.1 describes in more details the time horizon of the variety of meanings of Real-

time Data Warehousing.

3.1.4 Real-time Analytics
Real-time analytics [Raden 2003] IS the ability to use all of the resources in an

organization, especially data, to improve the operations and quality of service, at the
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moment they are called for. If, at the moment (or very soon after) a piece of information

is created or modified in an operational system, it is sensed and acted upon by an

analytical process, real-time analytics have occurred. Real-time analytics complement

real-time operational systems and real time Data Warehousing. Agile organizations will

need to measure, evaluate and react to events with a closed-loop of telemetry-like

information, rules, decisions and triggers, all in real-time.

Similar to Real-time Data Warehousing, Real-time Analytics is not for everyone.

There are some applications, where the ability to include up-to-the-second analytics is

extremely useful (see Table 3.2). What is important to understand is that the value in

merging operational and analytical processes in real-time has to be found in the business

processes that leverage it.

Industry/Audience Type of Analytics

Financial Services

Energy'~

Retail

Government

Consumer Products

..~eb Commerce B~B or
B2C
Finance

Executive

Healthcare

Credit card fraud
Risk Mana ement Market, credit, 0 s
Forward priceproj~ction
D amic tri erin
Pricing optimization, replenishment, markdown
and invento mana ement
CDC monitors Rx for epidemic outbreak;
Anti~terrorism orttraffic
Promotional effectiveness
S ot romotions

.Targeted incentivesat t<?uchRoint
Collaborative filterin customizaiion
Instant financial close
Continuous lannin
Real.:.time dashboards
Business. Activi Monitorin BAM)
Service level 0 timization

Table 3.2: Real-time Analytics by Sample Industry or Audience

Generally, real-time analytics are suitable for time-sensitive decisions that also have

one or more of the following characteristics:

• High risk or high cost (a customer could be immediately lost or gained).

• Numerous, often-conflicting constraints (the revenue potential must be quickly

weighed against the cost of obtaining it).

• Potential for optimization through injection of context data (breadth, depth, history

to enable a more comprehensive decision on-the-spot).
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• Significant competitive advantage could result (earlier identification of anomalies or
opportunities to more quickly limit exposure or optimize gain).

• Increased business efficiency (consistent, optimal execution of frequent actions
which individually seem insignificant but collectively have high value/cost).

3.1.5. Real-time Decision Support
Motivated by the requirement of "delivering the right information to the right people
just in time ", real time decision support [SUGI29 2004] is a strategy aimed at solving a
business problem that can not be solved by the operational systems or the Data
Warehousing systems alone. It requires more than just the ETL tool, the database, the
business intelligence (BI) portal, but requires an integrated view of how data moves
through the organization to provide the most valid and reliable decision-support metrics
to the right people, just in time. It is about identifying the source systems, staging and
target databases, data acquisition and integration strategies, network and server capacity
requirements, messaging systems, development/quality assurance/production
environments, and error and recovery processes.

In Real-time Decision Support system, the key components involve an
organization's ability to detect events, evaluate and then respond to them much more
quickly than traditional Data Warehousing strategies have allowed. By blending
operational and strategic systems (Data Warehousing and analytics), a much richer
environment for decision support exists. It is important to understand what types of
decisions are good candidates for the real time revolution and which business processes
can be morphed into economical processes that are inherent in the real time information
architecture.

The goal of real time decision support is to facilitate access to information that cuts
across multiple applications, systems and data sources. The blending of operational
systems that support business-as-usual can combine with historical and analytic results
to help provide a superior framework for decision making. Real time decision support
thus focuses on both the process events important to operations and the business events
that support strategic management. By virtue of its label, real time means much more
frequent updates of content. We think of the result as getting the most valid and reliable
decision-support metrics to the right people, just in time.

3.1.6 Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
Failure to identify problems, anticipate opportunities, and respond rapidly is immensely
costly. With the broad spread IT through most operations, businesses are striving to
achieve "zero-latency enterprise" status, where all data about a business are captured,
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analyzed and acted upon in real-time. "Business actIvIty monitoring" (BAM) is

Gartner's term defining how we can provide real-time access to critical business

performance indicators to improve the speed and effectiveness of business operations

[Gartner 2002]. Unlike traditional real-time monitoring, BAM draws its information

from multiple application systems and other internal and external (inter-enterprise)

sources, enabling a broader and richer view ofbusiness activities. As such, BAM will be

a natural extension of the investments that enterprises are making in application

integration. BAM takes business process management beyond the smooth flow of

processes across multiple applications to allow analysis and monitoring of business

processes and conditions as they happen [BAM 2002]. BAM applies operational

business intelligence and application integration technologies to automated processes to

continually refine them based on feedback that comes directly from knowledge of

operational events. It provides more accurate information about the status and results of

various operations, processes, and transactions so we can make better decisions, more

quickly address problem areas, and reposition the organization to take full advantage of

emerging opportunities.

Live or near-live monitoring of business processes and KPls (key performance

indicators) is precisely the mission of BAM, which typically pulls information from a

variety of applications and data sources then presents it to the user as live, integrated,

"dashboard" displays filled with speedometers, bar graphs, maps, and tables. BAM also

filters the information it monitors based on user-defined business rules, sending out

alerts when key thresholds are reached, including inventory running below a certain

level, or, in the case of OfficeMax, lack of response from a vendor within a certain time

period. In some cases alerts may initiate other actions, such as e-mails to staff,

customers, or suppliers.

Features Comments

1. Real-time This means that the tool can use the data contained in events to

event data

computation.

2... Single even..t

triggering.

compute metrics (i.e., KPls) in real-time and continuously update

them on the graphics displays or feed the metrics to other

applications.

Th~<too.l ca,l1.react tösingle ev~nts, either predefmedor defi,ned ~y

the üser, é:g:" ale~ indica:tingcrit~ca~ KPls, and.then'~es acti0lls

.also predefmed ;'or specifiëdby the' user. . Usually the tool will

supply'ac:~pability t<?~clefineev~nt tt:iggered réactive rules,àridmay
'. ,- - • ; ~ .,:-~ •. ;.:_", ',_ '_:" . _.. .•.• --- .;'.;..~.';' -~ ~'--~ ..:...~.. :..~""t":"
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combine, this with capabilities under feature item# 1.

3. Event streams An event stream is a real-time, continuous, ordered (by arrival time

4. Complex event

;.

-.,',,
-.

';';

processing.

,',':.' ;

pattern

tri~gering.

at the tool, or by a time stamping mechanism) sequence of events.

Here, the tool assumes the event input is a stream. This assumption

allows optimization of some kinds of event processing that fa!!

under item #1. It is an appropriate way to handle stock-market

feeds, for example.

Tools thatsatisfy ~hischecklist item can detect complex pàtterrisöf
- -

many';events :in the global event'C;loud of thé enterprise' and then'

react to the,m-in various ways; Typ'ically, i~oinpléx pattefuis ~ade,

upof. mab.y','eve~ts,' oft~~creat~'d;~t ~ifferent locati~hs:' in ah
ent~rP~se .'~nd:possibiy in, differe~t .~ime;_zones.Co~plex pattefIls

ma~, illvolve è'vents that are caus~lly relateci'and other events that

happened independently. A c9mplex pa~ern' consists not only of
.. , .. .'~ • .. • . ,..: • ' • "l. '. . ..:.

the ev~nt~ but also of the relati?nshipsbe~eenthe eyents. F<?r

. ,ex.ample, the patterns of,e.:ventsinfraudulent activity.' ",

5. Event pattern Tools that satisfy item #4 may go a step further by providing rules

abstraction to create new events whenever an event pattern matches. The new

events can be constructed to contain some of the information

contained in the events that matched the pattern. And the new

events can be processed by the tool just like other events in the

cloud. This is called event pattern abstraction. It is a step towards

supplying higher level views - e.g., executive reports - of patterns

of complicated business activity. Important data is included in the

new event, and unnecessary details are omitted, the new event is an

abstraction.

Table 3.3: SAM tools checklist (adopted from [Luckham 2005])

Table 3.3 presents the checklist to evaluate the BAM tools, currently, most BAM
tools will only check off items #1 and #2. Even so, they're proving to be very useful.
New tools are entering the market place that can check off the first four items. If a
BAM tool can check off four or five items on this list, it is certainly doing some
complex event processing.
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3.2 Continuous Data Streams

So far, most of existing data analytical solutions work only with traditional (stored)

datasets. However, in the recent years, advances in modern technologies have allowed

us to automatically record daily transactions at a rapid rate. Such processes lead to large

amounts of transactional data which grow at an "unlimited" rate and ~re available as

continuous data streams. Data streams arise naturally and are used in the various

scientific and business application domains. Fields of application include stock ticks in

financial applications, manufacturing processes, log records or click-streams in web-

personalization, data feeds from sensor applications, network packets and messages in

firewall-based security and call detail records in telecommunication and so on [Chen et

aI., 2000]. Data streams thus become now fundamental to many data processing

applications and the need for complex analyses of these high-speed data streams is

substantial. Further, the ability to make decisions and discover interesting patterns on-

line (i.e., as the data stream arrives) is crucial for several mission-critical tasks that

could be decisive for an organization (e.g., telecom fraud detection, stock market

monitoring, etc.)

A data stream is defined as a continuous transmission of data elements. Each data

element, also called tuple or record, is a collection of data items. Data items may be of

different data types. Data elements have a discrete time, which is realized by designated

data items containing sequence numbers (stream relative). Additional time stamps have

the advantage to allow for time correlation between data streams. These sequence

numbers allow for recognition of missing data elements and correct ordering in a

stream.

arrival time
at remote source tH t16 t15 t14 t13 t12 t11 t10

stream x

Figure 3.4. Continuous Data Streams

Data streams have some specific characteristics that make them different from

traditional store data set. They arrive in a sequence of unbounded, real time data items

with a very high data rate that can only read once by an application. ([Strauss et al.

2003], [Golab,Ozsu 2003], [Babcock et aI.2002]). They could be "infinite", and once a

data element has arrived, it should be processed and either archived or deleted, i.e. only

a short history can be stored. It is impossible and impractically to control the order in
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which items arrive, nor is it feasible to locally store a stream in its entirety because

sorting even sub streams of a limited size, is also a blocking operation.

By nature, a stored data set is appropriate when significant portions of the data are

queried again and again, and updates are small and / or relatively infrequent. In contrast,

a data stream is appropriate when the data is constantly changing (often exclusively

through insertions of new elements), and it is either unnecessary or impractical to

operate on large portions of the data multiple times.

Static data set Continuous data stream

Relationship Persistent Transient

Query method One-time Continuous

Access method Random Sequential

Store character Passive Repository Active Storage

Respond Speed No requirement Must quickly

Update Speed Low update High update

Response No real-time Real-time

Table 3.4. Differences between static data set and continuous Data stream

In the recent years, we have witnessed many interest research activities on

continuous data streams. Some of the researchers are trying to build an entire data

stream management system (DSMS; instead of DBMS - data base management system)

from scratch [Widom 1. et al 2003]. The alternative approach is to modify or extend an

existing DBMS so as to include the envisioned functionality. So far, research results

have been reported for modelling and handling data streams including algorithms for

data stream processing to fully-fledged data stream systems. The unique characteristics

of data streams and continuous queries dictate the following requirements of data stream

management systems [Golab,Ozsu 2003]:

• The data model and query semantics must allow order-based and time-based

operations (e.g. queries over a five-minute moving window).

• The inability to store a complete stream suggests the use of approximate summary

structures, referred to in the literature as synopses [6] or digests [72]. As a result,

queries over the summaries may not return exact answers.

• Streaming query plans may not use blocking operators that must consume the entire

input before any results are produced.
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• Due to performance and storage constraints, backtracking over a data stream is not
feasible. On-line stream algorithms are restricted to making only one pass over the
data.

• Applications that monitor streams in real-time must react quickly to unusual data
values.

• Long-running queries may encounter changes in system conditions throughout their
execution lifetimes (e.g. variable stream rates).

• Shared execution ofmany continuous queries is needed to ensure scalability.

In continuous query processing, several approximation methods are used for data
reduction and synopsis construction such as sketches [Dobra et al. 2002], random
sampling, histograms [Strauss et al. 2003], and wavelets [Chakrabarti et al. 2001]. Some
other approximate methods are applied to tackle the blocking operator such as Sliding
Window [Franklin et al. 2002], load shedding [Babcock et al. 2004], punctuation
[Tucker et al. 2003]. k-Constraints [Babcock, Olston 2003] are used in clustering and
monitoring data stream. [Kim, Park 2005] proposes an efficient periodic summarization
method with a flexible storage allocation to store large volumes of streaming data in
stable storage. Other research topics cover data stream management system models,
architectures and related issues such as memory minimization, operator scheduling,
query optimization, multiple query, distributed query processing and so on [Babcock et
al. 2002, Widom et al. 2003].

As another approach, conventional OLAP and data mining models have been
extended to deal with data streams, such as multi-dimensional analysis (Han et aL,
2002), clustering (Motvani et aL, 2000) and classification (Hulten et al. 2001). Some
other researchers investigate in union/join multiple streams [Gibbons et al. 2001],
stream reductions [Kumar et al. 2002].

In general, most of previous approaches on data stream processing focus on
approximation methods based on statistical estimations due to the limited storage and
computing resources. Recent research activities in data stream toward the use of super
computing infrastructure to tackle the bound limitation of resource in stream processing
such as using Peer-to-Peer networking techniques for data stream sharing [StreamGiobe
2005], applying Grid infrastructure for storing lossless and analyzing the whole data
streams [Tho et al. 2005] (see Chapter 5 for the more details)
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3.3. Service Oriented Architecture

Recent years, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [SOA 2004a, SOA 2004b] becomes
an increasingly popular concept, but in fact, it isn't a new idea at all. It's been around
since the mid-1980s. But it never really took off, because there has been no standard
middleware or application programming interfaces that would allow it to take root.
There were attempts to build them, such as the Distributed Computing Environment
(DCE) and Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), but neither really
caught on, and SOA languished as an interesting concept, but with no significant real-
world applications.

The roots of service-orientation can be found in three different areas: programming
paradigms, distribution technology, and business computing. The development of
different programming language paradigms has not only contributed to the
implementation platform for the different elements of an SOA but also has influenced
the interfacing techniques used in an SOA, as well as the interaction patterns that are
employed between service providers and service consumers. Many of the concepts
originally found in programming languages have also made their way into the
distribution technology that is presently used to offer remote access to services provided
by different applications on different technical platforms. Finally, and maybe most
importantly, the evolution of business computing has resulted in a large number of
proprietary as well as packaged applications (see Figure 10) such as Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), and Supply Chain
Management (SCM), which today are providing the data content and the business logic
that brings an enterprise SOA to life. Because of the closeness of services to concrete
business functionality, service-orientation has the potential to become the first paradigm
that truly brings technology and business together on a level where people from both
sides can equally understand and talk about the underlying concepts.

SOA is defined as a specific way to consider the structuring of an IT landscape of
some company starting from a business perspective. The core of SOA is to divide single
applications into smaller, meaningful, business-oriented services. Services are self-
contained and can be reused (opposite to large, monolithic systems). SOA then allows
combining such services in a more flexible manner than the fixed logic incorporated in
large monolithic applications. In general, an SOA intends to create a set of loosely
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Figure 3.5. The long history of programming languages, distribution technology, and
business computing toward a SOA paradigm (IS0A 2004a))

coupled services. It is a style of design that guides all aspects of creating and using
business services throughout their lifecycle (from conception to retirement). An SOA is
also a way to define and provision an IT infrastructure to allow different applications to
exchange data and participate in business processes, regardless of the operating systems
or programming languages underlying those applications.
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Figure 3.6. The SOA Interactive pattern
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For better align with SOA principles, this architecture is polished with more

emphasis on standard definitions of the service description, registration, discovery, and

interactions. Figure 3.6 shows a commonly used interactive pattern.

In this interactive pattern, there are the following concepts:

• A service provider creates a service for interaction and exposes the service's

description for the consumers with the necessary message format and transport
bindings.

• The service provider may decide to register this service and its description with a

registry of choice.

• The service consumer can discover a service from a registry or directly from the

service provider and can start sending messages in a well-defined XML format that

both the consumer and service can consume.

Service-oriented development provides the following benefits:

• Reuse: The ability to create services that are reusable in multiple applications.

• Efficiency: The ability to quickly and easily create new services and new

applications using a combination of new and old services, along with the ability to

focus on the data to be shared rather than the implementation underneath.

• Loose technology coupling: The ability to model services independently of their

execution environment and create messages that can be sent to any service.

• Division of responsibility: The ability to more easily àllow business people to

concentrate on business issues, technical people to concentrate on technology issues,

and for both groups to collaborate using the service contract.

Recently, when the Web services [Web Service 2005] came along, SOA has been

given a boost to take off. The Web services underlying architecture dovetails perfectly

with the concept of SOA. With the widespread adoption of Web services, the Web

Services Description Language (WSDL) [SOA 2004b] has become a standard

programming interface to access any application, and SOAP has become a standard

interoperability protocol to connect any application to any other. These two standards

are a great beginning, and they are followed by many additional Web services

specifications that define security, reliability, transactions, orchestration, and metadata

management to meet additional requirements for enterprise features and qualities of

service. Altogether, the Web services standards the best platform on which to build an

SOA the next-generation IT infrastructure.
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3.4 Grid Computing

In today's pervasive world of needing information anytime and anywhere, the explosive
Grid Computing environments have now proven to be so significant that they are often
referred to as being the world's single and most powerful computer solutions.

The worldwide Grid Computing discipline involves the actual connections of a
potentially unlimited number of machines within a grid, and can be most simply thought
of as a massively large power "utility" grid, such as what provides power to our homes
and businesses every day

3.4.1. What is the Grid?
The theory of Grid Computing simple enough, Hugh Bradlow, Teistra Research
Laboratories, Clayton says "If we could use all the spare cycles on all the millions of
computers around the world we could unleash massive computing power". Grid
Computing solutions are constructed using a variety of technologies and open standards
[Foster et al. 2001, Fellenstein et al. 2003] to provide highly scalable, highly secure, and
extremely high-performance mechanisms for discovering and negotiating access to
remote computing resources in a seamless manner. This makes it possible for the
sharing of computing resources, on an unprecedented scale, among an infinite number
of geographically distributed groups. This serves as a significant transformation agent
for individual and corporate implementations surrounding computing practices, toward a
general-purpose utility approach very similar in concept to providing electricity or
water. These electrical and water types of utilities, much like Grid Computing utilities,
are available "on demand," and will always be capable ofproviding an always-available
facility negotiated for individual or corporate utilization.

"The dream behind the Grid is of a common resource space in which we can work
together using shared resources". In [Foster& Kesselman 1998,] the Grid concept is
defined as the controlled and coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in
dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations. This sharing of resources, ranging
from simple file transfers to complex and collaborative problem solving, is
accomplished within controlled and well-defined conditions and policies. The dynamic
grouping of individuals, multiple groups, or organizations that defined the conditions
and rules for sharing are called virtual organizations

One of the significant operational concepts in Grid Computing is the notion of the
virtual organization. This involves the dynamic computation-oriented task of defining
groupings of individuals, such as multiple groups or organizations, defined around a set
of resource-sharing rules and conditions [Foster et al. 2001]. All these virtual
organizations share some commonality among them, including common concerns and
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requirements, but may vary in size, scope, duration, sociology, and structure. Although

this is perhaps simple to understand, in theory, it remains complex across several

dimensions. The complexities involved in this dynamic assembly revolve around

identifying and bringing in those humans that initially defined the conditions in order to

instantiate the grid. For instance, automated consideration of the rules, the policies, and

the specific conditions affecting operations in the grid are, hence, the generating force

for processing and sharing the information with those individuals in any virtual

organization of a grid.

The simplest way of thinking about this advanced Grid Computing concept is

captured in the term virtual organizations. This type of computation-oriented grouping

serves as the basis for identifying and managing the grid computer groups, associated

with any particular grid community of end users.

In the later published article "The Physiology of the Grid" [Foster et al. 2002], the

foundation of the Open Grid Service Architecture, two important new terms were added

to the Grid definitions: Integration and Service. They emphasize the importance of the

integration of distributed, heterogeneous systems providing their functionality via

Services, using common, open and standardized protocols. Based on Service Oriented

Architecture (SOA) concepts these services allow a level of abstraction enabling

applications to access and share resources and services across networks easily. "to
integrate services across distributed, heterogeneous, dynamic 'virtual organizations'
formed from the disparate resources within a single enterprise and/or from external
resource sharing and service provider relationships. " [Foster et al. 2002]

3.4.2 The Grid Infrastructure
The grid infrastructure forms the core foundation for successful grid applications. This

infrastructure is a complex combination of a number of capabilities and resources

identified for the specific problem and environment being addressed.

Grid computing environments usually consist of a complex infrastructure embracing

various classes of components. They enable the creation of virtual computing resources

that Grid applications use as execution environment. In general, a Grid Computing

infrastructure component must address several potentially complicated areas in many

stages ofthe implementation. These areas are:

• Security

• Resource management

• Information services

• Data management
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Security: The heterogeneous nature of resources and their differing security policies are
complicated and complex in the security schemes of a Grid Computing environment.
These computing resources are hosted in differing security domains and heterogeneous
platforms. Simply speaking, our middleware solutions must address local security
integration, secure identity mapping, secure access/authentication, secure federation,
and trust management. The other security requirements are often centered on the topics
of data integrity, confidentiality, and information privacy. The Grid Computing data
exchange must be protected using secure communication channels, including SSLITLS
and oftentimes in combination with secure message exchange mechanisms such as WS-
Security. The most notable security infrastructure used for securing grid is the Grid
Security Infrastructure (GSI). In most cases, GSI provides capabilities for single sign-
on, heterogeneous platform integration and secure resource access/authentication.

Resource Management: Resource management is concerned with the assignment of
resources to submitted jobs, tracking their state during execution and providing
capabilities for job and job-lifecycle management. It therefore acts as an abstract
interface to available resources. The resource manager has to consider several issues in
conjunction with the information services: It has to choose the appropriate resources that
are assigned to a job, usually by working in conjunction with a broker (match-maker). It

has to deal with concurrency and coordination of multiple sub-jobs (resolve
dependencies, data sharing, coordination, IPC). Furthermore it must provide access to
job results, states and messages.
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Information Services: Information Services maintain knowledge about the resources
available on the Grid, their capacity and current utilization. Examples for information
collected within this central component include static host information (operating
system, processor, memory, hardware, software, attached storage type and capacity,
installed batch queues), dynamic host information (list of jobs, load, queue entries,
CPU-times, memory usage, storage space available, job-related files and their
properties), storage system information (disk space) as well as network information
(bandwidth, latency).

Data Management: Many current Grid projects see their most important asset in data.
Providing fast, reliable and transparent access to data to all users is one of the main
objectives of those projects and their data management components. Reliable data
transfer over wide-area networks is another important task related within this field,
which is e.g. addressed by the GridFTP protocol. Another issue in data management is
replica management, where identical copies of data are generated and stored at various
globally distributed sites to reduce data access latency and increase performance [Guy et
al. 2002]. ,

I
.\

3.4.3 The Grid Architecture .1..
\.

A new architecture model and technology was developed for the establishment,
management, and cross-organizational resource sharing within a virtual organization ..t
This new architecture, called grid architecture, identifies the basic components of a gnd

I
system, defines the purpose and functions of such components and indicates how each
of these components interacts with one another [Foster et al. 2002]. The main attention
of the architecture is on the interoperability among resource providers and users to
establish the sharing relationships. This interoperability means common protocols at
each layer of the architecture model, which leads to the definition of a grid protocol
architecture as shown in Figure 3.8. This protocol architecture defines common
mechanisms, interfaces, schema, and protocols at each layer, by which users and
resources can negotiate, establish, manage, and share resources.

Fabric Layer: Interface to Local Resources

The Fabric layer defines the resources that can be shared. This could include
computational resources, data storage, networks, catalogues, and other system resources.
These resources can be physical resources or logical resources by nature.
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Connectivity Layer: Manages Communications

The Connectivity layer defines the core communication and authentication protocols
required for grid-specific networking services transactions. Communications protocols,
which include aspects of networking transport, rou~ing, and naming, assist in the
exchange of data between fabric layers of respective resources. The authentication
protocol builds on top of the networking communication services in order to provide
secure authentication and data exchange between users and respective resources.

Resource Layer: Sharing of a Single Resource

The Resource layer utilizes the communication and security protocols defined by the
networking communications layer, to control the secure negotiation, initiation,
monitoring, metering, accounting, and payment involving the sharing of operations
across individual resources.

The Collective Layer: Coordinating Multiple Resources

While the Resource layer manages an individual resource, the Collective layer is
responsible for all global resource management and interaction with a collection of
resources. This layer of protocol implements a wide variety of sharing behaviours
(protocols) utilizing a small number ofResource layer and Connectivity layer protocols.

Application Layer: User-Defined Grid Applications

These are user applications, which are constructed by utilizing the services defined at
each lower layer. Such an application can directly access the resource, or can access the
resource through the Collective Service interface APIs (Application Provider Interface).
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Each layer in the grid architecture provides a set of APIs and SDKs (software developer
kits) for the higher layers of integration. It is up to the application developers whether
they should use the collective services for general-purpose discovery, and other high-
level services across a set of resources, or if they choose to start directly working with
the exposed resources. These user-defined grid applications are (in most cases) domain
specific and provide specific solutions.

3.4.4 Evolution of Grid Computing

1990 1998 2002

Figure 3.9. The Grid Generations

As shown in Figure 3.9, the evolution of Grid Computing is broadly classified into three
generations. This Grid Computing evolution is discussed in detail by Roure, Baker,
Jennings, and Shadbolt [Roure et al. 2003].

The First Generation

In the 1980s researches were busily working on techniques for parallelizing compute-
and data-intensive applications for tightly-coupled parallel systems. Up to the 1990s the
focus laid on efficient and powerful mechanisms for managing communication between
processors and on execution environments for parallel machines. For example, the
Message Passing Interface is a widely-used standard for building parallel programs that
exchange messages between the involved nodes. High Performance Fortran is an
example for efforts on parallel programming languages and the Parallel Virtual Machine
for an scalable parallel execution environment. I-WAY, the information wide area year,
is usually seen as the beginning of Grid computing. In December 1995 at the
Supercomputing Conference [SuperComputing] in San Diego the I-Way prototype was
presented, linking 17 big computer centers in the United States for one week to
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demonstrate the execution of simulations as if run on a single machine. Led by Tom

DeFanti of the University of Illinois at Chicago and Rick Stevens of Argonne National

Laboratory about 60 application demonstrations were run on the the I-Soft system, the

first attempt in constructing a unified software infrastructure for such systems.

The first generation of Grids is characterized by attempts to realize meta-computing

environments for very specialized purposes, mainly to link supercomputing centers.

Although I-WAY dealt with many common problems rudimentary it was highly

innovative and successful and opened the door to follow-on projects.

The Second Generation

Once the term was defined and first generation Grid projects had successfully

demonstrated their capabilities, several groups around the world started research and

development activities in this field. These efforts created many building blocks of to

days second generation Grids. Some of them already had to prove their suitability for

production environments, while others are still emerging or under development.

The Globus Toolkit has evolved from its original incarnation as I-WAY to a

production-ready middleware infrastructure addressing many requirements that Grid

applications have. The Globus Project is a US research and development project

delivering one of the most important Grid toolkits that is available today. The University

of Virginia developed another meta-system called Legion providing a software

infrastructure for heterogeneous, geographically distributed, high-performance Grid

computing. The main difference between Legion and Globus is the underlying

programming model. Legion represents all Grid resources as objects, while Globus is

providing a bunch of different APIs.

High-Throughput scheduling is addressed by toolkits like Condor, a system that

allows to utilize idle computing power from pools of workstations often in local

networks. The Network Weather Service focuses on resource monitoring and prediction,

the NetSolve environment on remote numerical calculations and SDSCs Storage

Resource Broker on uniform access to heterogeneous data resources.

Nimrod/G is a Grid broker performing resource management and scheduling. Most

oftoday's Grid projects rely on second generation Grid efforts.

The Third Generation

Currently the transition between the second and the third generation IS ongoing.

Modern, state-of-the-art software engineering results are incorporated and integrated

into the Grid community. Additionally, a shift in emphasize from information to

knowledge, as some novel projects for e-Science [eScience a, eScience b) and
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Knowledge Grids [KGrid a, KGrid b] demonstrate, can be noticed. Furthermore the
"Semantic Grid" term [Roure et al. 2003] appeared and introduced a new semantic-layer
for enhancing interaction with and perception of Grid computing environments.

As a consequence of these trends the Global Grid Forum6 (GGF) was created in the
late 1990s with the objective to define global standards for the Grid community. These
efforis try to ensure me crucial interoperabi1ity between the different Grid research and
development projects. Recently the GGF integrated the concept of service-oriented
architectures, Grid computing and web services technologies into the "Open Grid
Service Architecture". Another shift in emphasize can be found in the main objectives,
which many Grid computing projects address nowadays. Instead of only creating
software and toolkits dealing with high-end distributed computing requirements, most
projects now address the long-term goal ofbuilding infrastructures for e-Science.

3.4.5 Classification of Grids
Grids may be classified following different criteria. Examples are' the target user
community or the class of problems they address. Depending on the major goals that are
to be achieved different kinds of middleware frameworks and components have to be
deployed to support the applications that will use them. A widely used discrimination is
based on the major asset the Grid is providing for the user community: computational
power or data storage.

Computational Grids

Computational Grids are defined as "a hardware and software infrastructure that
provides dependable, consistent, pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end
computational capabilities" [Foster& Kesselman 1998]. They focus on computational
intensive problems (many high-throughput challenges belong to this category)
characterized by a high computing cycle per data unit ratio. Significant pools of
computing resources with high-performance connections build the basis for
Computational Grids. A layer of middleware components is responsible for allocation,
scheduling, resource brokering and job management aiming at maximizing job-
throughput.

Data Grids

The challenges coming with data-intensive computing problems have already been
outlined using the LHC data challenge example at CERN? Data Grids address such
situations where large amounts of distributed dataset have to be accessible and high-
volume data flows over distributed resources and wide-area networks have to be
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managed. Efficient middleware components for data access and transfer, caching,

replica-management are crucial to Data Grids. The European DataGrid [EUGrid] project

was one ofthe leading projects addressing these data challenges.

3.5 Summary

In the first half of this chapter, we review some other concepts and terms related to the

topic of Zero-Latency Analytical Environment such as Zero-Latency Enterprise, Real-

time Data Warehousing, Active Data Warehousing, Real-time Analysis, Just-in-time

Decision Support, Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) and explain their relationship

with the Zero-Latency Data Warehousing topic. The rest of the chapter presents other

technologies and concepts which are used later in the dissertation: Continuous Data

Streams, Service Oriented Architecture and Grid Computing. For each subtopic, we

have mostly discussed the overview of the topic, the fundamental concepts and related

research activities and challenges.
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ENVIRONMENT



Chapter 4. Event-feeded Slowly Changing
Dimension (Case Study at T-Mobile- Austria)

"The events in IT systems contain untapped information.

Complex Event Processing (CEP)lets you extract it and use
it in ways you want to".

David Luckham, "The Power of Events: An
Introduction to Complex Event Processing in

Distributed Enterprise Systems", 2002

From the point of view of a data warehouse system, collecting and
receiving information from other systems is crucial for all subsequent
business intelligence applications. The incoming information can be
generally classified in two types, the state-oriented data and event-oriented
data usually called transactional data, which contains information about
the change performed by processes on the instances of information objects.
On the way towards active data warehouses it becomes more important to
provide data with minimal latency. We focus on dimensional data
provided by general data warehouse applications. The information
transfer is done via messages containing the change-information of the
dimension instances. The receiving data warehouse system is able to
validate the event-messages, reconstruct the complete history of the
dimension and provide a well applicable "comprehensive slowly changing
dimension" (cSCD) interface for well-performing queries on the historical
and current state of the dimension. A prototype implementation of "active
integration" of a data warehouse is proposed.

4.1 Introduction

The presence of time and the dependence upon it is one of the properties that sets data

warehouse applications apart from traditional operational systems. Time is one of the

four basic characteristics of a Data Warehouse [Inmon 1996]. In Data Warehousing the

explicit existing of time enables historical data to be held and queried. This means that

users of data warehouses can view aspects of their organization at every specific point

or over every period of time for which historical data is recorded. This enables the
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observation of behavioural patterns in the course of time so that we can make
comparisons between similar or dissimilar periods, e.g. this year versus last year,
seasonal trends. Ultimately we could also, in fact, using information of the past to
predict the future.

The temporal requirements (i.e. time based historical presentation of data) of a data
waïellûuse an: very different from those of an operational system. While in a data
warehouse we must keep the full historical nature of data, the operational system aims
to keep only the current or very recent historical data. Therefore, the operational system
must feed information about changed data to the data warehouse to refresh the data
warehouse. One major role of the data warehouse is to keep the consistent historical
data to provide the correct information at any point in time the user require.

The upcoming integration technology standards [TIBCO,Vandermay 2000] based on
message exchange between information systems provide much benefits not only to
operative systems. Also the data warehouses gain significant profits out of this
development [Brobst 2002c]. In the past a restricted integration of the source systems
has led to batch-oriented data load approaches for data warehouses. The data warehouse
refresh is thus performed in batch mode when it receives multiple operational source
snapshots, extract the changes, and refresh the warehouse data.

However, there are some significant limitations of the snapshot base approach.
Multiple change events between snapshots have been completely missed. Furthermore,
for each snapshot-comparison the number of records to be processed is high, requiring
high computing-resources and -time and finally the history is kept by tremendous daily
snapshot versions consuming a lot of storage. Therefore, a more efficient approach
towards a near-real time solution is considered.

In this chapter, we introduce the research work at T-Mobile Austria to develop an
event-based refresh paradigm which is applied to solve the Slowly Changing Dimension
(SCD) issue. For further processing of event-messages, we develop one comprehensive
and general applicable SCD representation inspired by Kimball's three SCD-types
[Kimball 2002] and we propose a valid alternative to the snapshot based information
transfer. This solution is especially applicable in cases, where the information
requirements of the receiving system is focused on complete and detailed historical
information for all instances combined with a minimal latency demand. For a given
latency time-interval the advantages of this method are evidently given for a dimension
with a small number of changes compared to its cardinality.

The proposed method provides much more than a data replication. The primary
target is not a physical mirror of the dimension object. All necessary views including the
change history of this object are implemented in a standardized way. The event feeded
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cSCD approach has been designed according to the main goals of T-Mobile Austria's

data warehouse, which are simple: "to provide a single point oftruth - easy to access".

4.2. State-oriented Data versus State-change or Event-oriented
Data

In abstract system theory, the notation of state is introduced in order to separate the past

from the future [Kopetz et al. 2002]. A state is something that has extent in time.

Something is true about an object for a period of time, but was neither true before nor

after. An event is instantaneous [Jensen, Dyreson 1998]; it is something that "happens",

rather than being true over a period of time. Events delimit states. The occurrence of an

event results in a fact becoming true; later, the occurrence of another event renders that

fact no longer valid. Hence, events and states are duals: states can be represented by

their delimiting events, and events are implied by states [Jensen, Snodgrass 1996].

In a data warehouse, data exists in two types: (1) State-oriented data and (2) State-

change or Event-oriented data. Examples of state-oriented data include, e.g., address,

prices, account balances, and inventory levels. Examples of event-oriented data are

sales, inventory transfers, and fmancial transactions.

Since every event is significant in event-oriented data, the loss of a single event can

lead to a loss of synchronization in state between a source system and the data

warehouse. Datasets containing event information must be queued and removed on

reading to ensure that every event is processed just once and no event gets loss.

If the system processes state information, e.g., the current address, it is reasonable to

integrate it with the old version of the state value stored. In such a system there is no

need to guarantee that every dataset is processed just once. In addition, if a single state

change is lost during data integration, the data warehouse is automatically

resynchronized by processing the next state information.

Event-oriented data in a data warehouse uses an event representation, meaning that

each row in the fact table represents some event and has a timestamp, capturing the

event occurrence time. For state-oriented data, we employ the state representation.
Every row in the table describes some state and has two timestamps - i.e. the beginning

and ending times ofthe period throughout which the state persisted (see Table 4.1).

. Transaction
Transaction Date

Amollnt
- ,

... 2005-;05-05.

2005-05-07
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Begin Date End Date Account Balance

, 2005-04-30 2ü'o5-05.,05 1000

2005-05-05 2005-05-07 900
" '

.

";2005-05-07 ...
" until changed '.. 1400

Table 4.1: Event Representation vs. State Representations of Data

4.3. Slowly Changing Dimension

In a data warehouse the information storage is typically divided into fact tables and

dimension tables [Kimball 1996]. Fact table data, by its nature, represents a time series

of measurements and is always augmented with an explicit time dimension. Analyzing

old fact-table data is one of the standard queries in a data warehouse.

Dimensional data requires more special treatment. Dimensions do not change in

predictable ways, i.e. individual entities (e.g. customers, products) evolve slowly. Some

of the changes are true physical changes (e.g. customer's new address). Other changes

are actually corrections of mistakes in the data.

One of the major contributors to the development of solutions in the area of changes

in dimension attributes is Ralph Kimball. His common term for such changes is the

notion of slowZv changing dimensions (SCOs) [Kimball 2002a]. The purpose of the

SCD solution is to maintain the un-altered relationship between the facts and dimension

table without updating the fact tables when the dimension data is changing.

In the following sections, we will briefly review the SCD type l, 2, 3 proposed by

Kimball and discuss about their limitations before suggesting an enhanced SCD type 2

which we have used at T -Mobile Austria.

4.3.1. seD type 1
Overwrite the old values in the dimension record with the new values

This is the simplest and fastest SCD solution because it simply overrides the old

dimensional value with the new one without keeping any trace. Obviously, it does not

maintain any past history and we loose the ability to track the old history. The technique

thus does not address the implications of evolving data, because a fact is associated with

only the current value of a dimension column. Nevertheless, overwriting is frequently

used when the data warehouse team legitimately decides that the old value of the

changed dimension attribute is not interesting.
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Table 4.2: Example using SCD Type I

Table 4.2 illustrates an example using SeD Type 1 to keep information about

customer Robert change his address from 20 Rennweg to 25 Favoritenstr on 2005-02-

16. As we can see, the old value of address (20 Rennweg) is overridden by the new one.

4.3.2 seD type 2.
Create an additional dimension record using a new value of the surrogate key.

This technique segments history between the old and the new value. A new surrogate

key is created when a true physical change occurs in a dimension entity at a specific

point in time, such as a customer's new address.

A fact is always associated with the original value of a dimension column. A

sequence of facts describes the evolving data. This technique automatically partitions

history and an analytical application are not required to place any time constraints on

effective dates in the dimension. However, finding out the whole sequence of changes

from the data repository (in order to do analysis across history) is difficult and involves

complex and expensive queries.

Surro!!ate C Il> N A II (additional Load~ ustomer ~lI11e l l ress .key - columns) TImestamp

eH
CI2

Cl
, "

Cl Robèrt

20 Rennweg
25':"

.. F,avoritenstr , .'
'I."

"2005~02-14
..

2005-02-19

Table 4.3: Example using SCD Type 2
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The use of SCD Type 2 requires that the dimension key is generalized (surrogate
key) to ensure the uniqueness property of the primary key of the dimension table when

adding the new record with the same key with the previous record. It may be sufficient

to take the underlying production key and add some version digits to the end of the key

to simplify the surrogate key generation process. Future insertions to the fact table will

be related to the new identifying codes, and so the segmentation will remain consistent

with respect to time. One minor issue compared to SCD Type I is that, by making use

of surrogate keys, it becomes impossible to recognize individual customers by using the

identifying attribute (i.e. Customer _ ID). Table 4.3 illustrates the example of using SCD

Type 2 to keep trace the address information after the changing.

4.3.3 SCD Type 3
Create an "old"field in the dimension record to store the immediate previous attribute
value.

In application which requires the comparisons across transitions, SCD type 3 is an

appropriate solution. In SCD type 3, there will be two columns to indicate the particular

attribute of interest, one indicating the original value, and one indicating the current

value. There will also be a column that indicates when the current value becomes active.

A fact is associated with both the original value and with the current value of a

dimension column.

Compare to SCD Type 2, SCD Type 3 does not increase the size of the table, since

new information is updated while it still keeps part of history. However, SCD Type 3 is

rarely used in actual practice because it modifies the structure of the dimension tables

(adding more columns). Further more, SCD Type 3 is not be able to keep all history

where an attribute is changed more than once because it keeps only the original and the

current values of the changed attribute. Intermediate values are lost.

Table 4.4: Example using SeD Type 3

4.3.4 Limitations of the existing SCD Approaches
Among the above three SCD solution approaches, SCD Type 2 is the most widely used

in Data Warehousing projects [Kimball 2002b]. While SCD Type I and Type 3 update
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the existing data thus conflict with the non-volatile Warehouse design criteria [Inmon

1996] and destroy the old information, SCD Type 2 insert the new record without delete

or update anything. However, SCD Type 2 partitions history strictly and does not allow

for overlapping valid times. Due to the absence of dates, it is impossible to determine

precisely when changes occur. The only way to extract the time is via a join to the fact

table. This wiH give an approximate time for the change. The degree of accuracy

depends on the frequency of fact table entries relating to the dimensional entry

concerned. The more frequent the entries in the fact table, the more accurate the

traceability will be of the history of the dimension, and vice versa.

Three following main issues explain why the existing SCD approaches are not

sufficient:

1. Comparing one dimension row with another to determine what changed involves

performing analysis across rows; something at which SQL is notoriously bad

[Kimball 2002c].

2. Even when the next row in the dimension correctly tracks a change, it is impossible

to examine the row in isolation to determine exactly what changed, especially if

more than one attribute has been changed.

3. If the data warehouse has to "tie to the books", then it is not allowed to change e.g.

an old monthly sales total, even if the old sales total was incorrect [Kimball 2002a].

Late-arriving fact and dimension data cannot be integrated in such data warehouses

using traditional SCD techniques.

4.3.5 Comprehensive enhanced SCD Solution
As discuss in Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, SCD Type 2 can keep traces of multiple changes

of dimensional attribute, while SCD Type 3 can keep the current value and previous

value of dimensional attribute. One can think about the possibility of mixing SCD Type

2 and SCD Type 3 to support increased analytical application complexity.

We propose an enhanced SCD which are the mix between SCD Type 2 and SCD

Type 3 as follow. For each dimensional attribute change, as in case of SCD Type 2,

create a new record with the new surrogate key into a table namely TRANS table. The

fact table records will link to the relevant TRANS record via surrogate key. However,

for the attribute value chain tracing purpose, additional columns are added into TRANS

table. Previous_Value keeps the previous value of the attribute before it changes to

current value, ValidJrom and valid_to determine the valid duration of the dimension

attribute during the whole history of dimension entity. Version is the counter to keep the

version of dimension attribute in time. Last version is the redundant attribute which
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indicates the newest version (which means that the correspondent record stores the
current attribute value and still be valid at the moment) [see also EDER 1986]..
Recordstamp points out the processing time of the change of dimension attribute.
Change_key is the attribute indicates which operation has effect the attribute (i.e. insert
or delete or update). This column is used for checking the validation of the transaction
which will be discussed later in this chapter.

Please note that each record in the TRANS table is corresponding to a change value
of one dimension attribute we are interested in which we called traced attribute. In case
we do not consider the change of dimension attributes, these attributes are classified as
flat attributes and the TRANS table only keeps the current value (overridden as in SeD
type 1). For example, consider the case of customer dimension table which contains the
following columns: ID, Name, Address. ID is the dimension key, Name is the flat
attribute (i.e. the change of name value is not of some interest and thus is not traced).
Address is a traced attribute. Table 4.5 gives us an example how TRANS keeps the
records when customer Robert changes his address from 20 Rennweg to 25 Favoritenstr.
The valid_to open date value: 31-12-999900:00:00 implies until change.

III , .lIltl -Ilum \ .IIHI -'" :\.ll11l' \cI.llt'" AlItll,'" l{l.l'tlll ....,.IIH!' \l'l ~llJn 1••'" -\l"",UIU ( h.tu:.:.l._~l.~

-- fi (l1l1

CI 4-02-200507:00:00 14.02.200507:09:59 ~o~n ORennw~ ".
4-02-200507:15:00 I;," N . -I

Cl 4-02-200507:10:00 1-12.999900:00:00 /l.~~n 5 FavoritenSlr o Rennw~g 4-02-200507:15:00 2 Y U
'. .,

'. ..' .. . . . ,' . ..

Table 4.5: Example using enhanced SeD (mix Type 2 and Type 3)

4.4. Data Warehousing at T-Mobile

The data warehouse at T-Mobile Austria runs on an Oracle 9.1.3 relational database and
has a data volume of about six terabyte (TB). The complexity and number of operational
source systems is very high. Therefore, the data warehouse provides its information as a
single point of truth for nearly all units of the enterprise.

One of the most important operational sources for the data warehouse is the BSCS
system (Business Support & Control System). It is the billing system and stores
customer relevant data. However, the customer care system at T-Mobile Austria does
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not directly use BSCS functionality for performance reasons. It has an independent data
repository and reads/ updates relevant data by using BSCS interfaces.

4.4.1 Snapshot based SeD approach
Since 200 I, the data warehouse at T-Mobile Austria is built and refreshed using the
batch approach. The dimensional data loaded from legacies like the biiling system
(BSCS), SAP or the CRM Systems is received via daily snapshots. Although the data is
currently batch loaded, the data freshness for transactional data is very high, e.g. CORs
(call detail records) are usually loaded every four hours.

The Data Warehousing team at T-Mobile Austria has implemented a flexible
snapshot comparison approach. Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the model. Applying
the snapshot comparison technique to a particular data warehouse dimension involves
three tables:

Table SNAP

This table contains full snapshots of relevant datasets and tables of an operational source
system. A snapshot describes datasets, which are already cleansed and transformed.
However, a snapshot only contains current data, i.e. if a dataset / key is deleted within
an operational source system, it is not part of the snapshot. A sequence of snapshots is
distinguished by their snapshot date.

TableTRANS

This table contains the transactions, which were "derived" from two arbitrary (in
general succeeding) snapshots taken from the table SNAP. The snapshot comparison
approach distinguishes between flat and traced attributes.

• If a change affects only flat attributes, it does not cause the generation of a new
version ofthe according dimension dataset in the data warehouse.

• If a change affects a traced attribute, the according transactions (insert, update,
or delete) in the operational system are reconstructed by comparing the
snapshots.

Table FLAT

This table contains the full history of the life-cycle of dimension datasets. If an update
or delete transaction was identified by the snapshot comparison, a new version of the
involved dimension dataset is inserted into the data warehouse using an enhanced SCD
(mix Type 2 and Type 3) technique. The effective date of the changed attribute is
derived from the snapshot date.
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SNAP_HIST
Consequent Series
ofDaily Snapshots
within some days

TRANS
Historical
transaction data of
interested attributes

SNAPSHOT
Consequent Series
of Daily Snapshots
within some days

FLAT
Accumulated
transaction data for
dimensions

Figure 4.1. Snapshot-based comparision SeD approach

With this approach, a series of complete snapshots are stored chronologically to

trace the complete history of dimensions without considering the number of actual data

changes. This demand has been implemented via a PL/SQL package namely UTL_SCD.

This functionality has often been reused within the data warehouses ETL processes

which are performed with the Informatica tool.

However, some issues remained unsolved. It is possible that more than one change
;

to the same attribute occurs between two succeeding snapshots. If the data is collected

by the snapshot comparison method, only those values will be captured, which exist at

the time of the snapshot. All intermediate changes are completely missed in this case.

Additionally, the tremendous daily snapshot versions are kept in the data warehouse for

a specified time-period and significantly increase the data size while the amount of data

changes is actually relatively small. For each snapshot comparison the number of

records to process is high, requiring also high computing-resources and -time.

4.4.2 Event based SeD approach
Due to many issues of the snapshot based approach, a more efficient near-real time

approach is considered. Data changes in the operational sources are captured and

provided near real time as event messages via the event-based infrastructure TIBCO

[TIBCO]. This approach implies also the validation of the message content, which is

necessary because of the highly differing quality provided by the message sources.

Mainly three quality aspects, which are independent from the event-based infrastructure,

are under inspection: the completeness, uniqueness and order of the event-messages.

For the further processing of the event-messages we developed one comprehensive

and general applicable SCD representation inspired by Kimball's three SCD-types

[Kimball 2002a, Koncilia, Elder 2001] as discussed in Section 4.3.5 and we propose a

valid alternative to snapshot based information transfer. This solution is applicable

especially in cases, where the information requirements of the receiving system is
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focused on complete and detailed historical information for all instances enhanced with

a minimal latency demand. Especially in cases, where a dimension contains a large

number of instances compared with the number of instance-changes within the time

interval, which represents the time-latency requirements of the receiving system, the

advantages of this method are obvious.

The proposed method is in tact a kind of logical information replication which can

be implemented successfully with quite realistic efforts. But the target of this logical

replication is not to build a mirror of the dimensional physical object but to provide all

necessary views on this objects to fulfill a much higher variety of reader demands, than

the original source object can support. The event feeded cSCD approach has been

designed according to the main goals ofT-Mobile Austria's data warehouse, which are

simple: "to provide a single point oftruth easy to access".
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Figure 4.2: Global view of Event-based SeD process

Figure 4.2 depicts the overall view of our Event-based SCD process. Compared to

the snapshot-based approach, the Event-based SCD process does not require to keep all

consequent snapshots data, instead it requires the event data which reflects all changing
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data since the last refresh cycle. The legacy systems thus do not need to send the full
snapshot every night as they have to do at the moment. However, they need to provide
the event data as frequently as required in the near-real time refresh cycle.

The Event-based SCD process will access the Event data, filters those which
happen since the last refresh (those records which not appear in TRANS or different
with current records in TRAN S) and then update the TRANS table.

The new event-based approach requires the high level of truthfulness of the event.
Therefore, the event-based SCD approach must provide the feature of event validation
which validates the events with automatic correction options to override some invalid
events before applying these events to refresh the TRANS. The Table Event_Protocol
keeps the invalid events as an operationallog.

Because we do not keep all snapshots, if in the case that there is requirement to have
the snapshot at one point in time of any subset of ntity instances, it must be possible to
rebuild such Snapshot data. From the TRANS table, we can rebuild the snapshot of any
subset instance at any point in time. The snapshot generation process can be totally
based on TRANS or it could receive a truthful snapshot as the based snapshot to
generate the on demand snapshot of any subset Si at any time point tj.

Such on demand Snapshot could be inconsistent with the Legacy Snapshot at some
time point, we thus have to check our TRANS to be consistent with the Legacy SNAP at
these time points. When the inconsistency status is detected, the inconsistent data will
be applied as the incoming events to re-establish the consistency. This process will also
store the truthful Legacy Snapshot table in the periodic SNAP_HIST.

4.5 Event Model

For a formal description of an event and event processing a UML based model IS

created. The core part of this model is a UML profile describing the event meta-model.
Additionally, the semantic of event is defined and shown by a simple example. Possible
strategies of event interpretation are discussed.

Based on the defined model and the interpretation of the event we broader discuss
and indicate that the traditional distinction between fact and dimension in event based
DWH environment only represents a different specialization of our event based model.
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4.5.1. Profile
To describe a general event it is necessary to raise the model to the meta-level M2 [9] as
the structure of each event type is very proprietary based on the transferred business
information. The simplified profile definition is depicted in Figure 4.3.

The key concepts of the event profile are as follows:

Stereotype «Event» describes the object containing the event data.

Stereotype «Efd» (abbreviation for event feeded dimension) depicts the target
object that is maintained via the event stream.

Stereotypes «Trans» and «Snap» as subtypes of «Efd» are discussed below

Those stereotypes are applicable on the class level, the rest of stereotypes are
connected with an attribute:

Stereotype «Key» is used to mark the (natural or surrogate) primary key of the
dimension

Stereotype «Order» is intended to define the order in which the events were
created and should be processed.

Stereotype «Timestamp» identifies an attribute containing the timestamp
information of an event. The transaction time, event creation time, event
processing time are various examples ofthis stereotype.

Stereotype «Action» describes the nature of the change represented in the event
(insert / update / delete)

Stereotype «Status» enables the depiction of a logical deletion of a dimension
instance.

Not all of the listed stereotypes are mandatory, the usage is constrained by semantic

rules (see below) such as: The «Event» and «Efd» classes must contain at least one Key

attribute (i.e. an attribute with stereotype «Key»). Order and Timestamp attributes may

coincide, e.g. in cases when the time grain is to large to distinct the events uniquely, the
Order attribute is used to define the unique event sequence. The opposite extreme when
neither of those attributes is defined is also valid. In that case the "timestamp of event
processing" can be used as a default Timestamp attribute (of course the unique order of
events must be established in this case as well).
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Figure 4.3. Simplified Profile Event Definition

4.5.2. Example
To illustrate the usage of the Event profile let us consider a simplified application that
maintains the customer attributes via an event interface. The customer is identified with
an attribute id, the customer attributes consist of name, address and tariff.

The class with its associated stereotype Event describes the customer-value-change
event. This event is generated on each change of at least one attribute of a particular
customer. As marked with stereotype Key the primary key of the customer dimension is
the attribute id. The attribute timestamp is stereotyped as Timestamp i.e. this attribute
defines the point in the time of the change of customer attributes. The rest of attributes
have no stereotypes they are regular event attributes containing additional information .
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Figure 4.4. Customer Event Profile Example
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The second class in Figure 4.4 describes the target object maintained via the event

feed (stereotype Trans defines that a full versioned history of the target object will be

build; see the detailed discussion in 4.5.3). The meaning of the additional attribute is

discussed below.

4.5.3. Event Processing
The profile based event model must be enriched with semantic rules defining the

interpretation of an event. The most important feature is the sub-typing of the Efd

object. In the profile two main examples are defined Snap and Trans.

The Snap object is maintained with overwrite policy, i.e. new records are inserted;

existing records are updated or deleted. In a Snap object only one record per primary

key is stored. Snap is mnemonic abbreviation for dimension snapshot.

The Trans object is maintained cumulatively, each event is added to the target

object, building a complete transactional history of the dimension.

The handling of primary key of the build dimension can be configured. The Primary

key option defines if the target object uses the natural key (as provided within the event)

or if a surrogate key should be generated while the event is processed. In any case the

primary key always uniquely identifies the dimension instance, so if a complete history

of the dimension is maintained an additional attribute stereotyped as «Version» must

extend the primary key of the target table.

Other option is defined on the level of attribute; an attribute noted as TimestampPost

is applicable for Trans object only. It is filled with the value of the corresponding

Timestamp attribute of the successor version decreased by the smallest grain of the time

dimension (e.g. 1 ms). The default value is an artificially set high date (e.g. 31-12-9999

00:00:00). The usage of two timestamps in a full history table is not a "pure relational"

design but extreme practical solution as for the selection of a version of a particular

dimension occurrence a simple logic can be applied (required timestamp between

Timestamp and TimestampPost).

If an attribute has a suffix From it contains the value "before the change", i.e. ln

Trans object this is the value stored in the preceding version. The association between

the corresponding attributes is established with naming conventions.

A different semantic aspect is the validation of the event model, i.e. if the model is

well-formed. Examples of constraints that must be checked are listed below:

Event class must have at least one Key attribute

Each Timestamp attribute must have a type compatible with date/time.
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The fmal role of semanticchecking in the event context is the event validation. It is

possible to extend the event data with redundant information that can be checked while

the event is processed. The exceptions can be interpreted as an advice of lost or

corrupted events,

For examples adding an Action attribute to the event (possible values: insert / update

/ delete) enables additional checks:

key must exists in the target object on update and delete

key must not exists in the target object on insert

Other types of validation can be alternatively implemented as services on the event

transport layer, e.g. guaranteed delivery or de-dup filtering [Hohpe, Woolf2004].

4.6. Event-feeded cSCD Implementation

The described implementation represents a particular instantiation of the presented event

model in Section 4.5. The target object is implemented as a Trans table; natural key

option is used; Action andfrom attributes are supported.

4.6.1. Development environment
Because the target DWH is also based on Oracle DBMS, we decided to keep the current

development environment, i.e. developing the event feed cSCD solution as an Oracle

PL/SQL package and easily call the functionality from ETL (e.g. Informatica

Powercenter) mappings.
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Figure 4.5. Informatica mapping diagram of event processing

The example mapping shown in Fig. 4.5 illustrates the source-target dependency

(Note: the event transformation is done in UTL_EVENT_SCD). The source tables are
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the EVENT table (which contains only the new arriving events) and the old TRANS

table, the target table is the new (updated) TRANS table (which keeps the full history of

the dimension life cycle). With this approach, the requirement of retrieving the state of

each entity at any time point is still supported (generated on demand) without keeping a

series of state-based snapshots.

4.6.2. The UTL_EVENT _SeD Package
The package is used to trace the changing attributes of any (dimensional) table. It

accepts a variant of parameters for the detailed configuration of the event-processing

and -correction such as traced entity (via table name parameter), correct option
(optional, mandatory or automatically), refresh option (incremental or from scratch),

filer criteria.

On demand

Exception

P\.m:?F<>Lj.
eason
unenslon PK

Change_key
Change_key_org

ttributes _from
ttributes _org

Trans_version

Figure 4.6. UTL_EVENT_SCD Package modules and its related tables

The package (Figure 4.6) contains 3 main modules: Event Processing (EP),

Snapshot Generation (SG), and Consistency Checking (CC) providing the following

options:

• Validating the events before refreshing the historical transactions of the entity

instances (update TRANS table) with full historical tracing and versioning.

• Providing the state information at any point in time for any instance or subset of

instances (generate SNAPSHOT table on demand)

• Checking the consistency between the entity state data of the legacy system and

the data in DWH, and solving the inconsistency issue.
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4.6.2.1. Event Processing (EP)

The Event Processing (EP) module is the main module of the package, it processes

event data and refreshes the TRANS table as follows. It first accesses the event data,

filters those which occured since the last refresh (i.e. those records which do not appear

in TRANS or have different states with the current records in TRANS). The event

vaiidation then checks the events with automatic correction options to override some

invalid events. This validation and correction processes are based on some useful

attributes such as change_key, attributeJrom or sequence order. The invalid or

overridden events are kept in the PROTOCOL table. Table 4.6 enumerates the invalid

cases and how to make the corrections or throw exceptions as invalid events.

Case Description Remark
Duplicated
events

,Duplica~ed
time
"

Insert after
Insert

Update non
existing' PK

Delete non
existing PK

ChangeKey
NUL~or
invalid' "

1'- •

More than one events
received with identical PK,
timestamp and sequence
number
tylore th~ one event have
identical PK an(j tiple, but
they are distinct in their
~eque'nce numbering

, '

"

Two (or more) events with
the same PK are inserted
(change_key = 'l')
subsequently with different
timestamp.

An update,event is.received
without preceding insert
event.

A delete event is received
without preceding insert
event.

The event'inte'rfàce'contains - ,
change ke.y.
.An event is received with
invalidorNULL ch;ulge key

Only one of those events is processed,
all other are moved to protocol table (as
there is no distinction, the processed
event is randoml selected
Allevents are proëessed in the oider of
sequence n,.umbers. " ,,',
As the time of allevents is identical, all
but the last event are storedin the
TRANS table as "semi invalid" i.e.
validfrom' > validto:
Correction:
The first event is "normally" processed.
The following ones are corrected to
Update (i.e. change_key is set to 'U')
The change is written in the protocol
table .
.Correction: , '",'
The update event is interpreted as' an
insertevent (Le. change_key is set to 'I')
The change i~ writt~n ID the protocol
table: ',,'
Invalid:
The delete event is moved to protocol
table

Invalid:'
.The event is moved to protocoltabl~

.~' .

Table 4.6: EFD SCD Package - Corrections and Exceptions

Only the valid events are used to refresh the TRANS table. For each event data

related to an entity instance, an equivalent transaction record in the TRANS table is
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created. If there are other events related to the same entity, the enhanced SCD (Section
4.3.5) is applied to keep trace over all transactions (with versions). The TRANS table
thus contains the complete transaction history of dimension changes.
Examples: We apply the UTL_EVENT_SCD package to trace the Customer's attribute
changes. Suppose that we have currently two customers Robert and Sonja until 7
am,14i02i2005. At 7: 10, Robert informs that he changes his address from 20 Rennweg
to 25 Favoritenstr. 7:12 am, a new customer Micheal has registered into the system, and
Robert changes his tariff from type I to type 2 at 7: 13. At 7:14, Sonja changes her tariff
from type 2 to type 1. The UTL_EVENT_SCD package is executed at 7:15 to refresh
the previous TRANS table. (Table 4.7)

UST TRANS Before Event a ln
ID VaUd from VaUd to Name Address
I 4-02-200507:00:00 1-12-9999 00:00:00 obert 0 Rennw
2 4-02-200507:00:00 1-12-9999 00:00:00 où 5 'an

Tartff Address from .rUr from Recordstam version Last venlon Cbao t kr
TI 4-02-200507 00:00 I Y I
Tl 14-02-20050700:00 I Y I

UST EVENT
ID Tim<stamp 5<0 Na.... Address TartfT Address from TartfT from baDet kt
I 4-02-200507: I0:00 I obert 5 Favoriten TI ORmnwc2 U
3 4-02-2005 07: 12:00 2 icheal 10 Rathaus Tl 1
I 4-02-2005 07: I300 3 obert 5 Favoriten Tl TI U
2 4-02-200507: 1400 4 on'a 5 Kar1<an TI Tl U

UST TRANS Alt .. Ev•• lapP/Ylo.l
ID VaUd from Valid to NaDl< Address TarifT Address from Tariff from Re~ordn.mD version Last veniOD CbaDl!t kt

I

I 4-02-200507:00 00 4-02-2005 07:09 59 obert o Rennwe TI 4-02-200507 15:00 I N 1
I 4-02-200507.1000 4-02-200507:1259 obert 5 Favoriten TI o Rerurwc' 4-02-200507 15:00 2 N U
I 4-02-20050713 00 1-12-9999 00:0000 obert 5 Favoriten Tl TI 14-02-20050715:00 3 Y U
2 4-02-2005 07 00.00 4-02- 00507:13.59 on.3 15 KM2an Tl 14-02-20050715:00 I N I
2 4-02-20050714:00 1-12-9999 00:0000 on.a 15 Kar1<an TI Tl 4.02-2005 0715:00 2 Y U
3 4-02-2005 07: 12:00 1-12-9999 00:00:00 ichcal 10 Rathaus Tl 14-02-200507 15:00 I Y I

I
,,~

,
'J

Table 4.7: TRANS table refresh after UTL_EVENT_SCD package execution

The investigation of the performance behaviour based on the prototype
implementation showed a near linear scalability of the processing-time per event with 'an
average throughput of about 300 TRANS-records per second on a dimension with the
cardinality of one million records. The minimum refresh period is about 3-4 seconds
caused by process overheads. However, with the high number of events (e.g. over 20000
events), the more events accumulated, the less efficient of the event-SCD approach
compared to the snapshot based SCD approach (see Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7. Elapsed processing time and performance throughput comparison
between event-SCD and snanshot based SCD annroach
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4.6.2.2. On demand Snapshot Generation (SG)

Despite the series of snapshots is not kept as previously, the requirement to have a
snapshot at one point in time for any subset of entity instances remains. From the
TRANS table, we can rebuild these required snapshots. The package provides two
options to generate a snapshot: (I) from scratch (Fig. 4.8) and (2) based on an existing
snapshot, further referenced as based snapshot (Fig.4.9). The generated Customer
snapshots at 7:00 and 7:15 are shown in Table 4.8.

CREATE TABLE CUST SNAP AS
SELECT ID, i_timepoint as Snaptime, Name,Address, Tariff
FROM CUST TRANS
WHERE CHANGE KEY<> 'D' AND
i_timepoint BETWEEN VALIDFROM_T AND VALIDTO_Ti

Figure 4.8. Create Snapshot from scratch
(i_timepoint is the time point of the snapshot data)

CREATE TABLE CUST SNAP AS
SELECT * FROM
(SELECT ID,i_timepoint as Snaptime, Name, Address, Tariff
FROM CUST TRANS WHERE CHANGE KEY<> 'D' AND- -i_timepoint BETWEEN VALIDFROM_T AND VALIDTO T
AND VALIDFROM_T > v_prev_time

UNION ALL
SELECT ID,i_timepoint as Snaptime, Name, Address, Tariff
FROM BASED CUST SNAP- -WHERE ID NOT IN

(SELECT ID FROM CUST_TRANS WHERE
i_timepoint BETWEEN VALIDFROM_T AND VALIDTO T
AND VALIDFROM_T > v_prev_time)

) i

Figure 4.9. Create Snapshot from based snapshot (BASED_CUST_SNAP is the
based snapshot table, vj>rev_time is the time point ofthe based snapshot data)

arlff
TI
T2

SNAPSHOT at 14-02-2005 7:15
0 naptlrne ame Address Tariff
1 14-02-200507:15:00 obert 5 Favoriten T2
2 14-02-200507:15:00 onia 15 Kargan Tl
3 14-02-2005 07: 15:00 icheal 10 Rathaus T2

Table 4.8. SNAPSHOT tables generated at 7:00 and 7:15

4.6.2.3. Consistency checking and recovery (CC)

In the event based cSCD approach, an inconsistent state could be detected when we are
able to access on a truthful snapshot source (usually provided from the legacy systems).
The input requirements of this process are the mandatory truthful snapshot (Si, tj) table
and the metadata parameters describing the record-structure. The consistency checking
process compares a truthful snapshot( -part) taken on any subset of instances Si, at any
point of time tj with the corresponding on demand snapshot (Si, tj) (see Section 4.6.2.2)
which is temporary stored in a TEMP_SNAP (Si, tj) table. The found inconsistencies
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between the snapshots are applied again as new change events to correct the TRANS
records.

4.7. Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced the event-feeded comprehensive Slowly Changing
Dimension approach to overcome the limitation of existing SCD approaches and the
snapshot based solution. The event feeded cSCD approach significantly reduces the
number of records to be processed compared to the snapshot based approach. Besides,
compared with the Kimball's classification of SCD [Kimball 2005a] we see that the
SDC types 1,2 and 3 are only examples of possible instantiations of the proposed cSCD
approach (SDC I and 2 respectively use the Snap object without and with from
attributes; SDC 3 is based on Trans object withoutfrom attributes).

Although the target object was up to now considered as a dimension, this is not a
limitation of the proposed model. A typical fact table can be described also as a
versioned dimension (fast changing dimension), using the add-version update policy
(each event creates a new record in the fact table) with appropriate validation e.g. to
maintain a balance attribute.

Further more extending our model with summarizing stereotypes (e.g. add the actual
value of the attribute to the previous value) the way is opened for describing running
aggregates. On the other hand the correlation of system-dependent event-messages as an
alternative to the join of dimensional snapshots needs further inspection.
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Chapter 5. The Grid-based Zero Latency
Data Stream Warehouse (GZLDSWH)

"The internet lets computers talk together, Grid computing
lets computers work together. "
Thomas Hawk, IBM General Manager of Grid

Computing, 2002.

Continuous data streams are information sources in which data arrives in
high-volume, in un-predictable rapid bursts. Processing data streams is a
challenging task due to (1) the problem of random access to fast and large
data streams using present storage technologies, (2) the exact answers
from data streams are often too expensive.

In this chapter, we present a framework of building a Grid-based Zero-
Latency Data Stream Warehouse (GZLDSWH) to overcome the resource
limitation issues in data stream processing without using approximation
approaches is specified. The GZLDSWH is built upon a set of Open Grid
Service Infrastructure (OGSI)-based services and Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3)
with the capability of capturing and storing continuous data streams,
performing analytical processing, and reacting autonomously in near real
time to some kinds of events based on well-established Knowledge Base.

The requirements of a GZLDSWH, its Grid-based conceptual
architecture, and the operations of its service are described in this paper.
Furthermore, several challenges and issues in building a GZLDSWH such
as the Dynamic Collaboration Model between the grid services, the
Analytical Model, the Design and Evaluation aspects of the Knowledge
Base Rules are discussed and investigated.

5.1 Introduction

We are entering a new area of computing in today's complex world of computational
power, very high speed machine processing capabilities, complex data storage methods,
next generation telecommunications, new generation operating systems and services,
and extremely advanced network services capabilities. At the same time, the number of
emerging applications which handle various continuous data streams [Babcock et
al.,2002; Franklin et al. 2002; Widom et al, 2003; Stonebraker et al. 2003; Lerner,



Shasha 2003], such as sensor networks, networking flow analysis, telecommunication

fraud detection, e-business and stock market online analysis, is growing.

It is demanding to conduct advanced analysis over fast and huge data streams to

capture the trends, patterns, and exceptions. However, to fully extract the latent

knowledge inherent within the huge data is still challenging effort because of the

existing insufficient technology. Data streams arrive in high-volume, in un-predictable

rapid bursts, and need to be processed continuously.

Processing data streams, due to the lack of resources, is challenging in the following

two respects. On the one hand, random access to fast and large data streams is still

impossible in the near future. On the other hand, the exact answers from data streams

are often too expensive. Therefore, the approximate query results [Babcock et al. 2002;

Guha, Koudas 2002; Dobra et al. 2002; Tucker et al. 2003; Widom et al, 2003; Kim,

Park 2005] are still acceptable because there is no existing computing capacity powerful

enough to produce exact analytical result on continuous data streams.

The significant increased data volume of information manipulated 10 several

domains has affected Data Warehousing (DWH) and Business Intelligence (BI)

applications. Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence applications are normally

used for strategic planning and decision making. However, existing DWH technologies

and tools (e.g. ETL, OLAP) often rely on the assumption that data in the DWH can lag

for a tolerable time span (e.g. on a few hours) behind the actual operational data and the

decisions are based upon the analytical process on that "window on the past". For many

business situations, especially, in data stream analysis, this decision making approach is

too slow due to the fast pace of today's business. Today's decisions in the real world

thus need more real-time characteristics and consequently DWH, BI, ETL tools and

OLAP systems are quickly beginning to incorporate real-time data. A new ETL

approach using widely accepted Web technologies has recently been announced

[Schlesinger et al., 2005].

Starting from the concept of a Zero-Latency Data Warehouse (ZLDWH) [Bruckner

2002; Tho ,Tjoa 2003], we extend the system to tackle continuous data streams with the

capability of capturing data streams, performing analytical processes, and reacting

automatically to some kinds of events based on well-established knowledge.

We do not follow the approximation approach; instead, we capture and store all data

streams continuously while performing the analytical processing. Obviously, such

systems require a very high computing capacity which is capable of huge storage and

computing resources. Fortunately, in the last few years we have witnessed the

emergence of Grid Computing [Foster et al. 2001; Fellenstein et al. 2003] as an

important new technology accepted by a remarkable number of scientific and
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engineering fields and by many commercial and industrial enterprises. Grid Computing

provides highly scalable, secure, and extremely high performance mechanisms for

discovering and negotiating access to remote computing resources in a seamless

manner. With the Grid as "a flexible, secure, coordinated resource sharing among

dynamic collections of individuals, institutions, and resources", our requirements seem

to be satisfied. Furthermore, due to unpredictable characteristics of data streams, Grid

technology is more convincing due to its flexibility.

This chapter describes our ongoing work in developing the GZLDSWH built upon a

set of OGSA-based grid services and GT3 toolkit. The GZLDSWH is composed of

several specific Grid services for capturing, storing, performing analysis on continuous

data streams and issuing relevant actions or notifications.

The chapter is organized as follow. First, we describe the basic concepts and

techniques for building the system which are Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA),

Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI) and the Globus Toolkit version 3 (GT3). Next,

the GZLDSWH system overview will be described. We then discuss several approaches

in building the GZLDSWH and specify its conceptual architecture. The next section

describes the operation of GZLDSWH in conducting analysis processes and reaction on

continuous stream. Thereafter, we focus on the main contributions of the chapter:

• A model that describes the required dynamic collaboration of the grid services.

• A Grid-based OLAP Cube management service.

• The Knowledge Base rules and rule evaluation process.

• A guideline on how to increase performance when nodes fail and need to roll back

to previous checkpoints.

Our ongoing prototype implementation will be described briefly afterwards. Finally,

we give the summary and mention the future work.

5.2. Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA), Open Grid Service
Infrastructure (OGSI) and Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3)

In recent years, Grid computing [Foster et al. 2001; Fellenstein et a1.2003; Foster,

Grossman 2003] is emerging as the best solution to the problems posed by the massive

computational and data handling requirements. Starting from the concept of linking

super computers to benefit from the massive parallelism for computation needs, Grid's

focus has recently shifted to more data-intensive applications where significant

processing is conducted on very large amounts of data.
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New-generation Grid technologies are evolving towards an Open Grid Services

Architecture (OGSA) [OGSA 2003] in which a Grid provides an extensible set of

services that virtual organizations can aggregate in various ways. The development of

OGSA technical specification is in progress within the Global Grid Forum covered by

the tasks called the Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI) with Globus Toolkit 3

(GT3) [Sotomayor 2004]. Figure 5.1 summarizes these major concepts in the Grid

Services world. The next subsections will describes them in the more details.

/
extension of
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Slar-dard interoperable
technologies

XML. WSOl. SOAP ....
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\

~'Grid
Service "

Web'Serviée

OGSA

Figure 5.1. Key concepts of the Grid service world

5.2.1 Web Services
As mention in Section 3.3, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has emerged as a direct

consequence of specific business and technology drivers that have materialized over the

past decade. It's an approach to building software systems that is based on loosely

coupled components (services) that have been described in a uniform way and that can

be discovered and composed. Web services, a standards-based, XML-centric, represent

one important approach to realizing an SOA. The Web Services Model allows

applications to communicate using agreed, wide-spread standards and protocols

independent of their implementation and platform. The World Wide Web Consortium
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(W3C), which has managed the evolution of the SOAP and WSDL specifications,

defines Web services as follows:

"A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-
machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-
processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web service in
a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using
HTTP with XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards." [11]

UOOI

.'..'..'.'

.'........

SOAP

" .
". ".

" .
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Figure 5.2. Simple Web Service architecture

The parts of the simple Web Service architecture are presented in Figure 5.2 which

includes service discovery, service description, service invocation and service
transportation.

Service Discovery: This part of the architecture allows us to find Web Services which

meet certain requirements. This part is usually handled by UDDI (Universal

Description, Discovery, and Integration) [Web Service 2005].

Service Description: The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [Web Service

2005] is an XML format for describing Web services as a set of endpoints operating on

messages containing either document-oriented (messaging) or RPC payloads. The main

elements in a WSDL document are schematically illustrated in Table 5.1. As a broad

overview, the various components in a WSDL document define services as collections

of network end-points, or ports.
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data types used within WSDL documents usually defined usmg XML

Schema

an abstract, typed definition of the data being communicated

contains one or more descriptions of operations supported by a service

a concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular port type

a single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network

address

a collection of related end points

Table 5.1. WSDL 1.1 elements

A port is an association of a network address with a reusable, network-independent,

binding. A binding is the association of a concrete network protocol and data format

specification - for example HTTP and SOAP - with a portType. A portType is a

collection of operations each of which handles messages. Each message is constructed

from a set of application-specific types. A new WSDL standard draft (version 1.2) is

also in existence but has yet to be accepted as a standard. This draft provides features

required for specifying Grid services including the notion of an open content model and

inheritance of portTypes, features which are currently provided via an extension to

WSDL, called GWSDL [GWSDL 2003]. GWSDL is extensible to allow description of

endpoints and the concrete representation of their messages for a variety of different

message formats and network protocols.

Service Invocation: Invoking a Web Service involves passing messages between the

client and the server. SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [Web Service 2005]

specifies how we should format requests to the server, and how the server should format

its responses. In theory, we could use other service invocation languages (such as XML-

RPC). However, SOAP is by far the most popular choice for Web Services.

Transport: Finally, all these messages must be transmitted somehow between the

server and the client. The protocol of choice for this part of the architecture is HTTP

(Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol), the same protocol used to access conventional web

pages on the Internet. Again, in theory we could be able to use other protocols e.g. FTP

(File Transfer Protocol) or SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), but HTTP is

currently the most used one.
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5.2.2. OGSA versus OGSI - what is a Grid Service
In both e-business and e-science, we often need to integrate services across distributed,

heterogeneous, dynamic Virtual Organization 's formed from the disparate resources

within a single enterprise and/or from external resource sharing and service provider

relationships. This integration can be technically challenging because of the need to

achieve various qualities of service when running on top of different native platforms.

The Open Grid Services Architecture addresses these challenges by building on

concepts and technologies from the Grid and Web services communities.

The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), developed by The Global Grid

Forum (GGF), aims to define a common, standard, and open architecture for grid-based

applications. The goal of OGSA is to standardize practically all the services one finds in

a grid application Gob management services, resource management services, security

services, etc.) by specifying a set of standard interfaces for these services.

As depicted in Figure 5.1., Grid Services are defined by OGSA. OGSA defines what

Grid Services are, what they should be capable of, what types of technologies they

should be based on, but doesn't give a technical and detailed specification. A Grid

Service is simply a Web Service with a lot of extensions that make it adequate for a

grid-based application (and, in particular, for OGSA). In the diagram: Grid Services

are an extension of Web Services.

However, OGSA alone doesn't go into much detail when describing Grid Services. It

basically outlines what a Grid Service should have (that Web Services don't) but little

else. That is why OGSA spawned another standard called the Open Grid Services

Infrastructure (GGSI, also developed by The Global Grid Forum) which gives a formal

and technical specification of what a Grid Service is. Therefore, Grid Services are

specified by OGSI [Sotomayor 2004]. The Open Grid Services Infrastructure is a formal

and technical specification of the concepts described in OGSA, including Grid Services.

The Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3) is an implementation of OGS!. GT3 is a usable

implementation of everything that is specified in OGSI (and, therefore, of everything

that is defined in OGSA).

We'll take a brief look at the main improvements introduced in OGSI to specify a

Grid Service as "a stateful web service following additional conventions and restrictions
and implementing a set of well defined interfaces"

Stateful and potentially transient services: Web services are stateless, which means

there is no record of previous interactions and each interaction request has to be handled

based entirely on information that comes with it. Besides, Web services are non-

transient, which means that they outlive all their clients. After one client is done using a

Web Service, all the information the Web Service is remembering could be accessed by
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the next clients. In fact, while one client is using the Web Service, another client could
access the Web Service and potentially mess up the first client's operations. This
certainly isn't a very elegant solution.

Grid Services solve both problems by allowing programmers to use a
factory/instance approach to Web Services. Instead of having one big stateless service
shared by aH users, there is a central Service Factory in charge of maintaining a bunch
of service instances, each instance is created (and destroyed afterward) for a specific
client's request.

Service Data allows us to easily include a set of structured data to any service, which
can then be accessed directly through its interface. Service Data which could be
included in a service will fall into one of two categories:

• State information: Provides information on the current state of the service, such
as operation results, intermediate results, runtime information, etc.

• Service metadata: Information on the service itself, such as system data,
supported interfaces, cost of using the service, etc

Notification: A Grid Service can be configured to be a notification source, and certain
clients to be notification sinks (or subscribers). This means that ifa change occurs in the
Grid Service, that change is notified to all the subscribers

Service Groups: Any service can be configured to act as a service group which
aggregates other services. This is the base of more powerful directory services (such as
GT3's IndexService) which allow us to group different services together and access
them through a single point of entry (the service group) .

.Port Type Extension: The interface is usually called portType (due to a WSDL tag of
the same name). A normal Web Service can have only one portType. Grid Services, on
the other hand, support portType extension, which means we can define a portType as
an extension of a previously existing portType.

GSH & GSR: A "Grid Service URI" is called the Grid Service Handle, or simply GSH.
Each GSH must be unique. There cannot be two Grid Services with the same GSH. The
only problem with the GSH is that it tells us where the Grid Service is, but doesn't give
us any information on how to communicate with the Grid Service (what methods it has,
what kind of messages it accepts/receives, etc.). To do this, we need the Grid Service
Reference, or GSR. In theory, the GSR can take many different forms, but since we will
usually use SOAP to communicate with a Grid Service, the GSR will be a WSDL file
(remember that WSDL describes a Web Service: what methods it has, etc.).
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5.2.3. Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3)
The Globus Toolkit is an open source software project initiated m 1996 under the

leadership of Argonne, ISI and the University of Chicago. Its declared objective is to

enable people to "share computing power, databases, and other tools securely online
across corporate, institutional and geographic boundaries without sacrificing local
autonomy" [Globus Toolkit 2003].

The Globus Toolkit is now developed by the Globus Alliance. The evolution of

Globus started with the first release in 1998 providing resource management and

information services (GRAM and MDS) later on extended by version 2.0 in 2001 by

basic data management (GridFTP), packaging and reliability facilities. With the

emergence of the Open Grid Service Architecture a new era began. Released in June

2003 the Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3) combines the efforts ofboth the Grid and web service

community and is the first major implementation of the OGSNOGSI idea and

specification.

Figure 5.3. describes the Architecture of the Globus Toolkit 3. The OGSI (i.e. "Grid

Services") is the "GT3 Core" layer written entirely in Java and is shipped with a

standalone container. This layer consists of two major components, the web service

engine and the globus container. The Globus container itself is built on the web service

engine and transforms stateless web services into stateful Grid services. Once a service

is created via a OGSI factory, the container assigns a unique GSH and registers it within

a repository for all service instances. The container is responsible for identifying

services, invoking methods, activation and passivation of instances, GSH-to-GSR

resolving and instance persistence.

Other Grid SerVice~

GT3.Pats .
. ..:>:'l/,h' .. ServIces .'

..... ',,: .

.',
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Figure 5.3. Globus Toolkit 3 Architecture
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GT3 Security Services restrict access to the Grid Services, so only authorized

clients can use them. Besides the usual security methods (putting the web server behind

a firewall, etc.), GT3 provides one more layer of secUrity with technologies such as SSL

and X.509 digital certificates.

GT3 Base Services: provides a lot ofthe following interesting services:

o Managed Job Service to check on the progress of the operation periodically

and to trace the task situation. It allow us to control service operation (i.e.

pause a service, stop it, etc).

o Index Service for query Grid Service to find what Grid Service meets

certain requirements (similar to UDDI in Web Service).

o Reliable File Transfer (RFT) Service: allows us to perform large file

transfers between the client and the Grid Service. Furthermore, RFT

guarantees the transfer will be reliable (hence its name). For example, if a

file transfer is interrupted (due to a network failure, for example), RFT

allows us to restart the file transfer from the moment it broke down, instead

of starting all over again.

GT3 Data Services: This layer includes Replica Management, which is veiy useful

in applications that have to deal with very big sets of data. When working with large

amount of data, we're usually not interested in downloading the whole thing, we just

want to work with a small part of all that data. Replica Management keeps track of those

subsets of data we will be working with.

Other Grid Services: Other non-GT3 services can run on top of the GT3

Architecture. Our Gird services built up the GZLDSWH are belongs to this layer.

5.3 The Grid-based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse
(GZLDSWH) Over View

Starting with the idea of building a Zero-Latency analytical environment dealing with

heterogeneous data sources, we extend the system to conduct analysis on continuous

data streams. A ZLDWH [Bruckner 2002; Tho,Tjoa 2003] aims to significantly

decrease the time to react to business events allowing the organizations to deliver

relevant information as fast as possible to applications which need a near real-time

action to new information captured by an organization's information system. It enables

analysis across corporate data sources while still continuously update the new arriving
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The exact analysis results on these data stream events are very expensive because

they require high computing capacity which is capable of huge storage and computing

resources. Therefore, a Grid-based approach is applied in ZLDWH to tackle the lack of

resources for continuous data stream processing. Figure 5.4. depicts significant phases

throughout the overall process of such GZLDSWH. Continuous data streams will be

captured, cleaned and stored within the Grids. Whenever the analytical processes need

to be executed, immediately after the arrival of new data or based on predefined timely

scheduling, the virtual Data Warehouse will be built on the fly [Foster,Grossman 2003]

from data sources stored in the Grid nodes. Obviously, this approach is not concerned

with traditional incremental updating issues in Data Warehouse because the virtual

DWH is built from scratch using the most current data. Analytical processes will then be

executed on such virtual DWH and the results will be evaluated with the use of the

Knowledge Base. Finally, dependent on the specification of the Knowledge Base, the

system sends notifications, alerts or recommendations to the users.

There are a significant number of applications in which the conducting of analytical

processing on continuous data streams is necessary for detecting trends and abnormal

activities. The following scenario describes an example in Mobile Phone Fraud

Detection although the usage of such system could also be applied in other time critical

decision support applications.
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Expert users defined rule specifications for fraud detection, e.g. "if an international

mobile calliasts over 1 hour it will be considered as a fraudulent calf'. The rule could

also be more complex such as "an international mobile call from Austria to China of a

certain customer lasts over 30 minutes will not be considered as a fraud, if its duration

is not over 1.5 times of his/her average call durationfrom Europe to Asia within the last

3 months, otherwise, it is considered as afraudulent calf'. These rules are stored in the

Knowledge Base and are referenced by the Rule Evaluation module before it makes the

final decisions. Expert users could also specify how and when the system operates to

detect the Fraud situation by submitting the pre-defined plan workflow. In this plan, the

experts specify the order of module executions and the time point when they should be

executed. The whole system operation will then be monitored and controlled by the

Workflow Control module which follows the pre-defined plan .•
Expert Use ...

Calling Detail
Records (COR)

re-Oefined Execution Pla

Control

Daia
Pmproee •• lng

Control

orifiCllllons

+ i
Normal Users

Fieure 5.5. Mobile phone fraud detection
When the end-user makes a phone call, the Call Detail Records (CDRs) are issued

continuously as continuous data streams. Because of the special characteristics of

continuous data streams, these CDRs must be captured and stored in timely fashion. The

data storage is heterogeneous and geographically distributed in several grid nodes.

For supporting analytical processing, the virtual DWH is built on the fly from the

heterogeneous, distributed data sources as follows. The OLAP server accesses the raw

data items from multiple Grid nodes and creates the pre-aggregated data cubes. The

Data Mediator allows the OLAP server to access the distributed, heterogeneous data
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sources as if they were local data sources. In some situations, Data Preprocessing could
be necessary to clean the data, standardize the data, or transform data into the common
format before storing into the OLAP cubes.

When the virtual DWH data is available, the OLAP server accepts the queries from
Data Analysis or Data Mining tools, executes these queries and returns the results. To
detect a fraud situation, it is necessary to analyze the CORs at multiple levels with
different dimensions and in a variety of time ranges e.g. to calculate the average
international mobile call length from Europe to Asia within the last 3 months of a
certain customer. The OLAP server therefore accepts analytical commands such as
"drill up", "drill down", "slide and dice" and performs these operations on the data
cubes.

The results are returned to the Rule Evaluation module, and it will access the
Knowledge Base to evaluate the rules. If some pre-defined criteria in the Knowledge
Base are satisfied, the Rule Evaluation module performs suitable actions, for instance,
sending of notifications to the users, or stopping the telephone services. Particularly, if
the rule criteria lead to an ambiguous situation, the Rule Evaluation module would issue
other analytical queries to further investigate the data.

The above scenario highlights following requirements for a GZLDSWH system:

• Knowledge-Base Rule Support: The final decisions, e.g. whether a phone call is
fraudulent or not, is based on the set ofKnowlcdge-Base rules specified by expert
users. The Knowledge-Base Rules preserve the experiences, and knowledge to drive
the decision support process. It is necessary to develop a component that allows the
expert users to easily manipulate the existing rules in the Knowledge Base i.e. insert,
delete or update rules. The autonomous validation and consistency checking ofthese
rules should also be considered. The facilities of auto-inference and auto-learning
are also the challenges of Knowledge-rule management.

• Multi-level Analysis Support: In order to evaluate the rules, it is necessary to
conduct analytical process on the multi-dimensional historical transaction of
customer CORs to identify the customer's pattern. Besides, in some situations, there
is the uncertainty or ambiguity in evaluating the rules during online analysis process.
Then it is necessary to conduct analytical process on the whole CORs at multiple
levels to define the final decision. COR streams thus need to be stored without loss
within the Grid. DWH repositories and online analytical processing (OLAP) cubes
are built on the fly from these Grid node's data. The significant parts are: (1) the
creation and maintenance the OLAP Cube, (2) the OLAP query engine that executes
analytical queries on OLAP data, and optionally (3) the OLAP Data Mining Engine
for execution of the on-line analytical mining (OLAM) algorithms.
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• Automated Reaction Support: Whenever the Fraud is detected via CDRs analysis

and rule-based evaluation, the system must have the ability to issue automatically

the relevant actions respective to the Fraud prevention methods. That could be the

alarm or recommendation message sent to the mobile phone customers, or it could

also be the service disconnection to prevent more fraudulent activities. However,

this automatic reaction must tollow the rules stored in pre-defined Knowledge Base.

• Distributed, Heterogeneous Data Acquisition: The ability to use different kinds of

data sources and data-warehouse repositories is mandatory for Data Grid systems.

Therefore, the Data Mediator layer is usually used to transparently access the

heterogeneous Grid-based data sources.

• Transparent User interface: The system should be able to provide the users an

interface which is easy and transparent to the Grid, Network, and Location.

Customers can access the system to register the services or send their feedback from

anywhere using a variety of devices (mobile, PDA, laptop, etc.) without considering

the complexity of system architecture. Expert users use the designed interface to

specify the rules without considering the Grid structure, network feature and the

physical details or location of data sources.

• Flexibility and Open Architecture: The essence of Grid is heterogeneity. The

GZLDSWH thus should allow the integration of components that are heterogeneous

i.e. written in different programming languages or are optimized for different

platforms. Technical and contextual changes to the underlying data sources,

interface implementations, libraries, etc. must not affect the module operability. The

components and features shall be easily extensible allowing for plug-ins to be

executed. Furthermore the architecture must be open to integrate specialized third-

party toolkits .

• Grid Environment Information and Monitoring: The Grid environment always

varies significantly during the runtime. Therefore the system should be able to

invoke and execute its component dynamically dependent on the runtime

environment. For this purpose, the Grid environment information should be

monitored by a special component. It maintains the knowledge about the resources

available on the Grid, their capacity and current utilization. It should be easily

query-able, highly scalable and have to react quickly even under heavy load.

• Dynamic Component Invocation and Execution: As described in the scenario, the

component execution flows are pre-defined by expert users. However, the Grid

environment always varies significantly during the runtime. Therefore the system

should be able to invoke and execute its components dynamically depending on the

runtime environment.
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• Integrity and Availability: Assuming that all grid nodes are trusted entities, there
still is a need to implement integrity checks and address non-availability. If nodes
cannot be trusted, data integrity checks are required. Kamvar et al. [Kamvar et al.
2003] provide an excellent overview ofrequirements and also shows how these
issues are addressed in P2P networks. Their solutions can also be adapted to Grid
computing iî one is prepared to accept the computational overhead.

There are a lot other requirements such as security, high availability, scalability and
performance but they will be planned for the future work.

5.4. The Framework for building a GZLDSWH

Based on the requirements discussed above in section 5.3., we consider three following
approaches for building the GZLDSWH system.

5.4.1 Building the whole system from scratch
Following this way, we have to develop not only the components ofthe system, but also
have to deal with many other issues in Grid Computing such as protocol for
communication, message passing mechanism, resource management, scheduling, life
cycle management, etc. The only advantage is that we do not have to obey any
specifications and freely apply any container technology such as J2EE Container, .Net
Container to control and manage our components. However, a lot of work must be done,
and the system then can not be integrated easily with the Grid Community standard
toolkits and specifications. We thus do not choose this approach to develop our system.

5.4.2. Following the OGSA, OGSI implemented by Globus Toolkit 3
The second option is to build the system using the Open Grid Service Architecture
(OGSA) [OGSA 2003] based on the Open Grid Service Infrastructure specification
(OGSI) and Globus Toolkit version 3 (GT3) [Globus Toolkit 2003] discussed in Section
5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

The Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) represents the convergence of Web
service and Grid computing technologies with the aim of describing the next generation
of Grid Architecture in which the components are exchangeable on different layers.
Consequently, in OGSA, all kinds of storage and computational resources, components,
databases, file systems, etc are exposed as services. This approach has the big advantage
that the upper-layer components have to be concerned only on a small amount of
interfaces because the implementation is hidden behind the interface.
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As mentioned previously, the Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI) defines
specifications with many interesting features such as factory service discovery, instance
creation, invocation, lifetime management, notification and manageability. The Globus
Toolkit 3 (GT3) implements most of these OGSI specifications and provides us the
infrastructure components for resource management, monitoring and discovery,
security, information services, data and file management, communication and fault
detection. Some features still missing are a resource broker, load balancing and
scheduling functionality. However, if we develop the system on top of the OGSI and
GT3 toolkit, some of our above mentioned requirements are satisfied, such as
Flexibility, Open Architecture, Grid-Network-Location Transparency and Grid
Environment Information. Hence we chose this approach to develop the GZLDSWH
system.

5.4.3. WS-Resource Framework
Around the same time when the OGSI work has been progressing, the Web services
architecture has evolved as well, for example, the definition of WSDL 2.0 and the
release ofnew draft specifications such as WS-Addressing [Globus Alliance 2004]. WS-
Resource Framework can be viewed as a straightforward re-factoring of the concepts
and interfaces developed in the OGSI VI.O specification in a manner that exploits recent
developments in Web services architecture. The difference is that WSRF uses different
constructs for modelling the stateful resources and the stateless Web services, while
OGSI uses the same construct (the service instance). The WS-Resource Framework is
still new and on the way to become a maturity standard, the Globus Toolkit version 4
which integrates this framework, is expected to release at the end of 2004. Therefore, in
the future, the GZLDSWH system developed upon OGSUGT3 should be based on the
WS-Resource Framework .

5.4.5. The Grid-based Conceptual Architecture of GZLDSWH
Each phase of the process in Figure 5.4. includes several tasks such as capturing, storing
data stream, building OLAP cube, conducting multi-dimensional analysis etc. Sharing
the same approach with GridMiner project [Tjoa, Brezany 2003], each particular task
will be realized as a grid service. The GZLDSWH is thus composed of several specific
Grid services for capturing, storing, performing analysis on continuous data streams and
issuing relevant actions or notifications reflecting the trends or patterns of the data
streams. As we have discussed, these grid services are built on top of OGSI and GT3
toolkit and can be grouped into severallayers based on their functionality as described
in Figure. 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. The Service Components of GZLDSWH

The Fabric and Core Layer: The services in this layer are provided by the Globus
Toolkit 3 which enables most of the basic operations and communication between the
Grid Services. We do not need to develop these fabric services and Grid core services
(the white box in Figure 5.6)

The Facilities Layer: This layer provides some services for monitoring the Grid
environment, scheduling, load-balancing and so on. It also provides the transparency of
resources, network and location to the heterogeneous data sources. The services in this
layer include the following:

• System Information Service (SIS). The SIS is a vital service within every grid
infrastructure, providing static and dynamic information on available grid resources.
It is a specialized implementation enabling specific decision making and monitoring
processes.

• Resource Broker Service (RBS). The Resource Broker is used to find best-fitting
resources for resource allocation, such as match-making of the requests and
resources. In our system, the Resource Broker is used as a reference for the
Workflow Engine in dynamic discovery, creation, binding and invocation of other
available services instances in the runtime.

• Data Mediation Service (OMS). The DMS provides a single virtual data source
having the same client interfaces as classical grid data sources but it integrates data
from multiple heterogeneous federated sources from several Grid nodes. This
service simplifies access requests and implements transparency for heterogeneous
data sources.

The Data Input Layer: This layer provides the services for capturing, cleaning, and
storing data within the Grid. The following services belong to this layer:
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• Data Capturing Service (DCS). The Data Capturing Service works closely with the

stream sources such as sensors, cameras, satellites etc., for capturing data streams in

the limited time without data loss.

• Data Cleaning Service (DES). In some special situation, the Stream Data should be

cleaned prior to being stored in the Grid. Therefore, the Data Cleaning Service is an

optional service.

• Data Storing Service (DSS). The Data Storing Service resides in each Grid node

and is responsible for storing the lossless data streams. This service could also

convert the data into an appropriate format for the local data source.

• Data Integration Service (DIS). This service is responsible for secure, reliable,

efficient management and operation of the necessary data transfers within the grid

environments.

The Data Analysis Layer: The alm of the Data Analysis layer is to support the

analytical process on data stream stored somewhere within the Grid. This layer contains

the following services.

• Data Preprocessing Service (DPS). The Data Preprocessing Service performs

several pre-processing activities such as data cleaning, normalization, selection,

reduction, transformation, etc. before storing the data into the OLAP cube.

• OLAP Cube Management Service (CMS). The OLAP Cube Management Service

is one ofthe major components ofthe system. This service creates distributed OLAP

cubes from several data sources stored at specified Grids nodes. After the initial

cube creation, the service can be used for cube interaction and life cycle

management.

• Data Analysis Service (DAS). The Data Analysis Service is another major

component of the system. It works very closely with the OLAP Cube Management

Service and performs analytical process by sending queries and commands such as

"drill up", "drill down", "slide and dice". It thus allows analyses of datasets at

different levels of abstraction. The output of the Data Analysis Service is the

analysis result which will then be evaluated by the Knowledge Base for further

actions.

• Data Mining Service (MIS). The Data Mining Service is created as an extensible

framework providing necessary data mining algorithms making it convenient for the

related application developers to easily plug in their algorithms and tools.

The Rule Evaluation Layer: This layer contains the services supporting the rule

specification and rule evaluation. The services in this layer provide the Interface so that
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the expert users can interact with the system to specify the rules. In addition, normal

users can receive notifications, alarms and recommendations from the system. The

following services are available in this layer:

• Knowledge Base Rule Design Service (RDS). This service allows the expert users

to specify the rules stored in the Knowledge Base of the system. The Knowledge

Base Rules embed ECA rules consisting of an event, condition and action part.

However, it carries out complex OLAP analyses on DWH data instead of evaluating

simple conditions as compared to ECA rules in OL TP system.

• Rule Evaluation Service (RES). The RES service takes the analytical results from

the DAS, evaluates these results against the Knowledge Base rules, and finally takes

suitable actions. It could invoke the NAS to perform suitable actions if the rule

criteria are satisfied. It could also invoke the DAS service or the Data Mining

service (MIS) to perform further analytical process when the rule criteria are too

ambiguous to make the final decision.

• Notification/Action Service (NAS). The NAS service manages all possible actions

of the GZLDSWH system such as issuing notifications, alarms, and

recommendations to the users to inform about the abnormal trends. In addition, it

invokes the Analysis service when receiving the local update message.

The Workflow Control Layer: contains the Workflow Management Service that

controls the dynamic service invocations, executions, and destructions.

• Workflow Management Service (WMS). This service allows expert users to

specify the logical workflow of system activities and execute complex and highly

dynamic workflows for several heterogeneous grid services. The WMS service

dynamically controls service execution, service termination and communication, etc.

dependent on the Grid environment. Because the Grid environment significantly

varies over time, the Dynamic Workflow Control Service is an extremely important

component in the system.

5.5. The operation of GZLDSWH

Within the Grids environment as described in Figure 5.7, there are one Master node and

several child nodes (Node 1,2 ... , Node N). The Master node controls other child nodes

to fulfil system activities. The role of these child nodes is to store data within the Grid

environment. The Master node therefore includes most of the essential services while

the child nodes only contain some data input services and local data update detection
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services. The Master node also keeps the Grid metadata for Grids management and the
Knowledge Base rules for controlling event reaction behaviour.
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Figure 5.7. The operations of GZLDSWH services

The operation plan of the services in GZLDSWH is specified III the logical
workflow as described in Figure 5.7 in which the services are arranged in the following
logicalorder. The Data Capturing Service (DCS) receives continuous data streams from
stream sources such as sensor systems, satellites, etc. Due to the huge amount of
incoming data, the DCS must capture the data timely and invoke available Data Storing
Services (DSS) residing at several child nodes for storing data. The DCS could also
invoke Data Cleaning Service (DES) to clean the data before storing if necessary.

After storing data at child nodes, the Analysis Service (DAS) at the Master node will
be invoked immediately or after predefined timely schedule depending on application
requirements and performance trade off. DAS execution will create the virtual Data
Warehouse from scratch. For this purpose initially, the DASs available at severallocal
child nodes are invoked. Due to this, the Cube Management Service (CMS) gains the
essential raw data at the child nodes to build the global OLAP cube. Each child node
contains part of the cube namely "cube chunk". Data will then be integrated into the
common format by the Data Integration Service (DIS). Before being stored into the
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virtual Data Warehouse, data can be passed to pre-processing phase via the Data Pre-
processing Service (DPS). The DPS can perform several tasks such as data cleaning,

data transformation, data normalization or data reduction. After the global cube is

formed, the DAS will perform analysis queries or data mining algorithms (via the

equivalent Mining Service - MIS) based on the data inside the virtual DWH. The

analysis results then will be sent to the Rule Evaluation Service (RES).

The RES accesses the Knowledge Base and evaluates the rules. The Knowledge

Base rules are provided by the user through the Rule Design Service (RDS). Dependent

on the rule criteria, the RES could invoke the DAS or MIS for further analysis before

issuing the final decision or invoke the Notification-Action Service (NAS) to issue

relevant notifications, recommendations, alerts, etc. to the users. The NAS could also

send back other action commands to several grid child nodes for executing several data

manipulation operations at the local data sources such as insert, delete, update, etc.

Furthermore, the analysis process above could be executed to answer the analysis

queries issued by other applications. Especially, in case the local data update takes place

at the grid child nodes, the analysis process could also be invoked. Whenever the local

data update happens, the NAS at local child node sends the "local data updates"

message events to the NAS ofthe Master node. The NAS then invokes the DAS and the

Analysis process will be executed.

The invocation between the services described above, in fact, is more complicated in

the dynamic Grid environment because of the computational and networking

capabilities, and availability of the Grid nodes. Therefore, the Grid services invocation

process is strictly monitored by the Resource Broker Service (RRS) and the System

Information Service (SIS). These services manage the available resource and find the

best-fitting resources for resource allocation and dispatch. The role of Workflow

Management Service (WMS) is to execute the complex, highly dynamic workflows

involving different grid service instances.

5.6. Dynamic Grid Service Collaboration

As previously mentioned, each OGSI based service in GZLDSWH is able to perform an

individual task within the whole process. Obviously, these services have to collaborate

with each other to fulfill the common purpose of the GZLDSWH system.
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5.6.1. Dynamic Service invocation requirement

Figure 5.8. The predefine logical Workflow of Service Invocation

The Dynamic Service Control Engine (DSCE) has been developed in GridMiner
[Kickinger et al., 2003; Kickinger 2004] to control the service execution via Dynamic
Service Control Language (DSCL) document. The exact services handles are specified
in the DSCL. Users have to know which service factory to use to perform a certain task.
Therefore, the services do not need to communicate with each other. The output of the
first service serves as the input of the second service, the output of the second one
serves as the input of the third one and so on. No service thus is aware of other existing
services and each of the services is able to run completely independently.

The independence of the various services also allows a parallel execution without
any communication overhead. This results in an improvement of performance.

However, in our system, due to the requirement of automated event-based reaction,
a service must be able to discover, create, bind, and invoke relevant service instances
within the Grid environment. Only the execution flows are specified in advance, in
which the services are arranged in the specified logical execution order (Figure 5.8).
During the execution time, the services have their autonomy to discover, create, bind,
and invoke relevant physical service instances within the Grid environment depending
on the context at that time. Consider the Telecommunication Fraud Detection scenario,
for example, the Call Detail Records (CDRs) are issued continuously as continuous data
streams. The Data Capturing Service (DCS) instance is created in the Master Node and
its operations should be executed while the CDRs are still arriving. The DCS instance
will invoke the Data Storing Services (DSSs) at several child nodes to store data.
However, according to the Grid environment at the runtime, some child nodes are
available, the others could be corrupted or out of resources. The DCS instance thus must
be "intelligent" enough to create and invoke the instances at the suitable Grid nodes. If
the CDRs data arrives in a burst fashion, the DCS instance has to create many DSS
instances to store all data in a timely fashion, otherwise, it should destroy some non-
used DSS instances to free the resources. The similar situation happens when the DAS
instance at Master node decides to create and invoke the DAS instances at the suitable
child nodes. Especially, in case the Rule Evaluation Service (RES) could not issue the
final decision (due to ambiguity between Fraud and non-Fraud call), it has to invoke
other analysis services or data mining services for further data analysis instead of
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invoking the Notification! Action service to alarm the users. Therefore, the dynamic

service invocation requirement is extremely important in the GZLOSWH.

To our best knowledge, there are 2 possible approaches for the service flow

execution: centralized control and distributed control. In the former approach, there is a

central service control engine which controls all service executions from the start node

to the end node of the workflow. The engine itself is responsible in discovering,

creating, binding, invoking, and destroying service instances to follow the logical

workflow. Thus the engine must keep the information of the whole workflow and

should trace the information of the Grid environment such as grid nodes status, resource

availability, workloads etc. to coordinate the services execution. In the later approach,

there is no such central engine but each service instance has its own "knowledge" to

invoke the next service instances throughout the workflow. It is not necessary for each

service to keep information of the whole workflow. Instead, each service needs to keep

only part of the workflow metadata relevant to itself such as its direct ancestor and

descendant services, and the Grids environment context at its execution time. That

information should be passed to the service as parameters as it is invoked by its ancestor

services and the service will use such information to invoke the next relevant service

instances.

Both of the two approaches have advantages and disadvantages. In the centralized.

approach, the central service control engine, which could also be realized as a service,

copes with the coordination between other services. The other services thus only focus

on their specific functionality without taking into account the workflow execution.

However, it could be the heavy work-load for the engine service if it processes the high

complexity workflow or if the number of service instances increases. The distributed

control approach, on the other hand, does not have to deal with the bottle-neck issue.

However, it is more complicated to develop the services because each service besides its

specific functionality must be realized as an agent-based solution to adapt with flexible

service instance invocations. Moreover, the service invocation would also become more

complex due to the parameters transferred between the service instances. Further

investigation on distributed control approach is out of the scope of this paper. It will be

one of our considerations in the future work.

In GridMiner [Kickinger et al. 2003; Kickinger 2004], we have developed the

Dynamic Service Control Engine (OSCE) which receives the workflow specification

document written in OSCL (Oynamic Service Control Language) and executes the

workflow by invoking the corresponding Grid service instances specified in the

documents. OSCL allows the user to specify variables, workflow structure, operations to

be executed, and OS CE will execute the workflow followed by the OSCL document
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specification. Although the OSCL and OSCE provide some levels of dynamic workflow
execution, they still have some limitations. The OSCL does not support branch
conditions and loop structures; the OSCE only works with the physical workflow
specification document i.e. the document specifies exactly which factory handle URIs
should be invoked to create the instances which are usually unknown in advance due to
the variant Grid enviromnent. We can improve the OSCL and OSCE in GridMiner to
support the new requirements in GZLOSWH. The extended OSCL (Tho et al. 2004)
will support the condition branches, loop structures as well as allow the references of
the service instance handles could be transferred as parameters. The logical workflows
are specified with the unknown service instance handles declared as variables. Ouring
the execution time, the Re-Writer queries the Resource Broker Service and Information
Service to have the relevant dynamic service factory handle references at that time and
rewrites the logical workflow to the physical one. The OSCE engine then will invoke
these service instances via the reference variables in the physical workflow. That
operation will be repeated at each step of the workflow until the whole process is
finished.

5.6.2. Extended Dynamic Service Control Language
OSCL is a XML based language allowing the users to specify the workflow of services
activities. It contains exactly of two sections:

• The <variables> section: all variables must be defined here. The variables could be
either the parameters of service calls, or the results of service calls. XML Schema
Simple Type, Complex Type and SOAP Arrays Type are supported as variable type.

<variables>
<variable name=liAge">

<value type="int" 25 </value>
</variable>

</variables>

• The <composition> section contains the description of the workflow to be executed.
A workflow is comprised of a set of activities which could be classified as "control
flow" or "operationaf'. The control flow activities control the execution of the
workflow and thus must contain other activities while the operational activities are
the atomic activities which perform operations.

<composition>
control flow activities
other controlflow activities or operational activities
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operational activities
</compostion>

OSCL allows the users to specify the workflow structure and define the workflow
operations

e Work.f1o,,' structure

Our OSCL supports 4 basic execution styles (Sequential execution, Parallel execution,
Condition Branch and Loop) by providing several tags namely <Sequence>,
<Parallel>, <Condition>, and <Loop> respectively. These tags could be nested to
realize the complex workflow composition. Figure 6 states an example of a workflow
including all control activities and the respective OSCL document

Figure 5.9. Composite Workflow Example

<composition>
<sequence>

activityl
<condition>

cond varl = TRUE
<loop while cond_var2 = TRUE>

activity2
</loop>

cond varl = FALSE
<sequence>

<parallel>
activity3
activity4

</parallel>
activity5

</sequence>
</condition>

</sequence>
</compostion>

• Workflowoperations
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Besides the control flow activities, DSCL supports other activities namely operational
activities. Operational activities perform operations for interacting with the underlying
Grid services such as creating new service instances, destroying instances, invoking
operation of services, and querying service data element. DSCL provides respective tags
to specify these operational activities: <createService>, <destroyService>, <invoke>,
and <querySDE>. The operational activity could not contain other activities and must
have the mandatory attribute namely activitylD which is of type DTD. This attribute is
necessary for the workflow engine to identify the activity.

The major difference between Grid and common Web services is the fact that the
Grid service could be either persistent or transient. The persistent service is created and
available if its container is running. In contrast, the transient one is created and invoked
as and when required and destroyed afterwards. The transient service is always created
by its Factory service. The following information is necessary to create a new service
instance

I. The location of the factory service

2. Additional service parameters

3. A virtual instance name ofthe newly created instance

<createService activitylD =IAct1"
factory-gsh="http://urVserviceF actory"
instance name="newlnstancel"/>

In GZLDSWH, there is a situation when we have more than equivalent factory
services at different grid nodes at the same time. For example, the Data Storing services
located at several child nodes when we need to store data stream. In such situation and
in other cases when the Grid environment changes rapidly, the Resource Broker Service
decides which Service Factory should be executed to create a new instance according to
the availability and resource capacity of the different Grid nodes. DSCL provides the
dynamic service creation by allowing Grid service handle references transferred via
variables. It is also possible to create the service instance with user defined parameters
via <parameter> tag.

<variables>
<variable name="factgsh">

<! Default value of the factory service handle>
<value type="string" http:urVserviceFactory </value>

</variable>

</variables>
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<!other services set the value offactgsh. e.g. Resource Broker>

<! Create the service instance via reference tofactory handle>
<createService activitylD =:="Act1"
factOl-y-ref=" factgsh"
instance name="newlnstancel "I>

After a service instance is created, it is possible to destroy the instance, invoke its

operations or query its data elements. These activities require the service instance

reference to identify the relevant instance. We provide 3 optional attributes namely

instance-name, instance-gsh, and instance-ref enabling to reference a service instance

(1) via instance name (2) via Grid service handle and (3) via a variable reference to the

instance. The usage of each attribute is optional, however exactly one of the three

attributes must be used together with the activity.

<destroyService activitylD ="Act1"
instance-gsh=''http://urI/SerlnstO 1" (or instance-name = "Instant 1" or instance-ref =
"varInstGSH")

Invoking an operation of a Grid service is similar to invoking a method in common

programming language. To invoke an operation of a Grid service, the following

information is necessary:

1. The required Grid service instance - referenced by one of the attributes: instance-
name, instance-gsh, instance-ref

2. Name of the operation - mandatory defined within attribute operation and
optional attribute port Type

3. The required parameters - specified in <parameter> tags, the parameter is simply
a reference to a variable.

4. Result - storing the result of a Grid invocation via <result> tag

<Invoke activitylD ="CleanDataOl"
instance-gsh=''http://url/DESO 1" (or instance-name = "DESO I" or instance-ref =
"varInstGSH")
operation = "Clean_Data"
<parameter variable= "Data_Strore">
<result variable= "Data Result">
</Invoke>

Some of operations do not return the results; but store them into so called service

data elements. To allow querying the contents of these elements, DSCL provid~s the tag

<querySDE>. This operation requires the reference to Grid service instance and the

name ofthe required service data element (stored in attribute sdName).
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<querySDE activityIO="act1"
instance name="instanceOl"
sdName="value"
<result variable="varD2"/>

</querySDE>

5.6.3. Dynamic Workflow Management Service
In GridMiner project (Kickinger G. & Brezany P., 2004), we have developed an engine
service, called the Oynamic Service Control Engine (OSCE), which processes OSCL
documents and controls the service execution in both interactive and batch modes. It

provides some interesting features such as (a) independent processing (without any
interaction of the user) of a workflow described in OSCL, (b) the provision of all
intermediate results from the services involved, (c) the possibility for a user to stop,
cancel or resume a workflow and (d) the possibility to change workflow at run time (by
stopping the engine, changing the OSCL document, and restarting engine again).
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Figure 5.10. Conceptual Architecture of DSCE

Figure 5.10 describes the Conceptual Architecture of OSCE [Kickinger 2004]. The
engine is implemented as a stateful, transient OGSI Grid service and has several
structured layers. The "top" layer is the Interface layer which provides essential
operations to control the engine. The Factory interface allows users to create a new
OSCE instance for a specific OSCL document via operation CreateService
(DSCLDocument dscl). The OSCE engine instance now will be created and its state will
change within its life cycle according to user interactions and the activities execution
results. The possible states could be empty, initialised, running, stopping, waiting,
finishing, or fai/ure. The Service interface provides interactive control operations such
as changeWorkflowO, startO, stopO, resumeO as well as several service data elements
containing information about the OSCL document, Workflow state and activity state.
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The "middle" DSC Engine layer covers the main functionality of OS CE. It controls

the whole workflow execution by controlling the execution of activities specified by the

OS CL document. First, the DSCL workflow description is parsed, then the "network of

activities", an internal model of the workflow, is constructed before processing the

activities. Such a network of activities describes the dependency between the activities.

Each activity could have succeeding and preceding activities. Succeeding activities are

executed right after the execution of actual activity is finished. If an activity has more

than one successor, all of them will be executed in parallel after the actual activity is

finished. Similarly, the activity could not be started until all of its preceeding ones are

finished. This could happen in some situations like loop or parallel execution. Several

interna I operations are provided in this layer for managing the workflow such as startO,
stopO, resumeO, resetO, setDSCLWorkjlowO etc. as well as some operations for

controlling the activities such as startActivityO, EndActivityO, Create/nstanceActivityO,
Destroy/nstance ActivityO, InvokeActivityO, QuerySDE-ActvityO. startNext ActivitesO,
wait-ForPrevious-ActivitiesO ,etc. The necessary parameters of all underlying services

are also prepared at this layer.

Normally, when a Grid service is developed and implemented, additional stub and

proxy classes are generated to hide the complexity of communication between the client

and the service. This approach is very common and practically used in all distributed

object systems like CORBA, Java RMI, and Web Service. To benefit from this

approach, the required services or remote objects must be known at the compilation

time. However, this requirement is not satisfied in DSCE because DSCE receives a

DSCL workflow description document and shall be able to communicate with all

services specified within that DSCL. The "lowest" layer namely Dynamic Grid Service

Invocation (DGSI), is composed of the DGS Invocation and Dynamic Invoker. It

provides classes which allow accessing Grid services and their operations without using

common stubs/proxy approach. The Dynamic Invoker, the lowest layer, provides the

possibility to invoke any operation on any underlying Grid service. It uses much of

ApacheAxis (The Axis Project, 2003), and SOAP engine which are based of GT3

toolkit. Dynamic Invoker translates an operation invocation into a SOAP 1.1 message

and sends it to the corresponding service to invoke specified operations. It provides all

necessary marshalling and un-marshalling of arguments, first by fetching the WSDL of

the corresponding Grid service (via its handle GSH), and then setting service port type

via setPortType(String port-TypeName), setting operation via setOperation (String
operation Name) , setting parameters of the operation via setParameters (Object[]
params). All of information is used to construct essential SOAP operation call. Finally

invokeO executes the operation by sending that SOAP message to correspond services.
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At higher layer, the DGS Invocation provides the classes to use stub-less operation
invocation and to access the functionality of the GT3. It provides three classes namely
DGSIService, DGSIFactory, DGSI- Listener allowing the workflow engine to handle its
underlying services such as creation and destruction of Grid service instance, invocation
of operations, querying of service data element and synchronization of asynchronous
service calls.
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Figure 5.11. The Extended Service Control Engine and corresponding DSCL

documents

DSCE suits well in GridMiner where the interaction role of user is important. The
engine operates based on the "physicaf' DSCL document specified by the user, i.e. it
only works with the DSCL that specifies exactly the service handles. It does not accept
the "logicaf' workflow which only specifies the logical name of the required service. In
GZLDSWH, we sometimes do not know in advance which service factory should be
executed to create a new instance. Instead, the decision should depend on the runtime
environment. Besides, because of the "automated event-based reaction" feature of
GZLDSWH, a higher level of automation in service invocation engine is required.
Therefore, the Dynamic Workflow Management Service in GZLDSWH extends the
DSCE with the automatic Workflow Re-writer ability. Now, the WMS Service will
accept the logical DSCL, parse it and find out logical services i.e. services which do not
have the exact physical factory handle. It then queries the Resource Broker Service to
have the relevant physical service factory handle and then re-write the DSCL with the
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new factory handle value. It finally passes the re-write DSCL to the DSCE engine to
invoke the services.

Figure 5.11 (a) describes the extended Dynamic Service Control Engine (EDSCE)
based on that DSCE engine. This EDSCE engine accepts the logical workflow in Figure
5.11 (b), parses it and converts to the physical executable workflow as depicted in
Figure 5.11 (c). The significant difference is the values ofthe parameters that have been
supplied after the Re-Writer queries the Resource Broker Services.

5.7. The OLAP Cube Management Service

As mentioned previously in the overview section, our approach in GZLDWSH is to
store all streaming data into Grid nodes, and build OLAP cubes from these Grid-based
sources prior to executing analytical queries that evaluate the rules. Following this
approach, we have to implement the OLAP Cube Management Service that manages the
creation, updation and querying of the associated cube portions distributed over the Grid
nodes. The kernel part of this service is the aLAP engine. The first prototype of this
engine [Fiser et al. 2004] has been already implemented in Java.

The OLAP data cube structure consists of an increasing number of chunks, which
again consists of a fixed maximum number of measures. A measure is the smallest unit
of the cube, one atomic element, and it actually contains just a numeric value. The
chunk is a part of the whole cube; it has the same dimensionality like the cube but
collects aggregation data at one grid node. The chunk contains the measures associated
with a number of positions of each dimension. Because the amount of memory used by
the whole cube usually will be much higher than a system may provide, each chunk
offers methods for storing and loading its data onto and from the disk storage. Thus,
always only a limited number of chunks is kept within memory at the same time.
Storing and loading targeted chunks is called chunk swapping and is a subsystem of the
data cube structure implementation. This is similar to paging in modem operating
systems with the distinction that our chunks may grow up to a specific size, hence, the
memory resident chunk location table, which is a list of chunks currently resident in
memory, varies in size. This is because the aggregation results are also stored within the
same data cube.

Special indexing structures and paging mechanisms are necessary to manage the
Grid-based OLAP cubes. The index database contains the literal positions, the meta-
information, of each dimension and maps unique integer values to position indexes
within each dimension. Furthermore, it provides methods for the linearization of multi-
dimensional position indexes used for addressing specific measures of the OLAP cube.
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Several methods are available, e.g. hashing, bit encoded sparse structure (BESS), binary

trees or others. In order to deal with a huge number of tuples, we need an algorithm,

which on the one hand is fast, and on the other hand, is not limited to some upper

boundary. This is necessary to avoid multiple scans of the source data and allows

insertion of measure aggregation after cube construction. The method, called Dynamic

bit encoding (DBE) [Fiser et al. 2004] was developed for indexing the bit maps of

OLAP chunks. DBE is based on BESS with the difference that the bits used for each

dimension are kept within bit masks which are extensible and mutually exclusive to

each other from a binary point of view. The position indices are processed by the OR

operation using these masks, which results in a linear measure address, called the global

index .
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Figure 5.12. OLAP engine architecture

Figure 5.12 describes the system architecture of the OLAP engine prototype. The

cube Construction reads the tuples one after the other, passes over the items to the index

database, retrieves their global index and then passes the (raw) measure and its

associated global index to the data cube structure. The Querying functional block is

some kind of highly sophisticated, recursively nested loops for aggregation of measures.

Because the number of computational operations of nested aggregations depends on the

size of the dimensions and thereby on the order in which dimensions are aggregated, the

engine uses a kind of query plan optimization to select dimensions in a "good" way. The

procedure of dimension selection is done by traversing a tree which in the literature

usually is called the query lattice. The task of aggregation is realized sequentially by

loading one chunk after the other and aggregating them one by one. To avoid repeated

computation of same aggregates, they are also stored in the cube structure as if they

were raw measures and also get index entries within the index database within

appropriate dimensions.
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Connection handling is the network interface, which allows user interactions with

the system. A typical workflow of the system usage is as follows. After start-up, the

index tables and the base cube are constructed. This is done upon loading and parsing a

structured or semi-structured text file representing database tuples. It is called the origin

input stream (see Figure 5.12). To each position, a unique index value is assigned and

this assignment is kept within the index database. Then all index values from the tuple

are merged together using the OBE algorithm. The encoded global index is used to

uniquely locate and store the measure within the cube. After the step of tuples import,

the server opens a listening TCP socket and accepts client connections. A simple

command language was defmed [Fiser et al. 2004] for communication between server

and client. This is called the control input (output) stream. A client now is able to submit

queries. The server supports concurrent sessions, which allows multiple users to login

concurrently.

5.8. Knowledge Based Rule Design and Evaluation Mechanism

The Knowledge Based Rule is the "brain" of the GZLOSWH and controls how the

system reacts automatically to the continuously arriving events based on the complex

incremental multi-dimensional analysis of the collected OLAP data. The rules follow

the basic Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule structure, but carry out the complex

OLAP analysis instead of evaluating the simple conditions as in ECA rules in OL TP. It

is necessary to design a model for maintenance of the Knowledge Base rules that allows

users to insert, update, replace or delete the rules easily. If possible, the rules should be

managed in a consistent manner with the option of checking the validation of the rule,

avoiding rule conflicts, and maintaining the consistency among the rules.

The mechanism to evaluate the rule is also a challenge when the events come from

different sources within the Grid environment. There are several causes that can trigger

a rule. It could be the temporal time events generated from the scheduling service,

explicit invocation from other service or auto-triggered when the Data Service Element

(OSE) in another service exists. Right now, we just use a simple XML-based file to

manage the rules. The Rule Evaluation Service is explicitly invoked by the Workflow

Management Service.

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ReactiveRule name = "Mobile Fraud Analysis">
<variables>

<variable name="average _call_length"> </variable>
<variable name="call_Iength"> </variable>
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<variable name="country"> </variable>
<variable name="area"> </variable>
<variable name="time yoint"> </variable>

<variables>
<Events>

<Event name = "Internationallong call">
<fact> country = "Vietnam" area = "Asia"
call_length in "current_time" > 30 minutes <Ifact>

</Event>
</Events>
<Conditions>

<fact>
country = "Thailand" or

country = "Indonesia" or country ="Malaysia"
average_calUenghth in "last 3 hours" > 2 * average_call_lenghth in "last 3

months", area = "Asia" <Ifact>
<IConditions>
<Actions>

<Action name = "Fraud Situation Alarm"l>
<IActions>
<I ReactiveRule>

Figure 5.13. Mobile Phone Fraud Detection Rule

Figure 5.13 describes a Fraud Detection Rule which monitors the international

mobile call. This rule will be triggered when the current international call length to

Vietnam of a certain customer is over 30 minutes. It will check whether the average call

length of this customer to other countries in South East Asia such as Thailand, Malaysia,

Indonesia within the last 3 hours exceeds twice the average call length to Asia for this

customer. If so, the Fraudulent Call alarm will be issued and sent to the customer.

5.9. Reliability and Efficiency

In our architecture there are two options of how incoming data streams are assigned to

nodes in a Grid. First, a master node can select which node an incoming data stream will

be stored on. Second, any node in the Grid may accept an incoming data stream. The

node can choose to handover the data stream to the master node at any point in time.

Grids are characterized by a large number of cooperating nodes. The rationale is that

storing of multiple data streams can be handled in parallel and is thus more efficient.

Amdahl's law [Gene 1967] describes the speedup of programs if the performance of

some parts (but not all) can be improved. A special case of this improvement is parallel

processing. If parts of the code can be executed in parallel, the overall performance will

be better.
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1 I (8 + (1-8) I N) shows that speedup depends on how much must be executed
sequentially (S in the range of 0.0 to 1.0).

As the size of the grid (N nodes) increases, reliability of nodes becomes an issue.
Even though the mean time to failure (MTTF) of individual nodes decreased over the
last years, the size of grids grows faster so that the MTTF of the system decreases if one
requires all nodes to be online. Clearly, in a large grid with N nodes, the setup usually
requires only A nodes (A<N) to be available for the grid to work.

If a node receives an incoming data stream and then fails, parts of the data stream
might be lost. To avoid inconsistent states, the failed node and possibly some
neighboring nodes will need to roll back to the last checkpoint.

Following Elnozahy's models [James et al. 2004] we look at specific requirements
of data streams and how system parameters need to be modified to achieve the primary
goal of increasing performance. Each failure causes additional work to be performed;
useful work is work that a system performs that will not be lost by a failure. Obviously,
the goal is to maximize the ration U of useful work / total work. When serial parts are
low then increasing the number of active nodes A to values near N increases U [James
et al. 2004]. Building on Elnozahy's results, simulations show that checkpoint intervals
for grids with fewer than 4000 nodes, should be greater than 20 minutes. For growing
numbers of N the optimal (maximizing U) interval to set checkpoints is approximately
the checkpoint latency, assuming a checkpoint latency of five minutes.

To minimize overhead of creating checkpoints it is advisable to reduce the length of
serial parts in the process of storing data streams. This can be achieved by distributing
the stream to several nodes: for instance, 32 KBytes to the first node, the subsequent 32
KBytes to the next node, etc. Assuming a data rate of 100 KBit/s the sequential duration
ofa 32 KByte block is 32*1024*8/ (1024 * 100) = 2.56 sec.

By adjusting the block length of the stream the overhead of setting checkpoints can
be adjusted. Shorter blocks will reduce the overhead but will increase fragmentation of
the stream. Depending on the requirements of retrieving and analyzing the data stream a
decision concerning the tradeoff checkpoint overhead versus data fragmentation has to
be made.

5.10. Implementation

In this section, we will describe our ongoing prototype implementation and some
experimental performance results. So far, we have developed the prototypes for the
Dynamic Service Control Engine (OSeE) and the Sequential OLAP Cube Engine.
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5.10.1. Dynamic Service Control Engine Prototype
Figure 5.14 describes the class architecture of the OSCE prototype which follows the

conceptual architecture mentioned earlier. It is implemented as a stateful and transient

OGSA Grid service.
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Figure 5.14. DCSE Class Architecture

OSCE is a workflow enactment engine, which executes a workflow of OGSA Grid

Services described by the Oynamic Service Control Language (OSCL). The engine is

always in a particular state. Dependent on its state, it could accept the client's command,

executes the command and changes the state respectively. This state tells the client

about what the engine is doing at the moment and if it is ready to accept certain

commands. The state diagram of the OSCE engine is depicted in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15. DCSE State Diagram

After being created as a service instance, the DSCE engine is in empty state. If a

client sends a new DSCL workflow description and the engine accepts it, its state will

change to initialized. The state will change to running if the client starts the workflow

and the change of DSCL workflow description is not possible thru changeWorkflowO

command. If the client need to change the DSCL description, the engine execution has

to be stopped first and its state will change to stopping (during the processing stopping

the activities) and waiting (when all stated activities have been returned) respectively.

The engine could finish without error (finished state) or stop the execution with error

report (failure state).

To execute the performance tests, we define a minimal sub-workflow with no

computational cost. This is used as the smallest item throughout all test runs. The sub-

workflow consists of the following sequence:

1. Create new TestGridService instance

2. Invoke the operation getFloatValueO

3. Invoke the operation setFloatValue(float)

4. Query the service data element

5. Destroy previously created TestGridService instance

To test the workflow engine, 24 different DSCL documents are used (ptl.xml,

pt2.xml, ... , pt24.xml). DSCL document pt1.xml contains exactly one of the previously

defined sub-workflow, DSCL document pt2.xml contains two successive sub-workflows
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and so on. Finally, OSCL document pt24.xml contains 24 successive sub-workflows,
this result in 24 x 5 = 120 activities.

A client application (DSCE-Client) is implemented to invoke the OSCE service
instance, one for each OSCL documents. To determine the overhead of the OSCE
engine compared to a direct execution of the workflow, another client has been
implemented which executes the sub-workflows without usage of OSCE and OSCL
(DirectClient).

50k

40k

IO~

21

Figure 5.16. Comparison of overall workflow execution time.

In Figure 5.16, we can see the execution time of the overall workflow between the
two methods: invoke OSCE engine or direct execution ofthe workflow.

5.10.2. Sequential OLAP Cube Engine
Our prototype implementation of the OLAP engine was tested with three input files - tab
separated text files - of different sizes. The test files were structured in a way so that
each column represents the values for a dimension, whereby the first column contained
the measure values for the cube. Using these input files, we have built three different
OLAP cubes with four dimensions, which mean that each input file contained data in
five columns. The following table gives an overview of the characteristics of our test
files.

)iiIöûut .l::~~:~rInùûl.n .;1 :~.:lni:)l"k.m:J~~
NOL .. 2000 8000 20000
NODVin column.I . .. 100 300 600
NODV in column II 10 15 25
NODV in column III 45 86 125
NODV in colußm IV 2000 8000 20000
BPCS 90000000 3096000000 37500000000

Table 5.2. Characteristics of the test files used in the test scenarios.
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NOL Number oflines
NODV Number of distinct values
BPCS Biggest possible cube size

(BPCS = (NODV - n x (NODV - II) x (NODV - III) x (NODV - IV)

We have treated each test session - which uses a different input file - as a new
OLAP scenario and sent the same queries to the OLAP cube in erder te provide an
overview of the querying performance relative to the increasing cube size. Each query is
represented in a form like [ANY, ANY, ANY, 0] whereby the term ANY indicates that
the cube shall be aggregated along this dimension. This means that the costs for a query
increases with the increasing number of distinct values in a dimension, when the query
value is set to "ANY". Figure 5.17 demonstrates the first performance results, which are
more than satisfying for a prototypical sequential OLAP engine. In our future research
effort, we plan to investigate the architecture of a parallel and distributed OLAP engine.
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Figure 5.17. Performance results of queries for three different scenarios.

5.11. Summary and Future Work

In this chapter we have presented a framework of building the Grid-based Zero-Latency
Data Warehouse (GZLDSWH) system for continuous data streams processing and
analysis. The GZLDSWH system is built upon the set of OGSI/GT3-based services.
Following the pre-defined reactive Rule-based Metadata specified by the user, the
system can react automatically to continuous data streams in near real time. An adaptive
service interaction mechanism is used for the flexible service collaboration. The system
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then can execute some relevant actions at the data sources or send significant awareness
such as alarms, notifications, recommendations, etc. to the user.

Our proposed GZLDSWH system is currently an ongoing research and some of the
other issues require further investigation. Major focus of future research should be on
solving several significant services within the GZLDSWH such as Grid Resource
Aiiocation and Scheduling, Heterogeneous Data Mediation and Integration, Grid Data
Replica Synchronization [Taniar et al. 2005], Data Cube Construction and Management,
Rule-based Metadata Construction, Embedding and Evaluation. Other open issues such
as Performance Efficiency in building Data Warehouse on the fly, Distributed Service
Control Management, Stream-based Distributed Processing, Heterogeneous Stream,
Availability and Security should also be considered. Besides that both Grid and Data
Stream processing technologies are young and still evolving. The Semantic Grid [Roure
et al. 2003] and Grids services have the role similar to Semantic Web and Web services.
Recently, WS-Resource Framework & WS-Notification [Globus Alliance 2004]
proposals have been announced as an evolution of OGSI with the purpose of effective
integration of Grids and Web services standards. The work presented here is closely
related to OGSNOGSI so it has to adapt with the WS-Resource Framework with
suitable modifications. The distributed control of service discovery, creation, invocation
and destroying will be considered as an alternative of collaboration model. The
orchestration of Grids or Web services, another approach for solving the workflow
problem, should also be further investigated.
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Chapter 6. Sense & Response Service
Architecture (SARESA): An Approach

towards a Real-time Business Intelligence

The ability to collect and analyze infonnation in real time is

a cornerstone of the "intelligent" organization
Colin White, DataBase Associateslntemational, 2001

The dynamic business environment of many organizations require to
monitor their business, IT and organizational processes in near real-time
in order to proactively respond to distincntive features or exceptions and
to take advantage of time-sensitive business opportunities. The ability to
sense and interpret events about a changing business environment requires
an event-driven IT infrastructure for making fast and well-informed
decisions and putting them into action. However, traditional Business
Intelligence (BI) and Data Warehousing technologies do not directly
address time sensitive monitoring and analytical requirements. We
introduce an enhanced BI architecture that covers the complete process to
sense, interpret, predict, automate and respond to business environments
and thereby aims to decrease the reaction time needed to make business
decisions. We propose an event-driven IT infrastructure to develop BI
application which enables real-time analytics across corporate business
processes, notifies the business of actionable recommendations or
automaticaUy triggers business operations, effectively closing the gap
between Business Intelligence systems and business processes. The Mobile
Phone Fraud Detection scenario was chosen for building a prototype that
illustrates the proposed approach by using current available IT
technologies.

6.1. Introduction

Advances of modem technologies in various domains has accelerated the intensity of
competition, increased the volume of data/information available, and shortened
decision-making cycles considerably. More and more information is managed and
stored electronically, and the data is getting increasingly complex in both structure and
semantics. Consequently, strategic decision makers are being exposed to the huge
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inflows of data and information from their various resources and they are under rigid
time constraints to make the right decisions.

The requirements of monitoring and reacting to enterprise- or organization-level
events that cannot be detected by a single operational system become more essential in
the competitive business market. Monitoring vast amounts of data is more than just
providing real-time alerts. It about saying: "There is something going on here and we
are continuously receiving more data. Here is all the information available at this
moment that will help you to find the needle in the haystack and to make a well
informed timely decision". Companies need to track business processes, such as order
processing, quality assurance, inventory, logistics, compliance, etc. in near real-time, to
improve operational efficiency as business events are happening. They are also looking
for answers to questions such as: How can we improve revenues? What characteristics
do our most profitable customers share, and how can we serve them better? Executives
today are more challenged than ever to make quick, well informed decisions that
address growing business issues and regulatory standards. To answer these questions,
companies need a window into the current health of the organization and the tools to act.

However, with traditional Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence techniques,
there is still a gap between the time the operational data is created and the time the
analysis information is becoming available. Based on the traditional assumption that
business decisions did not require most actual information but very rich amount of
historical data for tactical decision making, the Data Warehouse refresh process is
typically performed in large batches (e.g. once a week or over-night) thus potentially
causing a considerable delay when the information from operational systems is reflected
in the Data Warehouse. Out-dated warehouse information is therefore not satisfactory
for applications which require analysis at the speed of the business. A bank or telephone
company requires real-time analytical functionalities to detect suspicious activity in
customer accounts in a timely manner before it results in fmancial damages. As a result,
deployment of business intelligence solutions for both operational and tactical decision-
making is becoming an increasingly significant use of information assets.

In this chapter, we propose an Event-driven Business Intelligence solution that
integrates a real-time closed loop decision-making (Sense & Respond loop). This loop is
a dynamic discovery process which continuously 1) observes and collects events from a
business environment, 2) converts the event data into meaningful business information,
3) discovers and analyzes business situations and exceptions, 4) automatically selects
the most appropriate actions for a response to the business environment, and finally 5)
executes the business actions based on the decision that has been made. Based on this
approach, we develop a Sense & Response Service Architecture (SARESA) as an
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infrastructure to build the real-time business applications. The prototype implementation
using current OLAP and Data Warehousing technologies is described to illustrate real-
time sensing of events, real-time data analysis and instant proactive response in a Fraud
Detection application.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follow: In Section 2, we introduce the
requirements of Real-time Business Intelligence and discuss about a traditional Real-
time Business Intelligence architecture. This architecture includes also the Real-time
Data Warehouse component. Section 3 introduces a novel architecture for an enhanced
Real-time Business Intelligence called SARESA (Sense And REspond Service
Architecture) which uses a Sense & Response approach for overcoming the real-time
business analysis requirements. The prototype implementation of SARESA architecture
applied in Fraud Detection application is described in Section 4. Finally, the paper ends
with a conclusion and an outlook for future research (Section 5).

6.2. Real-time Business Intelligence

6.2.1. Real-time BI Requirement
As mentioned earlier, many operational decisions (e.g. promotion effectiveness,
customer retention, key account information [Inmon 1999] need actual yet integrated
and subject-oriented data in or near real-time [Schulte 2000]. However, these real-time
operationaVtactical decisions are not supported by traditional Business Intelligence
Systems which aim to support strategic decision makers and thus uses analytical
applications that are periodically fed with data from the Data Warehouse. These
analytical applications are generally completely disconnected from operational IT
systems. The decisions are executed by communicating them as a command or
suggestion to humans, thus always have latency. The real-time analysis requirements
demand a set of service levels that go beyond what is covered by typical of a traditional
Business Intelligence System:

• Data freshness, the need for data freshness escalates significantly, because particular
data have to be updated more frequently in order to improve decision-making, support
for various data freshness requirements (high/low priority data).

• Continuous data integration [Bruckner et al. 2002], which enables (near) real-time
capturing and loading from different operational sources and event-based triggering of
actions even during data integration. This sort of data integration results in an increasing
number of late-arriving data (e.g. due to propagation delays), because timeliness
becomes more important.
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• Highly available analytical environments based on an analysis engine that can
consistently generate and provide access to current business analyses at any time not
restricted by loading windows typical of the common batch approach.

• Active decision engines that can make recommendations on discovered situations or
exceptions, or even (rule-driven) tactical decisions for routLlle decision tasks
encountered in an analytical environment.

• Changes of a business process or settings in the operational environment must not
disrupt the interoperability with the event stream processing. An adaptive platform for
the event stream processing is required to deal with the changes of the operational
environment.

• The number of users and performance requirements for a real-time Data Warehouse
will increase by orders of magnitude with deployment of analytic applications enabling
tactical decision support. Therefore, high availability and scalability are indispensable
criteria.

While a complete real-time enterprise Business Intelligence System might still be a
future challenge, some yet feasible approaches may well enable Data Warehouses to
react "just-in-time" to changing customer needs, supply chain demands, and financial
concerns. In our vision, the Real-time Business Intelligence steers towards the goal of
timeliness to its logical extreme of instantaneous awareness and appropriate
response to events captured in the business environment.

6.2.2. Real-time BI Architecture
To satisfy the requirements mentioned above, it is necessary to enable a complete
business intelligence process to observe, understand, predict, react to, reorgamze,
automate and control the feedback loops in real-time. Therefore, the Real-time Business
Intelligence in our vision must include analytical services which are continuously fed
with data from the operational environment and can be directly invoked by other
'systems. The objective of analytical services is to handle real-time data and to cope with
continuously updated data. The fresh data for the continuous analysis requests is
provided by the Real-time Data Cache.

In the popular classical three-tiered Data Warehouse architecture (Chaudhuri 1997],
data from data sources is extracted, transformed and loaded into the Data Warehouse via
ETL components (tier 1). The warehouse storage (tier 2) manages huge of details and
pre-aggregated data which is available for complex multi-dimensional analytical query
from OLAP server and other reporting tools (tier 3). In this architecture, ETL
technology is designed for batch updates while the warehouse system is offline, and
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hence is not suitable for real-time processing. Therefore, besides the traditional ETL
components, specialized real-time ETL components are necessary in tier 1.
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Figure 6.1. Traditional Business Intelligence Architecture

The continuous updates to a Data Warehouse would reveal new problems such as
interference with complex analytical queries, materialized aggregates, sophisticated
index structures, views, and the costly maintenance of cubes. In tier 2, a traditional Data
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Warehouse storage system needs to be extended by a Real-time Data Cache which
serves as a staging area by managing real-time updates and periodically batches updates
to the Data Warehouse.

In tier 3, the analytical services retrieve their data from the Real-time Data Cache as
well as the from the OLAP Cube (which built upon the Data Warehouse) as soon as
anaiytical requests are required by a business process. The analytical services
continuously analyze the data patterns and discovery of situations and exceptions. The
rule engine assists the services to recognize certain situations and exceptions as well as
generates an appropriate response. Therefore, by continuously observing and analyzing
data, the analytical services can propose proactive responses to optimize a business
process and adapt the business environment. The notification service also analyzes data
and sends relevant notifications to the user in the periodical manner.

One major problem of existing BI architectures as shown in Figure 6.1 is the lack of
integration between OLAP systems and the operational business environment. As
Figure 6.1 shows, in traditional BI architectures data for OLAP purposes are
periodically refreshed. In the following section, we propose an architecture that can use
OLAP as analytical service with current business data and that allows business
processes to take full advantage of OLAP capabilities during the process execution.

6.2.3. Enhanced Real-time BI Architecture
We propose an enhanced BI infrastructure that could reduce the action time and thereby
increase the value of Business Intelligence (discussed in Section 2.3). Therefore,
traditional BI has to be enhanced towards a closed loop real-time BI, shortening the
period of time between the occurrence of a business event that requires an appropriate
action by the organization and the time the action is finally carried out. Figure 6.2 shows
an architectural diagram for real-time analytics with two infrastructure types: I)
information integration infrastructure and 2) business integration infrastructure. The
main objective of this architecture is to seamlessly integrate the two infrastructure types
in order to minimize the aforementioned latencies. In the diagram we extended the
components and modules of traditional BI in order to enable real-time analytics for
business environments.

The information integration infrastructure is responsible for managing the data for
Business Intelligence purposes and offers data analysis to decision makers and to IT
systems. Traditional Business Intelligence aims to support strategic decision makers and
therefore uses analytical applications that are periodically fed with data from the data
warehouse. These analytical applications are generally completely disconnected from
operational IT systems. Decisions are executed by communicating them as a command
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or suggestion to humans. On the other hand, the enhanced Business Intelligence

includes analytical services which are continuously fed with data from the operational

environment (e.g. via the ODS) and can be directly invoked by other systems. The

object of analytical services is to provide continuous data analysis that is able to also

cope with current changes in the business environment.
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Figure 6.2. Enhanced Architecture with real-time Business Intelligence

The central piece of the Business Integration infrastructure is a Sense & Respond

(S&R) system that communicates events via hubs with the internal and external business

environment. The internal business environment comprises vertical and horizontal

applications which are shown on the left side of the diagram. From the external business

environment on the right side, events are captured during the collaboration with

business partners, or when the contents of websites changes (e.g. a competitor updates

the product prices).

During the event processing ln the S&R system, business information is

continuously generated and decisions are made to which a response follows. The

response has an effect on the source systems (from which the S&R system originally

received the events) and consequently also on the performance and the success of the

organization. In order to reduce action time, latency has to be reduced in all five stages

of the sense and response loop. The next Section will describe in more detail our Sense

& Response Architecture.
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6.3. Sense & Response Service Architecture (SARESA)

The main objective of SARESA is to help organizations to monitor their business

processes and IT systems in order to proactively respond to business situations or

exceptions with minimallatency. SARESA is able to continuously receives, processes

and augments events from various source systems, and transforms in near real-time

these events into performance indicators and intelligent business actions. It

automatically discovers and analyses business situations or exceptions and can create

reactive and proactive responses such as generating early warnings, preventing damage,

loss or extensive cost, exploiting time-critical business opportunities, or adapting

business systems with minimallatency.

6.3.1. Sense & Response Loops
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Figure 6.3. Sense and Response Loops

The data processing in SARESA is controlled by "Sense & Response loops" which can

be divided into 5 stages as described in Figure 6.3. SARESA system continuously

receives, processes and augments events from various source systems, and transforms in

near real-time these events into performance indicators and intelligent business actions

(see Figure 6.3). Continuous event streams are processed via the Sense & Respond

loops that include the transmission, unifying and transforming events into business

indicators, a discovery of event patterns, detailed data analysis, and a generation and

evaluation of potential responses. Table 6.1 describes the function of each phase and

how SARESA supports it.

Stage Description Function in SARESA

Sense Which is the current
state of the business
environment?

Events are continuously captured and transmitted
to SARESA where they are initially unified before
the actual data processing begins. Events capture
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changes of the business environment.

Interpret What do the captured Transformation of the captured events (raw data)
data indicate? What do into business information, such as key
the data mean for the performance indicators, business situations and
current situation of the ~xceptions.
organisation?

Analyse Which business Analysis of key performance indicators and
opportunities and risks determination of root causes for business situations
can arise? What are and exceptions. Prediction of the performance and
the possibilities to assessment of the risks for changing the business
improve the current environment.
situation of the
organisation?

Decide Which strategy is the SARESA proposes the best option for improving
best to improve the the current business situations and determines the
current situation of the most appropriate action for a response to the
organisation? What are business environment. This step can be automated
the actions required to with rules or by involving humans (a decision
successfully put a maker selects from alternative choices prepared by
decision into action? SARESA; the system continues the processing

with the choice of the decision maker).

Respond Who has to implement Response to business environment by
the decision? How can communicating the decision as a command or
the decision be put suggestion (e.g. bye-mail) or by directly adapting
into action? and reconfiguring business processes and IT

systems.

Table 6.1. Stages of Sense & Respond Loops

6.3.2. SARESA Architecture
Following the popular Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach, we model Sense
& Response Service Architecture (SARESA) as a pool of services (system services and
Sense & Respond services) and establish the infrastructure that enables a robust
communication and interaction between them (Figure 6.4).

The underlying infrastructure offers many system services, which can be universally
used by the Sense & Respond services. The system services fulfill basic tasks such as
event correlation, event synchronization, logging, thread management, exception
handling and centralized configuration management. The Event Service Bus provides
the core infrastructure that enables a robust and flexible communication between Sense
& Respond services.

Each phase in the Sense & Respond loop introduced in section 3.1 is supported by
special Sense & Respond services which can flexibility interact with each other via the
Event Service Bus. For instance, the Event Transformation services include Event
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Adapters to receive events from a business environment in order to transform them into

a standardized format (7 Sense phase).

Additionally, they include components to manage metrics such as the calculation of

performance indicators (7 Interpret phase). The remaining Sense & Respond services

correspond to the stages of Sense & Respond loops. With SARESA it is possible to

include user defined services tor various tasks such as discovering situations, a third-

party analysis tool as an analytical service or an external rule engine for making

automated decisions in Sense & Respond loops.
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Figure 6.4. SARESA Architecture

For the data management, we distinguish different types of data: historical data, real-

time data and metadata. The real-time Data Warehouse provides a single view of

historical data and real-time data thereby supporting real-time data processing and real-

time analysis in the event services. For multidimensional data analysis, SARESA

supports also services for Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and reporting. All

metadata ofthe SARESA system is stored in a separate metadata repository.

Finally, SARESA includes a monitoring dashboard which provides a user interface

for the administrator. It gives an overview of the current status of the event processing

during the execution of Sense & Respond loops. With the monitoring dashboard, the

administrator can easily recognize overloading situations in order to reconfigure the

system. If failures arise during event processing, the administrator can intervene

immediately and fix the problem.
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6.3.3. Event Processing Model (EPM)
The processing steps, their relationships to each other, as well as the parameters of the

analysis and data transformation processes can be individually defined for every

organisation. SARESA uses an event processing model (EPM) for modelling Sense &

Respond loops. Similar to a construction kit, the EPM offers various building blocks for

Sense & Respond services which can be used to construct a Sense & Respond loop.

Dependent on the requirements and the business problem, these building blocks can be

flexibly conjoined or disconnected. Links between the building blocks represent a flow

of events from one service to the next. The EPM allows for example:

Definition of the structure for the processed events and data

Interfaces to external systems for receiving data (Sense) and also for responding by

executing business transactions (Respond)

Data transformations, data analysis and persistence

Definition of situations and exceptions in data to which a response should be

triggered

Modelling the data and control flows for the Sense & Respond loop (e.g. calculation

of a metric always occurs before data analysis)

Declaration of Sense & Respond services for processing steps including their input

and output parameters

Definition of the relationships and dependencies of Sense & Respond services and

event data (e.g. data that has to be correlated before the processing starts)

Figure 6.5 shows the EPM of SARESA. Data is collected and received from source

systems and continuously processed. The EPM shows the event flows of Sense &

Respond processes and visualizes complex processing steps. For Sense & Respond

loops it is vital that the processing steps work seamlessly together to enable a

continuous and efficient execution of all processing stages. The EPM provides the

following capabilities:

Flexible control of Sense & Respond loops: Complete Sense & Respond processes
can be modelled and user friendly visualized.

Capturing and integration of events from various source systems.

Adaptiveness: The processing steps of a Sense & Respond loop can be flexibly
changed and updated.

Business Intelligence: The processing steps can be combined with data analysis.

Real-time processing: All processing steps are executed straight through without
any delays.
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6.3.4. Analysis Service and Analytical Process Architecture
One of the main components of the SERESA architecture is the Analysis Service which
conducts the real-time analytical process and publishes the relevant analysis result
(Figure 6.6). Event streams from multiple source systems are collected and processed by
an analysis service. For each event, the analytical processing is performed as follows.
The analysis service invokes the analysis function supported by the Analysis Server to
retrieve the analytical results relevant to that event. The Analysis Server (normally an
OLAP server) uses the information integrator in order to get access to both real-time
data and historical data. The zero-latency data warehouse contains both a real-time and a
static partition. The real-time partition (real-time data store) contains the most recent
metrics and analytical results and is continuously fed by event services. The static
partition maintains a rich history of data which is integrated with a periodic batch-
processing (usually over night or on weekend) by means of classical ETL (extraction/
transformation/loading) into the data warehouse.
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Figure 6.6. Analysis Service and Analytical Process Architecture

The above Analytical Process architecture with its analysis service has the following

advantages compared to the traditional analysis approches in data warehouse systems:

•
- Real time updated information: The real-time data store is located in an separate

database within the zero latency data warehouse, therefore its data could be updated

instantly by the dedicated event service without any effect to the others analysis requests

on the static data warehouse data.

- Active mechanism to discovery of situations and exceptions: During the event

integrations, the analysis service could recognize certain conditions and could

immediately react on it. In the classical ETL process, such conditions are uncovered

periodically which is sometimes too late.

- Pro-active response: The analysis of real-time information by the analysis service

allows the system to intelligently adapt and respond to the business environment.

During the integration of events, the analysis service can predict problems in a business

environment and can issue corresponding actions in time. This performs the main

advantage of SARESA.
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- Automating decision making: Traditional data warehouse systems provide a
comprehensive history of data available to decision makers who use OLAP or data
mining tools to analyze the data. In these cases, decisions are always made manually by
humans. Thus, the analytical process architecture also allows us also to automate the
decision making processes.

6.3.5. SARESA Advantages
The business value for organisations generated by SARESA can be summarized as
follows:

Real-time business information: Minimallatency for preparing and analysing data
and hence improved visibility and accuracy of business performance indicators. The
indicators are also available for operational and tactical decisions.

Optimized business processes: By integrating real-time analytics business
processes can be optimized by more efficient and intelligent control mechanisms.
SARESA operates as an "external advisor" for the operative systems.

Situation discovery and business analytics: The automatic discovery of business
opportunities and exceptions in business processes. For instance, companies are able
to detect suspicious customer behaviour (e.g. fraud behaviour) which can be
countered with a proactive response.

Quick implementation and adjustments of Sense & Respond loops in order to
rapidly evaluate decision scenarios in a constantly changing business environment
(e.g. marketing activities).

Proactive responses: By continuously observing and analysing customers, business
partners and the competition, business processes can be proactively adapted and
optimized.

Generating more accurate forecasts in near real-time under consideration of
current and historic data. Example: Continuous update and optimization of
production plans based on the current orders.

Integrating multiple external source systems: SERESA effectively supports the
correlation and merging of event streams from (potentially inter- organisational)
business processes or a heterogeneous IT landscape.

Less integration effort: Sense & Respond solutions with SARESA have a
significantly lower integration effort than traditional Data Warehouse solutions since
only events from the external source system have to be integrated. For the event
processing SERESA does not have to know internal details of operational systems,
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such as the data model. Consequently, SARESA can be integrated with business
processes in a shorter period of time.

6.4. Real-time Bllmplementation

This section discusses the implementation aspects of SERESA. As in the case of Gird-
based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse (GZLDSWH) described in Chapter 5, we
select the Mobile Fraud Detection application to illustrate the features of SERESA. We
then describe how the SERESA system services are deployed and the way the analysis
service uses real-time features of OLAP Cube to conduct analytical process.

6.4.1 Mobile Fraud Detection Scenario
A Mobile Fraud Detection scenario is chosen to illustrate the Real-time event sense and
response requirement. In this scenario, a timely analysis and response to prevent
fraudulent activities is required. The most prominent fraud detection methods are based
on the analysis of the usage patterns of mobile users. Call Detail Records (CDRs) are
gathered as events and analyzed in order to generate business data such as calling time,
geographic position of the mobile devices, call duration, and call frequency to recognize
individual caller patterns of normal or fraudulent behaviour. In our application, it is a
requirement that no CDR should be lost and a fraud should be countered as soon as it is
detected.

Fraud is detected by checking some pre-defined rules. The mining approach to
generate these rules is considered in a working paper [ZELESA 2005]. The rules can be
of a complex nature such as "an international mobile call from Austria to China of a

certain customer lasts over 30 minutes will not be considered as a fraud if its duration is

not over 1.5 times ofhis/her average call durationfrom Europe to Asia within the last 3

months, otherwise, it will be considered as a fraud and should be stopped immediately

when it reaches such a thread holel". The rules use aggregates which are provided and
managed by an OLAP server (e.g. average call duration from Europe to Asia within the
last 3 months for a certain user).
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Figure 6.7. A fraudulent phone call from Austria to China

Figure 6.7 illustrate the Normal Call and Fraud Call from Austria to China of a

certain customer. A phone call starts with the PholleCallStarted event and ends with

PhoneCallHungUp event. In the case of Normal Call, the PholleCallHullgUp occurs 8

minutes after the PhoneCallStart event happens. Because the fraud thread hold (which

is calculated by the Analysis Service based on the historical CDR data of this customer)

is 15 minutes, the 8 minute call is considered as a normal call. However, a Fraud Call

which last longer than 15 minutes will be stopped immediately by the system when it

reaches the threshhold. The PholleCallHungUp in this case will never occur.

•
~i;
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SARESA Application Domain

Figure 6.8. SERESA System Deployment
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6.4.2. SARESA System Deployment
We have implemented the SARESA prototype and have used it to discover the fraud
patterns for mobile phone calls. The prototype is implemented using Visual Studio.Net
2005 beta 2 and MS SQL Server 2005 beta 3.

Traditional Web applications architecture [Web 1999] has been proved as the "Best
Practice" for various very scalable applications. To achieve high scalability, SARESA
follows a similar approach for distributing load and fail over. Figure 6.8 depicts how
applications are distributed in the SARESA system.

\- ~~~n:~~~lJ!iiß~~~'I;~Ïi~~.~~¥\irm~T;I'Jg~~~~~. j~!J

Figure 6.9. Fraud Detection Service running at tbe Worker and Admin Node

Events (COR records) from heterogeneous sources are collected, normalized and
dispatched to multiple process nodes (Worker Nodes) by a centralized service
(dispatcher host). On each worker node, an instance of a SARESA application is
running to process and to manage the Sense & Response loops. Some universal services
such as synchronization and event correlation must be provided by a central
coordination node (Admin Node) which is called by worker nodes.

A central server (Dispatcher Host) receives the events from various event sources
and distributes them to computer nodes (Worker Nodes). The dispatcher host thus
controls the load balancing among the worker nodes and assures the failover and
recovery in case a worker node fails. Each worker node is hosting an application
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instance which processes events of Sense & Response loops. A central admin node hosts
centralized system services such as event correlation and synchronization

Figure 6.9 shows the console of the worker and the admin node. The admin console
shows the correlation session management and timer management activities since these
services are executed centrally on the admin node. The worker console shows the results
oî the event processing such as the detection of a fraud case.

6.4.3. Event Processing Model (EPM)
The Event Processing Model (EPM) which controls the event process order in Sense &

Response loops is described in an XML document (FraudDectïonApplication.xml). The
EPM includes all application settings and parameters that are required for the event
stream processing. Figure 6.10 shows a graphical representation of the EPM for the
fraud detection. Section 6.4.5 will describe in more detail how these services mapping
are declared using XML configuration file.

Figure 6.10. Fraud Detection Event Processing Model (EPM)

In the prototype, we use a simulator to generate sample phone call events which are
published to a message queue (see Section 6.4.6 for further information of Simulator).
An event adapter in the EPM receives the sample phone call events from that message
queue. In the EPM the event adapter has multiple connections with the
FraudDetectionService which represent event flows.

The FraudDetectionService (Section 6.4.7) is a service to analyze the phone call and
to decide whether it is fraudulent or not. The fraud detection policy and its logical
process are conducted by this servIce. It receIves PhoneCallStarted and
PhoneCallHungUp events, conducts the multi-dimensional analysis, decides whether a
phone call is a fraudulent call and raises in a fraud case the FraudSitllationDetected

event. Correlation sessions are used for correlating event pairs [Schiefer at al. 2004a] of
PhoneCallStarted and PhoneCallHungUp to set a time threshold which indicates a fraud
case (for e.g. 30 minutes). If a PhoneCallHungUp event is not received within the time
threshold, a FraudSituationDetected event is raised. A time threshold is determined
based on a multi-dimensional analysis of historical records of the user. In a fraud case,
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the FraudResponseService receIves the FraudDetectionStituation event and issue the

relevant response such as sending alarms to the customer, or stopping the phone call.

6.4.4. Event Types
To flexibly map such an event processing model while still keeping the consistency, we

restrict events generated and prûcessed in SERESA must Îoliow the event types

definition,

6.4.4.1. Definition of Event Types
Every event in the SERESA system has to conform to an event type. The event type

defines the structure of the incoming events. It has a complete definition of all attributes

that an event can have. All event type definitions must conform to EventType.xsd and

the XML files must include the substring "EventType" in the file name (e.g.

PhoneCallS tartedEventType.xml).

<EventType catalogName="PhoneCallStarted">
<Attributes>

<Attribute catalogName="ISMI" reuseable="true">
<DataType catalogName="String" multiValue="false">

<RuntimeType>System.String</RuntimeType>
</DataType>
<Name>ISMI</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>

<Attribute catalogName="CallingParty" reuseable="true">
<DataType catalogName="String" multiValue="false">

<RuntimeType>System.String</RuntimeType>
</DataType>
<Name>CallingParty</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>
<Attribute catalogName="CalledParty" reuseable="true">

<DataType catalogName="String" multiValue="false">
<RuntimeType>System.String</RuntimeType>

</DataType>
<Name>CalledParty</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>

<AllowUnknownAttributes>false</AllowUnknownAttributes>
<ImplementationType>Eventis.Core.Event.BaseEvent</ImplementationType>

</EventType>

The following section explains a typical attribute definition.

<Attribute catalogName1="ISMI" reuseable="true">
<OataType catalogName2="String" multiValue="false">

<RuntimeType>System.String3</RuntimeType>
</OataType>
<Name>ISMI4</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>

(I) The name of the attribute.
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(2) The name ofthe data type (can be any name - in the current version DataType.
definitions are not catalogued - therefore, they are repeated for each attribute
definition

(3) The .NET framework data type (e.g. System.String, System.Int32, System.Decimal,
System.DateTime etc.).

(4) The name of the attribute type (can be any name - in the current version attribute
type definitions are not catalogued - therefore, they are repeated for each attribute)

6.4.4.2. EventObject Types
EventObject types are used to define business objects that are sent with events.
EventObject types define the structure of these business objects and can be reused in
many event types. Examples for EventObject types are "Book", "Order", "Customer"
etc. The following example shows an EventObject capturing the attributes of a book.
This EventObject can be referenced by event types such as "BookSearchRequest" or
"BookSold" etc. All EventObject type definitions must conform to EventType.xsd and
the XML files must include the substring "EventObjectType" in the file name (e.g.
BookEventObj ectType.xml).

<EventObjectType catalogName="Book">
<Attributes>

<Attribute catalogName="ISBN" reuseable="true">
<DataType catalogName="String" multiValue="false">

<RuntimeType>System.String</RuntimeType>
</DataType>
<Name>ISBN</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>
<Attribute catalogName="BookTitle" reuseable="true">

<DataType catalogName="String" multiValue="false">
<RuntimeType>System.String</RuntimeType>

</DataType>
<Name>BookTitle</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>
<Attribute catalogName="Price" reuseable="true">

<DataType catalogName="Decimal" multiValue="false">
<RuntimeType>System.Decimal</RuntimeType>

</DataType>
<Name>Price</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>
</Attributes>

</EventObjectType>

The following event type definition shows how the EventObject "Book" can be
referenced.

<EventType catalogName="BookSearchRequest">
<Attributes>

<Attribute catalogName="UserSessionID" reuseable="true">
<DataType catalogName="String" multiValue="false">

<RuntimeType>System.String</RuntimeType>
</DataType>
<Name>UserSessionID</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>
<Attribute catalogName="Book" reuseable="true">

<DataType catalogName="Book" multiValue="false">
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<RuntimeType catalogName="Book" />
</DataType>
<Name>Book</Name>
<Mandatory>true</Mandatory>

</Attribute>
</Attributes>
<AllowUnknownAttributes>false</AllowUnknownAttributes>

<ImplementationType>Eventis,Core,Event,BaseEvent</ImplementationType>
</EventType>

6.4.5. Event Processing Model & Application Configuration file

The basics for the Event Processing Model are explained in the attached document. The

Event Processing Model (EPM) is defined in an XML-file that must be conform to

epm.xsd. The XML file name must include the substring "Application" in the file name

(e,g. FraudDectionApplication.xml). The EPM includes all application settings and

parameters that are required for the event stream processing. Refer to Figure 6.9 to see

the Event Processing Model for the fraud detection.

6.4.5.1.Application Components Section

The Event Processing Model includes a section called "ApplicationComponents" that

defines all application components that are somehow used within the Event Processing

Model. The following shows this section for the fraud detection example:
<Appl iea t ionComponenta >

<EventAdaptorComponont name- "MsmqEvcn tAdapte r" >
<ImplementationClas.s>Event is. Components Even tAdapte [ s M.smq.H.smqEventAdapter</ ImplementationCla.s,,>
<Output Port>

<EventType name-" PhoneCallSta [ted"l>
<!OutputPort>
<Output Port>

<EventType ndme-" PhoneCallHungUp" I>
<!OutputPort>
<EventT rollinsformer name-"H.smqS imu 1at lonT r ans forme [ "/>

< / Eve n tAda p te [Componen t >
<Even t TIe os forme rComponen t narne-"MsmqS imu 1 èS t lonTI ans f OIme r" >

<ImplementationClass>Eventis. Components. EventAdapter s. Msmq. MsmqSimula t ionTransformer<1 Implomonta tionClass>
</Event. Tr ans formorComponent>
<Even tServiceComponont neme-"T imer Fr audDetcct ionSe rv i ce" >

<IrnplementationClass>MySolut ion. EventServ ices. Timer FraudDetect ionServ icc</ImplementationClass>
<Proces s I nOrder>t r ue<1 Proces s InOrde r>
<InputPort>

<EventType nù.'!\e."PhoneCaiiStarted" I>
<I Input Port>
<InputPort>

<EvontType nllt=le-" PhoneCa Il HungUp"l>
</lnputPort>
<Output Port>

<EventType nllr.\o." FraudSi tuat ionDetected" I>
<IOutputPort>
<Co r rela t ionSe sslonSet t 109s>

<Cor relatlonSet>
<Wal t IngTlmoout>200000</Wa 1t IngTlmeout>
<Chec kou t Time ou t >200000<IChe c kou tT Imoou t >
<Correlat 10nDate. eventType-"PhoneCaiiStarted">

<XPathSeiector>
<XPathExpression>11 ISHI </XPa thExprl!!lssion>

</XPathSeiector>
</Cor relat 10nData>
<CorreIa t ionDa ta even tTypo." PhoneCa Il HungUp" >

<XPathSelector>
<XPa thExpress ion> II I SMI</XPa thExpress ion>

</XPathSelector>
</Cor rela t ionDAtA>

<ICorrelationSet>
<Re cove rab 1e >true< IRocove r ab 10 >

< leor roI at lonSes 5ionSet t i ngs >
<IEve nt Se rv icoCompono nt>
<Even tServiceComponen t. nAme"" Fr audResponseSc rv ice" >

<ImpiementetionClass>MySolut ion. EventServices. FraudResponseService</ImplomentationCIass>
<Proces s I nOrder>t rue< I ProcDs s InOrder>
<Input Port>

<EventTypo n&n'.o." FraudS i tuat ionOetected"l>
</InputPort>

<IEventSe rv iceCornponent>
<I Appllca t 10nComponenta>
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For specifying instances the EventAdapterComponent MsmqEventAdapter defines

the implementation class, the input and output ports, and the EventTransformer for

receiving event via messages from MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queuing Service). The

EventTransformerComponent MsmqSimulationTransformer defines a components

that translates MSMQ messages into standardized events. The two

EventServiceComponent sections (TimerFraudDetectionService, FraudResponse

Service) define the base configuration for the event services. After defining all

components in the ApplicationComponents section, these components can be used m

Event Processing Maps.

6.4.5.2. Event Processing Map Section

In this section, event processing components are used as elements of a map which can

be linked together. First, all elements of a map (as illustrated in the above picture) must

be listed. This is necessary since an application component could be potentially used

multiple times in a single map or in multiple maps. Each map element has its own name

and can have its own set of parameters. The following example shows how to define

an MSMQ EventAdapterComponent as map element. The MSMQ EventAdapter

element has some parameters for indicating the queue from which messages (=events)

should be received.

<EventProcessingMap name="MySolutionEPM">
<EventAdapterMapElement name="MsmqEventAdapterl"
componentName="MsmqEventAdapter">

<InitParameters>
<Parameter name="QueueName">

<Value>.\Private$\TestQueue</Value>
</Parameter>
<Parameter name="Mode">

<Value>Transactional</Value>
</Parameter>

</InitParameters>
</EventAdapterMapElernent>

Similar to the EventAdapters also EventServices can be defined as elements with their

own parameters. The following example shows the TimerFraudDetectionService.
<EventServiceMapElement name="TimerFraudDetectionService I" componcntNamc="TimerFraudDetectionService">

<InitParameters>
<Parameter name="MyParam">

<v aIue>dsfsd fsdfsdfsdf<IVaIue>
</Parameter>
<Parameter name="MyPararnSet">

<ParameterSet>
<Parameter name="Param I">

<VaIue>value I<lValue>
</Parameter>
<Parameter name="Param2">

<Value>value2<IValue>
</Parameter>

</ParameterSet>
</Parameter>

<lInitParameters>
</EventServiceMapElement>
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After defining the map elements, the elements can be linked with each other. This can

be done by connectors and hubs. The following example shows how to link an

EventAdapter with an Event Service with a connector. Every connector represents an

event stream that supports a certain event type.

<Connector>
<From>

<MapElement namec"MsmqEventAdapterl" eventType="PhoneCallStarted"l>
</From>
<To>

<MapElement name="TimerFraudDetectionServicel"
eventType="PhoneCallStarted"l>

</To>
</Connector>

Hubs can be used to combine event streams or split event streams. The following

example shows a hub that receives and dispatches ProcessStarted and ProcessCompleted

events. Please note that multiple EventAdapters can pump ProcessStarted and

ProcessCompleted events into the hub.
<Hub name="Hubl">

<Input Port>
<EventType name="ProcessStarted"l>

</InputPort>
<Input Port>

<EventType name="ProcessCompleted"l>
</InputPort>
<OutputPort>

<EventType name="ProcessStarted"l>
<IOutputPort>
<OutputPort>

<EventType name="ProcessCompleted"l>
<IOutputPort>

</Hub>

6.4.5.3. Filters
Connectors can also include filters. The following example connects ProcessStarted

events from a Hub ("Hub 1") with the EventService "EventService 1". However only

ProcessStarted events with a processed <=20 are forwarded.

<Connector>
<From>

<MapElement name="Hubl" eventType="ProcessStarted"l>
</From>
<To>

<MapElement name="EventServicel" eventType="ProcessStarted"l>
</To>
<Filter>

<XPathSelector>
<XpathExpression>//ProcessID[number(.)&lt;=20j</XPathExpression>

</XPathSelector>
</Filter>

</Connector>

6.4.5.4. Data Sources
The EPM also includes a section for data sources that can be used in EventAdapters or

EventServices. The following data sources are currently supported: SqlDB, OleDB,
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OdbcDB, and OracleDB. The following example defines a SQL Server data source. The

data source definition includes the data source type ("SqIDB") and the connection

string:
<DataSources>

<DataSouree name=" FraudDetectionDB" dbType="SqlDB">

<ConnectionString>server=192.168.0.2;database=FraudDeteetionDB;User
ID=$a;Pa~~~crd=test</ConnectioöStcing>

</DataSource>
</DataSourees>

The data sources can be accessed in an EventService with the method GetDataSourceO.

The following example shows how this method can be used:

DbConnection conn = GetDataSource("FraudDetectionDB") .CreateConnection();
conn.Open() ;
try
I

DbCommand emd = conn.CreateCommand();
cmd.CommandText = "INSERT INTO FraudSituations (ISMI) VALUES(@ISMI)";
Sqlparameter myparam = new SqlParameter("@ISMI", SqlDbType.VarChar, 50);
myParam.Value = ismi;
cmd.Parameters.AddlmyParam);
int result = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
if (result != 1) throw new EventServiceException("Insert failed.");
cmd.Dispose() ;

)

finally I
conn.Close() ;

6.4.5.5. Correlation
Event Services can use correlation sessions (Note: Throughout this dissertation the

term "correlation" should not be understood in the sense of correlation is statistics

- it should be used as a synomym of "relatedness"). The following section shows

how the PhoneCallStarted event can be correlated with the PhoneCallHungUp event by

ISMI

<CorrelationSessionSettings>
<CorrelationSet>

<WaitingTimeout>200000</WaitingTimeout>
<CheckoutTimeout>200000</CheckoutTimeout>
<CorrelationData eventType="PhoneCallStarted">

<XPathSeleetor>
<XPathExpression>//ISMI</XPathExpression>

</XPathSelector>
</CorrelationData>
<CorrelationData eventType="PhoneCallHungUp">

<XPathSelector>
<XPathExpression>//ISMI</XPathExpression>

</XPathSelector>
</CorrelationData>

</CorrelationSet>
<Recoverable>true</Recoverable>

</CorrelationSessionSettings>

A correlation set defines correlation data from multiple event types. Each event type can

have its own way of retrieving selected event attributes for the correlation. Therefore,

every event type has its own XPathSelector in order to retrieve this attributes. If there is
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no complex logic required for retrieve a single event attribute, also an

EventAttributeSelector (instead of the XPathSelector) can be used. The

EventAttributeSelector is easier to use if only a single event attribute is required. The

following example shows the usage of the EventAttributeSelector:
<CorrelationData eventType="PhoneCallStarted">

<EventAttributeSelector>
<EveutAttributeValue name="ISMI">

</EventAttributeSelector>
</CorrelationData>
<CorrelationData eventType="PhoneCallHungUp">

<EventAttributeSelector>
<EventAttributeValue name="ISMI">

</EventAttributeSelector>
</CorrelationData>

</CorrelationSet>

Correlation session can be used concurrently. However, a correlation session can only

be used at a single Event Service at the same time. Therefore, sometimes Event Services

have to wait to retrieve a correlation session. In the <WaitingTimeout> section you can

define the maximal time how long the event service should wait in milliseconds to

retrieve the correlation session. If the correlation session cannot be retrieved in this time

the system will automatically throw an exception and start the exception handling

process.
<WaitingTimeout>200000</WaitingTimeout>

The CheckoutTimeout section defines how long (in milliseconds) a correlation session

can be used in an event services. If the processing takes longer, the system will deny

accepting the correlation session and automatically throw an exception. This parameter

is important when Event Services "hang" on a certain node and won't release the

session for other nodes.
<CheckoutTimeout>200000</CheckoutTimeout>

The Recoverable section defines whether the session data should be stored in memory

or in the database. Recoverable true means that the sessions will be stored in the

database (in order words - the session data won't be lost due to a computer crash).
<Recoverable>true</Recoverable>

6.4.5.6. Synchronsiation
Synchronisation is used to partially serialize the event processing. By defining

synchronisation blocks the processing in multiple event service can be serialized. The

following example shows a synchronisation of 2 event services (EventServicel and

EventService2). Both event services process ProcessStarted and ProcessCompleted

events. By defining this synchronisation block, the system ensures that no event

(ProcessStarted or ProcessCompleted) with the same processID will be processed

simultaneously:
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<SynchronizationBlock narne="SyncBlock">
<CorrelationSet>

<CorrelationData eventType="ProcessStarted">
<XPathSelector>

<XPathExpression>//ProcessID</XPathExpression>
</XPathSelector>

</CorrelationData>
</CorrelationSet>
<CorrelationSet>

<CorrelationData eventType="ProcessCompleted">
<XPathSelector>

<XPathExpression>//processID</XPathExpression>
</XPathSelector>

</CorrelationData>
</CorrelationSet>
<MaxParallel>l</MaxParallel>
<WaitingTimeout>lOOOOOO</WaitingTimeout>
<LockTimeout>2000000</LockTimeout>
<EventServiceMapElement name="EventServicel"/>
<EventServiceMapElement name="EventService2"/>

</SynchronizationBlock>

6.4.6. The Simulator

6.4.6.1. Simulation Scenarios
Simulation scenarios defme how the default settings for simulating event sequences.

These settings include the number of instances for an event sequence and whether the

simulation should be executed serialized or parallel.

<SimulationScenario narne="SS_NormalAndFraudPhoneCall">
<EventSequenceSimulation>

<EventSequence narne="ES NormalAndFraudPhoneCall"/>
<Instances>lOO</Instances>
<Concurrency>Parallel</Concurrency>

</EventSequenceSimulation>
</SimulationScenario>

6.4.6.2. Event Receiver
Event Receivers define targets for the event simulation. In most cases the target is a

queue or a database table. Currently, only MSMQ queues are supported. The following

example shows an EventReceiver for a MSMQ queue. The messages are send in a

transactional mode.

<EventReceiver narne="TestReceiver">
<MsmqQueue>

<QueueNarne>.\Private$\TestQueue</QueueNarne>
<Transactional>true</Transactional>

</MsmqQueue>
</EventReceiver>

6.4.6.3. Event Sequences
Event Sequences define the sequences and causal relationships between events. The

following example shows an event sequence with the two events PhoneCallStarted and

PhoneCallHungUp. Both are correlated by ISMI (in other words the ISMI will be in
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both events the same in an instance of an event sequence). The DataSequence section
indicates that there is a temporal relationship of the StartTime attribute (of
PhoneCallStarted) and the EndTime attribute (of PhoneCallHungUp) and that the
EndTime should be always 4 seconds after the StartTime.

<EventSequence name="ES NormalPhoneCall">
<EventPattern name="PhoneCallStarted"!>
<Wait>

<Seconds>4<!Seconds>
<!Wait>
<EventPattern name="PhoneCallHungUp"!>
<EventCorrelation>

<Attribute name="ISMI"!>
<!EventCorrelation>
<DateSequence>

<Attribute name="StartTime"!>
<Attribute name="EndTime"!>
<Increment>

<Seconds>4<!Seconds>
<!Increment>

<!DateSequence>
<!EventSequence>

6.4.6.4. Event Patterns
Event Patterns define the structure of events. These event patterns must be in sync with
the event types. The following example shows the PhoneCallHungUp event pattern. The
values for the attributes are generated by so called ValueGenerators which are explained
in the next section.

<EventPattern name="PhoneCallHungUp">
<EventType>PhoneCallHungUp<!EventType>
<Recoverable>false<!Recoverable>
<Priority>Medium<!Priority>
<Attribute name="ISMI">

<ValueGenerator name="VG_ISMI"!>
<!Attribute>
<Attribute name="EndTime">

<ValueGenerator name="VG_DateTime2004"!>
<!Attribute>

<!EventPattern>

Please note that you can use also fixed values instead of value generators. These values
can be defined as follows:

<Attribute name="ISMI">
<Value>0234234234234234<!Value>

<!Attribute>

6.4.6.5. Value Generators
Value generators generate the values for the simulation. Values can be a number, date or
string. The following example shows how a number generator for generating a customer
ID can be defined. The customer ID starts with 1000000 and ends with 20000000. The
generator always increments the latest used customerID by 1. The data type IS

System.Int32 (could be also System.Int64, System.Double, System.Decimal etc.)
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<ValueGenerator name="VG_CustomerID">
<NumRange>

<Start>lOOOOOO</Start>
<Stop>2000000</Stop>
<Increment>l</Increment>

</NumRange>
<DataType>System.Int32</DataType>

</ValueGenerator>

The next example shows a value generator for dates:

<ValueGenerator name="VG DateTime2004">
<DateRange>

<Start>2004-0l-0l</Start>
<Stop>2004-12-3l</Stop>
<Increment>

<Minutes>3</Minutes>
</Increment>

</DateRange>
<DataType>System.DateTime</DataType>

</ValueGenerator>

The next example shows a value generator for strings. A String is selected from a pool

of strings defined by an enumeration:

<ValueGenerator name="VG_CalledParty">
<Enumeration>

<Element>+43 650 323 322</Element>
<Element>+43 669 544 9090</Element>
<Element>+43 650 580 3390</Element>
<Element>+43 650 180 9090</Element>
<Element>+43 669 590 9090</Element>
<Element>+43 664 520 9090</Element>
<Element>+43 650 280 9090</Element>
<Element>+43 669 980 9090</Element>

</Enumeration>
<DataType>System.String</DataType>

</ValueGenerator>

Figure 6.11 shows the simulation Studio where all Simulation Model declarations are
listed. We can modify the value of XML tags to generate the dynamic simulation. The
normal and fraud phone call scenario simulation events are demonstrated in Figure 6.12
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Figure 6.11. Simulation Studio

Figure 6.12. Normal and Fraud Phone Call Events generated by Simulation Studio
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- Measure group data is maintained in a relational format, and aggregations are stored In
a multidimensional format.
- The server will listen for notiFications when data changes.
- All queries reFlect the current state of the data.

Figure 6.13. Real-time HOLAP Cube Structure in MS Analysis Server

The current version of SQL Server 2005 Beta 3 supports Real-time OLAP. For
SARESA, we use these real-time analysis capabilities and deploy and manage the
OLAP cubes with the MS Analysis Service which is part of SQL Server 2005 (see
Figure 6.13).

We have created an Analysis Project, created and deployed the cube in MS SQL
Server 2005. The real-time data cache and refresh of the OLAP cube is automatically
managed by MS SQL Server 2005. Figure 6.14 shows the cube structure of the
FraudDetectionD W which is designed for the Fraud Detection application. There are 2
facts (FactCallDetailRecord and FactFraudSituation) connected to several dimensions
such as DimCallType, DimContractType, DimCustomer, DimTarifModel,
DimCallingParty, DimCalledParty, DimTime, etc. All the call detail records are stored
in FactCallDetailRecord. All detected Fraud calls are stored into the FactFraudSituation.
The only interested measure is the call duration. Figure 6.15 presents the cube browser
where we could browse and analyze the call detail record data in multiple of hierarchical
levels.
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Figure 6.14. FraudDetectionDW cube structure
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FÎI~ure 6.15. FraudDectectionDW Cube Browser
The analysis service for the fraud detection is implemented as an event service which is
running at the worker nodes (TimerFraudDetection.cs). The service receives the
PhoneCallStarted event and conducts the real-time OLAP analysis to evaluate whether
the call is fraudulent or not. For each event PhoneCallStarted, the analytical service
executes MDX queries and calculates the time threshold for a potential fraud case, i.e.
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105 * average phone call from caller 's continent to receiver 's continent in the last 3
months. This time threshold is used to set a timer to prevent fraudulent phone call. (see

Figure 6.16.)
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Figure 6.16. TimerFrauDetection.cs

If that timer is expired, the analysis service generates the FraudDetectionStituation
event. (Figure 6.17.) The response service (FraudResponseService.cs) consumes that

event, stores information about the fraudulent call into the FactFraudStituation table of

the FraudDetectionD W database and issues the alarms to the user.

II Speclty _hat vou want to happen when ~he Elapsed even~ i~ rel~ed.
private VOl~ OnTimedLventlUaeeEYent t1merlvent)
(

B..eEYent traud!ven~ • lven~'ac~ory.Crea~e!ven~(~rraudSl~ua~lonDe~ected~);
troudlveDt[-ISHI-) - 5e~AloD(.I5HI.l;
%raud%ven~[~St.rtT~"] • Se8s1on["Star~T1he"]1
traudZvent["startTlmeKey"] - Se~e1on["startTlmeKey"];
traudZvent["fraudStopTime"] - Se~~1on["traudStopT1me~];
traudlvent["rea3onKey"] - Se~~ion ["rea~onKey"];
traudlvent["reaeonDe~crlptlon"] - Se~elon["reaeonDe~cr1pt1on"];
trauc:Uvent.["CustomerID"] • Sess lon[."CustomerID"];
traudZvent["CustomerC~ntract"] - See~lon["Cu~tomerContract"];
traudEvent["Cal1Type"] - Se~s1on["CallType"];
traudEvent["cal1TypeKey"] - Se~elon["cal1TypeKey"];
traudlvent["Cal11noParty"] • Sess1on["Cal11ngParty"];
traudlvent["cal11noPartyKey"] - Se~slon ["callinoPareyKey"];
traudlvent["Cal1edParty"] - See~ion["CalledParty"];
traUd!Ven~[~~al1edPa~tYKey"] • Sese1on["calledPartyKey"];

Pub11~hlvent(traudlverit);

Figure 6.17. The processing when timer is expired.
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Figure 6.18. Determine the Timer thread hold in Analysis Service

If the PhoneCallHungUp event anives before the timer, the analysis service simply

calculates the call1ength, retrieves necessary information of the phone call (i.e. calling

number, calling type, customer id, etc) and stores the results into the

FactCal/DetailRecord table of the FraudDetectionDW database. Figure 6.18 shows the

dynamic MDX query code in TimerFraudDetection service and the equivalent MDX

query in SQL Server Management Studio to calculate the time threshold is shown in

Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19. MDX query and on FraudDetectionDW cube

6.5. Summary

•

In this chapter we presented a real-time Business Intelligence architecture called
SARESA with the aim of providing continuous, real-time analytics in order to enable
proactive responses to a business envirorunent for effectively managing and controlling
time-sensitive business processes. We introduced Sense & Respond loops and a service-
oriented architecture that is able to detect situations and exceptions, perform complex
analytical tasks and reflect on the gap between current situations and desired
management goals. Traditional Business Intelligence architectures lack in the support of
real-time BI and closed-loop decision making. A major goal of SARESA is to tightly
integrate Business Intelligence with business processes by monitoring various IT system
or other observables and generating reactive and proactive responses such as generating
early warnings, preventing damage, loss or extensive cost, exploiting time-critical
business opportunities, or adapting business systems with minimal latency. We
presented our mobile phone fraud detection prototype implementation on Visual
Studio.Net 2005 and MS SQL Server 2005. The work presented in this chapter is part of
a larger, long-term research effort aiming to develop a service-oriented Business
Intelligence platform for supporting time-sensitive business processes. Future research
and development efforts will focus on enhancing the SARESA system with advanced
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•

analysis and decision-making capabilities such as data mining on event streams and
tightly integrating OLAP with rule engines .
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PART III.

Non-Standard Data
Warehousing - Future
Trends and Research
Challenges



Chapter 7. Future Trends in DWH and
Research Challenges 1

"Computing is like Hubble's Universe; everything is getting
farther away from everything else"

Pat Helland (circa 1992)

Research in Data Warehousing and OLAP has generated successful and
remarkable results and reached maturity in some aspects. However, new
applications stilI continuously generate new challenges to the research
community. Therefore, much research efforts remain to be done across
many different areas of Data Warehousing. Beside the trend towards the
active and real time Data Warehousing for continuous stream processing
previously discussed in this thesis, there are some other emerging trends
such as Spatial Data Warehousing, Web-enabled Data Warehousing,
Process Warehousing, Data Warehouse and the Grid. This chapter
discusses some challenges and new requirements needed to be address in
these emerging non-standard Data Warehouse applications. The
important techniques used in Zero-Latency Data Warehousing which are
applicable to these non-standard Data Warehousing applications wiII also
be briefly mentioned.

7.1. Introduction

Advances of modem technologies in variant application domains results in the
exponential growing amount of information to be electronically managed in data
warehouse system and included in the decision making process. Consequently, the Data
Warehouses continue to increase in size while the data to be considered becomes more
and more complex in both structure and semantics. Current emerging real world
applications such as real-time Data Warehousing, analysis of spatial and spatio-temporal
data, click stream analysis, OLAP mining, mobile OLAP and more recent applications
in natural sciences (especially bioinformatics) requires novel representation and

I Special thanks to Prof. Tjoa to broaden my scope in Data Warehousing and OLAP technologies to the
issues ofthis chapter.
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manipulation techniques for non-standard data and tailored efficient algorithms for the

computation of dedicated aggregate queries and application-specific index structures.

The following are just a few of the fields and challenges, which drive current and future

research in Data Warehousing.

Spatial Data Warehousing. Spatial data and spatio-temporal data are inherently

more complex than traditional (alphanumerical) business data. Spatial data refers to

geometric objects like points, lines, regions, surfaces, and volumes in the two-

dimensional and/or three-dimensional space. Further, operations on geometric objects

are much more complex than those on alphanumerical values. Spatio-temporal data add

the temporal aspect. Spatial objects can change their position, shape, and extent over

time and are then called moving objects. Geographical information systems (GIS) and

Data Warehousing share the common interest to analyze data and to facilitate decision-

making processes. But they use different technologies, and the capabilities of GIS for

decision support are limited. Estimates state that 80% of all data have a spatial context

or reference [Gonzales 2000]. This makes the combination of both technologies an

interesting and promising approach. Especially the support of special spatial and spatio-

temporal aggregation operators is here of interest.

Web Data Warehousing, Web data warehouses store massive amounts of Web data

including URLs, structured and unstructured text, and multimedia content. Similar to

spatial data warehouses, new data types and query operators have to be supported, for

example, for searching URLs, or for traversing graphs. In the case of Web data

warehouses, there have been repeated efforts to develop new data models for the Web

that retain its topological structure and support efficient querying that goes beyond the

keyword searches provided by today's search engines. However, much less is known

about how to integrate the Web data represented by these models with more

conventional corporate data to enable OLAP-style decision-support. Web data

warehouses also face a massive scalability challenge. Simply treating the Web as a

collection of operational systems and data stores and applying traditional ETL and batch

update techniques will not be feasible.

Data streams, real-time and active data warehouses. Since data warehouses

integrate data from different operational systems, they provide unique functionality for

discovering information across these otherwise isolated data sources. This makes them

ideal candidates for monitoring enterprise- or organization-level events that cannot be

detected by a single operational system. Unfortunately there is a considerable delay until

information from operational systems is reflected in the data warehouse: updates are

typically performed in large batches once a week or over-night. A large retailer could
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better optimize the supply at geographically distributed stores and warehouses, if it had
more timely information in the data warehouse. Other examples include Data
Warehousing solutions for data stream applications like stock trading, military logistics,
traffic monitoring, and sensor networks in general. All these applications require real-
time or close to real-time update propagation, and hence also real-time ErL.

Data Warehousingfor the sciences. Data warehouse technology seems like a natural
fit for integrating scientific results obtained by different teams of researchers. For
instance, a medical data warehouse could manage clinical data like medical records and
diagnoses from different hospitals. There exist several databases with genome and life
science data, which could be integrated in a data warehouse. In practice this is a
challenging problem because multiple (independent) organizations are involved. It is
difficult to force them to agree on data formats and it is not clear who would run a
centralized data warehouse. In addition, there are limits to how much data each of the
collaborating organizations would be willing to share. Hence Data Warehousing for the
sciences requires novel approaches to protecting privacy. It also calls for a novel Data
Warehousing architecture, which departs from the traditional centralized model towards
distributed and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) style interaction.

Research challenges of new emerging applications are driven by the integration of
novel data into the data warehouse. An essential, characteristic feature of these novel
data is that they are not simply numerical, textual, or symbolic but complex both in their
structure and in their semantics. We therefore coin the term non-standard Data
Warehousing (in contrast to simple, standard, or traditional Data Warehousing).

In the Sections 7.2, we briefly review some promising non-standard Data
Warehousing applications which handle variant kinds of complex data with different
properties. We will focus on Spatial Data Warehousing (Section 7.2.1), Web Data
Warehousing (Section 7.2.2), Process Data Warehousing (Section 7.2.3) and Data
Warehouse and the Grid (Section 7.2.4). For each new kind of Data Warehousing, we
first introduce its motivation, objectives and requirements. Next, the definition and
research activities on the topic will be reviewed. Then, we specify the main research
challenges and potential solutions. The essential techniques used in Zero-Latency Data
Warehousing which are applicable in these non-standard Data Warehousing applications
will also be investigated (Section 7.3). Finally, Section 7.4 concludes the chapter.
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7.2. Non-standard Data Warehousing Applications

7.2.1. Spatial Data Warehousing

7.2.1.1. Motivation
Spatial data exists pervasively in business information systems. It is claimed that 80
percent oi the overaH information stored in computers is geo-spatial related, either
explicitly or implicitly [Gonzales 2000]. Geo-spatial data are increasingly available
from multiple providers (governmental agencies, private organizations) and accessible
on the Web. With the advent of mobile computing and location-based services, popular
use of satellite telemetry, remote sensing systems, GPS, medical imaging, and other
computerized data collection tools, even more amount of spatial data is collected and
stored in database. Often, organizations have collected geo-spatial data for their
immediate internal needs (such as censuses, resource inventory, land management, and
routing), accumulating huge amounts of data over time.

While storing spatial data is the first step, it is more important to analyze spatial data
in business intelligent systems to provide insight into business from the geo-spatial point
of view [Rao et al. 2003]. With the rapid growth of geographical information systems

(GIS) usage and the increasing importance of spatial data analysis, we can observe that
location and spatial data is becoming a core part of business databases and decision-
making.

For the application area of environmental data, already several big data warehouses
exist. The United Nations Environment Program offers data sets covering topics like
freshwater, population, forests, emissions, climate, health or GOP. The NASA collects
several Terabyte of environmental data a day. Similar data are collected for several data
warehouses; an integration can increase the level of detail. Reports are produced
periodically and for given areas; individual user-set queries would find many
applications.

The location dimensions have been widely integrated in Data Warehouse and OLAP
systems. However, these dimensions are usually represented in an alphanumeric, non-
cartographic manner, since these systems are neither able to store nor to manipulate
spatial data. The management of this kind of data is usually carried out by spatial

databases [Güting 1994] or Geographie Information Systems (GIS) [Elzbieta et al.
2004]. Currently, although spatial databases and GIS are able to manipulate spatial data,
the cost and response time of GIS queries is still a limiting factor. Furthermore,
databases and GIS are not able to support the decision-making process on the basis of
spatial data and require the integration or aggregation of spatial data from multiple
sources.
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7.2.1.2. Spatial/GIS Data Warehouse
Spatial data warehouses [Bédard et al. 2001, Bédard et al. 2002, Elzbieta et al. 2004]

combine data warehouses and spatial databases for managing significant amounts of

historical data that include spatiallocation. Merging these two technologies allows us to

exploit the capabilities of both systems for improving data analysis, visualization, and

manipulation of huge amount of spatial data. While data warehouses offer efficient

access and analysis methods and enable the management of high volumes of analysis-

supported, historical data, spatial databases have already a relatively long history in

managing spatial data, and there is extensive research referring to spatial index

structures, storage management, and dynamic query formulation [Elzbieta et al. 2004].

So far, research on spatial data warehouses has tackled several aspects and has

gained some considerable results. The work in [Stefanovic et al. 2000] defines a spatial

data warehouse as a conventional data warehouse that contains both spatial data and

non-spatial data. They distinguish three types of spatial dimensions based on the spatial

references of the hierarchy members: (I) the non-spatial dimension that contains only

non-spatial data, (2) the spatial-to-nonspatial dimension where the primitive level is

spatial but generalizations at some higher level are of non-spatial character, and (3) the

spatial-to-spatial (fully spatial) dimension where the primitive level is spatial and also

all its high-level generalized data are spatial. They also distinguish two types of

measures: numerical measures containing only numerical values and spatial measures
that contain one or a collection of pointers to spatial objects.

The experience gained in managing aggregated data in OLAP systems has already

been extended to spatial data in spatial OLAP (SOLAP) systems [Rivest et al. 2003].

The concept is that extending a multidimensional model by the inclusion of spatial data

provides a concise and organized spatial data warehouse representation. For this

purpose, a map cube operator, which extends the concepts of data cube and aggregation

to spatial data, is developed. Further, based on the classification used for non-spatial

data, the authors present a classification and examples of different types of spatial

measures, for example, spatial distributive, algebraic, and holistic functions. In [Miquel

et al. 2004], the definition of spatial measures has been extended by the inclusion of

measures represented as spatial objects or calculated using spatial metric or topological

operators. A spatial measure is defined as "a measure, which is mapped to at least one

spatial dimension whose members hold spatial representation". Thus, a spatial

dimension must be included in a model if a spatial measure is required. The work in

[Paradias et al. 2001] points out that the main differences between traditional OLAP and

spatia-temporal OLAP is the lack of predefined hierarchies. Hence the positions and

ranges of spatia-temporal query windows do not conform to pre-defined hierarchies and
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are not known in advance. They propose several indexing solutions and develop multi-

tree indexes that combine spatial and temporal dimensions.

The integration of GIS and data warehouse/OLAP environments has been mentioned

in [Pourabbas 2003]. This work focuses on spatial hierarchies and proposes a mapping

between the hierarchical structures of data warehouses/OLAP and spatial databases. The

concept of mapping between hierarchies is also exploited in [Kouba et al. 2002]. To

ensure the consistent navigation in a hierarchy between OLAP systems and GIS, the

authors propose a dynamic correspondence through classes, instances, and action levels

defined in a meta-data repository.

7.2.1.3. Research Challenges
The following research challenges can be identified in Spatial/GIS Data warehouses:

• Spatial data integration. Spatial data is stored in different data formats that are

structure-specific (for example, raster- versus vector-based spatial data, object-

oriented versus relational models, different spatial storage and index structures) and

vendor-specific (for example, ESRI, MapInfo, Intergraph, etc.). To integrate these

heterogeneous, non-standard data types into data warehouses is a big issue. A lot of

knowledge can be taken from data integration and data exchange for standard data,

but the specific characteristics and requirements of spatial data have to be taken into

account.

• Consolidation and generalization of current data warehouse models for standard
data. A number of models for Data Warehousing and a number of operations for

OLAP have been proposed and formally defined in the literature. These models are

predominantly incompatible so that the first task is to accommodate them in a

unified and formalized model. This model must be the basis of and thus extensible

for new types of more complex data like spatial, spatio-temporal, multimedia, and

image data and incorporate corresponding type-specific aggregation operations (for

example, union, intersection in the spatial case). It is, in particular, important that

there is a clear and strict separation between the conceptual user level and the

implementation level. The user should not be bothered with implementation details.

At the user level, we see the data cube with corresponding operations as the central

metaphor that can be understood by the user.

• Extension of the generalized data warehouse model to spatial and spatia-temporal
data. The extension mainly refers to attribute data types that are allowed to be

spatial or spatio-temporal data types. The result is a spatial or spatio-temporal data
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cube. OLAP operations have to be tailored to these new kinds of data; new
operations of interest have to be identified.

• Fast and flexible OLAP support for spatial/GIS data warehouses. In practice,
querying the GIS spatial data can be an expensive and time-consuming task. There
may be a large number of maps (regions) stored in a GIS; furthermore each such
region may be made up ofvast amounts of sub-regions (polygons). Each polygon on
such a map will have associated with it a value for each function being measured
(for example, temperature) at a given point in time. If a user, for example, wants to
compute the average temperature of the entire region depicted in the temperature
map at a given point in time, then the computation of the result would involve
retrieving the value for each region and then calculating the average. This can be
"serious" computation since vast amounts of data must be processed. Spatial
database research has investigated some spatial accessing and indexing methods for
efficient storage and access of spatial data. However, spatial OLAP operations
require summarization and characterization on a large set of spatial objects in
different dimensions and at different levels of abstraction.

• Object-based, selective (partial) materialization. Similar to materialized views in
traditional data warehouses, to efficiently support analytical queries, it is necessary
to materialize (that is, pre-compute) aggregated spatial data. However, a full
materialization requires too much storage space, while the online-merge approach is
too slow and requires expensive computational cost. A better approach may be
obtained by an object-based, selective (partial) materialization of the spatial data.

• Multiple presentations in spatial/GIS data warehouses. Multiple representations
[Bédard et al. 2002] result from seeing the world from different abstraction levels as
well as different points of view. In fact, each user of a spatial database has her own
needs regarding the representation of the objects. These representations may vary
depending on several factors such as the user's needs or the level of details desired.
Storing these multiple representations in order to bettcr fulfill thc needs of spatial
database users has been a challenge since many years. SpatiaVGIS data warehouses
have the same requirement because different users have different abstraction levels
and requirements in analyzing the spatial OLAP data.

7.2.2. Web-enabled Data Warehousing

7.2.2.1. Motivation
The rapid expansion of the Internet has made the WWW a popular place for
disseminating and collecting information. The Web has become a primary conveyor of
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information to anyone, anywhere, anytime. Internet thus matures as a medium for doing
business, and companies are trying to move beyond the basics of business transactions
into a deeper level of understanding of what is occurring at their web site. Primary to
this is the understanding of how their customers are interacting with the site, which
includes not only navigation patterns, but also other customer information such as
demographic data, buying habits, cancelling the transaction or changing interest to other
competitors. A key component here is not only seeing the navigation patterns of the
customer, but combining that with other information about that customer, including
demographic and purchase information. It is this deeper level of understanding of the
customer and how the customer is behaving in the store that allows the retail manager to
make more informed business decisions.

Besides the profitable reason, monitoring how users behave on the system enriches
the knowledge about their needs and allows the system to better adapt based on their
previous behaviours [Yan et al. 1996]. There are other benefits associated with
monitoring the use of the Websites. On one hand, it supports the evaluation of the
system against its initial specifications and goals for better features and utilities. On the
other hand, it enables the development of personalization strategies [Andersen et al.
2000b, Cooley 2003, Eirinaki 2003], helps increasing the system's performance [Eirinaki
2003, Joshi et al. 1999], supports marketing decisions [Chen et al. 1996], helps on
detecting business opportunities that otherwise could remain unnoticed [Kohavi 200 I]
and may contribute to increase the system's security [Cooley 2003, Sweiger et al. 2002].

The user interactive with the websites are traced via Web server log file so called
Clickstream. Clickstream logs are numerous, large and have integration challenges
specific to the Web environment. However, every aspect of the e-business environment
is changing so rapidly and frequently that it is far more difficult to relate cause and
effect. Consolidating logs from hundreds of separate servers in an effort to transform,
integrate, analyze and aggregate them required significant innovation given the rapidly
growing volume of data. The data warehouse must play an integral role in the Web
revolution as the analysis platform for all the wonderful behaviour data coming in from
the clickstream, as well as for the many Web sites that rely on the data warehouse to
customize and drive the end user's Web experience in real time. This analysis process
must be accomplished in the near real-time by an environment that has now become to
be known as the Data Webhouse

7.2.2.2. Clickstream and Data Webhouse
Web Servers can record every click that a user makes when browsing the web pages.
Gigabytes of data showing the visitor's browsing pattern in the Web site, are collected
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every day from the Web servers. This results in extremely large amounts of data, in the

form of web logs. A web log is a text file that records every request that a client makes

to the web server and is usually used for web site management and monitoring purpose.

However, "Clickstream is a wonderful source of data because it 's the behaviour of
visitors to your Web site-it 's related to revenue in a very direct way" [Kimball 1999].

By analyzing these clicks, we can begin to answer many questions in regards to how

customers are interacting with the web site. To identify the right customers and their

interests, sophisticated methods are needed to store and analyze the data collected over a

period of time.

The storage of clickstreams and other contextual data in a data warehouse, to

understand user behaviour, is what Kimball and Merz [Kimball,Merz 2000] called a

data webhouse. According to these authors, a data webhouse is crucial to any activity

that uses the Web to deliver its services, allowing the improvement ofthe organization's

systems. In another article, Kimball also defined "A data webhouse is a distributed data

warehouse with no central data repository that is implemented over the Web to harness

clickstream data" [Kimball 1999]

The data webhouse could be considered as a web instantiation of the data

warehouse. It stores the clickstream data and performs all the traditional data warehouse

functions to facilitate the analysis of the data. The Webhouse plays a central and a

crucial role in the operations of the web enabled business by providing the following

features:

Houses and publishes click stream data and other behavioral data from the web that

drive an understanding of customer behavior.

Act as a foundation for web enabled decision making. The data webhouse must

allow its users to make decisions about the web, as well as make decisions using the

web.

Act as a medium that publishes data to the customers, business partners, and

employees appropriately, but at the same time protects the enterprise's data against

unattended use.

A clickstream Webhouse may be the single most important tool for identifying,

prioritizing, and retaining e-commerce customers. The Webhouse can produce the

following useful information:

Site statistics: Number of hits/page and total number of site hits?

Visitor conversions: How many visitors have become registered customers with

affiliate relationships and referring domain analysis?
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Ad metrics: How many clicks result in orders and how does the size, color, and

location of ads effect sales?

Referring partner links: What are top referring partner links, and which partner links

lead to orders?

Site navigation resulting in orders : What are the most common navigation paths

taken through the site resulting in orders?

Site navigation not resulting in orders

Pages that are session killers: Which pages are session killers?

Relationships between customer profiles and page activities

Best customer and worst customer analysis

By building the Webhouse to analyze the user behaviour patterns contained in these

clickstream, savvy businesses can expand their markets, improve customer

relationships, reduce costs, streamline operations, strengthen their Web sites, and hone

their business strategies.

Similar to traditional data warehouse, effort will involve the extraction,

transformation, and loading of the clickstream data to the Webhouse repository;

building dimensional schemas from the clickstream data and deploy information

delivery system from the Webhouse.

7.2.2.3. Challenges
The following challenges should be considered 10 building and deploying the

Webhouse:

• Detecting and capturing data change. The Web offers access to large amounts of

heterogeneous information and allows this information to change at any time and in

any way. These rapid and often unpredictable changes to the information create a

new problem of detecting and representing changes. This is a challenging problem

because the information sources in the Web are autonomous and typical database

approaches to detect changes based on triggering mechanisms are not usable.

Moreover, these sources typically do not keep track of historical information in a

format that is accessible to the outside user [Andersen et al. 2000a].

• Heterogeneous, unstructured, poor semantic data sources. The World Wide Web is

rarely seen as a potential data source. One reason for sure is that data in the WWW

are rather semi structured or not structured at all: information is stored in HMTL

format without any semantic meta data, or - in very few cases - in XML files based
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on different or no grammars (DTDs or XML Schemas). Other information is
encoded in pictures or arbitrary binary file formats. Besides these problems of
technical heterogeneity the semantic heterogeneity is even worse: different WWW
documents might refer to different meanings when using the same expression year,
e.g. financial year or calendar year. As long as the semantics of the online
documents is not understood it is extremely dangerous to integrate it into a data
warehouse with regard to data quality ([Kimball 2000]).

• Data Volumes. The big move to mass customization means we now capture,
analyze, and respond to every transaction in the business including every gesture a
customer makes, both before and after operational or sales transactions and there
seems to be no volume limit. For instance, the combined Microsoft-related Web
sites, analyzed daily as a single entity, on some busy days have captured more than a
billion page events. The webhouse's capacity thus is much bigger than the capacity
of traditional data warehouse. It is obviously that we have to deal with many
potential challenged administrative and operative tasks in such a tremendous
webhouse.

• Quick response time. The Web makes fast response times critical. If something
useful doesn't happen within 10 seconds the user may navigate to another page.
Those of us who run big data warehouses must experience that many queries will
take more than 10 seconds. Therefore, respond to an end-user request in roughly 10
seconds, regardless of the complexity of the request is sometimes impossible but
that is a challenged Webhouse's expectation. The web cache approach and
parallelism mechanism were considered to speed up the response time.

• Security Issue. Besides the classical security issues have to be solved as In

traditional Data Warehousing, in literally, when deploying the Web-warehouse, you
are putting your corporate data, one of your most valuable assets, on the line.
Therefore, security must be a top priority for any Web-warehouse initiative.
However, implementing security in Intranet (as in case of traditional Data
Warehousing) is not as complicated as tackling Internet security threat where every
kind of malicious people are looking for a way to hack into the data warehouse.
With the advancements in hacking techniques and ever increasing number of
industrial spy, the Internet security threat in Web warehouse becoming more
challenged issue.
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7.2.3. Process Data Warehousing

7.2.3.1. Motivation
Due to the increasing competItIOn and pace in today's business, continuously
monitoring, analyzing and assessing business processes becomes a more and more
important issue. However, in comparison to process innovation and improvement
efforts, in depth process analysis has not got the attention it would need. For the
execution and monitoring of business processes, many organizations are increasingly
using BusinessProcess Management Systems (BPMSs) and Workflow Management
Systems (WFMSs) [Koksal et al. 1998, Muth et al. 1999] to improve the efficiency of
their processes and reduce costs. During the execution of the business process, WFMS
record many types of events, such as the start and completion time of each activity, the
assigned resources, and the outcome of the execution. Major BPMSs and WFMSs
provide comprehensive support for the early stages of the business process lifecycle but
often lack capabilities for providing feedback and transparency about the performance
of business processes. Although WFMSs often log detailed information during the
process execution, they have difficulties in accumulating and condensing audit trails of
business processes and using this information for monitoring and analysis purposes
[Schiefer et al. 2004b].

Until now, most data warehouses have not been used for capturing state changes of
business processes (process control data). As efficiency, accuracy, transparency, and
flexibility of enterprise's business processes have become a major competitive
advantage for organizations, paying attention to monitoring and controlling of workflow
execution at a formal and strategic level will become a focus of future information
management.

The process warehouse (PWH) [Kueng et al. 2001, List et al. 2000] is a separate
read-only analytical database that is used as the foundation of a process oriented
decision support system. The main aim of a PWH is to analyze and improve business
processes continuously. PWH enables multidimensional process analysis for process
owners, process managers or other authorized staff members to very quickly obtain
comprehensive information on business processes, at different aggregation levels, from
different and multidimensional points of view, over a long period of time, using a huge
historic data basis prepared for analyzing purposes to effectively support the
management of business processes.

7.2.3.2. Process Data Warehouse (PWH)
The PWH as part of an enterprise's data warehouse provides the data foundation for all
strategic process-oriented DSS processing. In many cases, the data warehouse is the first
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place where integration of business data is achieved and much historical processing is

done. As a component of an enterprise's data warehouse, its architectural structure is

equivalent to traditional data warehouses. For that reason, it supports data that is

subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, and non-volatile.

The subject orientation of the PWH implies that it is organized along the lines of the

major entities of a process. These entities define the context tor the business process

analysis. The business process context defines various perspectives of the business

process and can be divided into 5 major categories: (a) process definition context (for

example, process model, process attributes, process targets), (b) resource context (for

example, organizational context, demographic information about workflow participants,

resource history), (c) business object context (for example, business object attributes,

measures, process inputs/outputs), and (d) runtime environment context (for example,

information about source systems, workflow environment, applications).

Integration of PWH data refers to the physical unification and cohesiveness of the

data as it is stored in the warehouse. Process data integration in the PWH is not achieved

by merely copying data from the WFMSs or from the operational environment. Instead,

as raw data passes through the ETL layer, a fundamental alteration is done to the data to

achieve an integrated foundation that resides in the PWH. Major challenges for

integrating data from WFMSs into the PWH are the transformation of workflow audit

trail data into valuable business metrics and the representation of the process model as a

dimensional table.

Another characteristic of the PWH is that of time variancy. Because a PWH is made

up of a massive series of workflow events, it can contain data over a lengthy period of

time. It is common for a PWH (and also for data warehouses) to hold detailed data

(active or archival) that is up to five years old.

Non-volatility refers to the fact that an update (in its purest sense - that of finding a

record and making changes to the record) does not normally occur in a PWH. If an

update occurs at all, it occurs on an exception basis as with traditional data warehouse

systems.

7.2.2.3. Research Challenges
Process Data Warehousing extends traditional Data Warehousing with a process

perspective. By including process metadata and process runtime data in the ETL

process, a data warehouse can be enriched with typical process performance indicators

(such as cycle times, costs, and rework) and a new dimension for representing the

process model. A process-driven analysis [Boehnlein et al. 2000] of business

performance indicators facilitates analysts to identify root causes in context of a
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business process. Process Data Warehousing also allows a closer integration of the

operative source systems with a data warehouse envirorunent.

The main research issues ofProcess Data Warehousing include the following:

• Applying process concepts to data warehouse design. The main difference between

the PWH and traditional data warehouses is the inclusion of information about the

process models within a data warehouse envirorunent in order to drive the DSS.

Traditional data warehouses lack in providing facts that measure the performance of

certain parts of a business process, such as metrics about activities, sub-processes or

the entire process. For the computation ofthese facts often multiple workflow events

have to be processed. The PWH captures a history of these facts including their

context information. The data model that supports the process analysis therefore

must include various dimensions that form the context of activity instances. The

dimensions are used to show the activity facts at various levels of granularity.

Analysts can use these dimensions for drill-downs and roll-ups. The data model on

the activity-level has, of course, some common dimensions with the process-level

data model. These common dimensions can be used for drill-across operations. For

instance, if an analyst is investigating the duration of a process instance (process-

level), they can drill-across to all activity instances that belong to that process

instance.

• Methods for ETL processing of workflow audit trails. As mentioned before, many

organizations use BPMS and WFMS for modeling business processes and defining

the target KPls (key performance indicators). During execution, these KPls have to

be continuously generated as soon as sufficient workflow events are available.

Delays in propagating workflow events from WFMSs to the PWH can significantly

decrease the value of the event data for the users. It is necessary to find out the ETL

approach that allows workflow audit trail information to be available in the PWH in

the near real-time. This allows business users and process analysts to have the

accurate and detailed information about current business situations to identify

weaknesses and bottlenecks in the process handling earlier. Besides, the calculation

of process metrics often requires additional information from other data sources. For

instance, in the case of an order process, the workflow events do not include detailed

information about the orders and customers. Nevertheless, order and customer

information might be needed for the calculation of workflow metrics about the order

transactions. The ETL process thus must be able to merge the workflow audit trail

with additional information from other data sources.
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• Analysis ofworkflow audit trails. PWH must provide comprehensive information on

business processes, at different aggregation levels (process abstraction levels), from

different and multidimensional points of view, using a historic data prepared for

analyzing purposes to effectively support the management of business processes. It

should also include detailed information about the execution paths and bottlenecks

of business processes and thereby enable a fast detection of weak spots in the

process and organizational structures.

• Improve business process performance with operative decision support. The

monitoring or analysis of workflow audit trails often entails a direct or indirect

feedback into the WFMS or the operational systems. This response is usually

referred to as closed loop analysis and can be done manually or automatically. It

does not necessarily imply an operational decision but informs decision makers that

something significant is happening which needs to be investigated in further detail.

In some routine or semi-routine decision tasks, it could enhance the operational

system with business intelligence such as process performance improvement,

potential bottlenecks prevention and interruptions elimination.

7.2.4. Data Warehousing and the Grid

7.2.4.1. Motivation
Emerging advanced applications are continuing to generate ever larger amounts of

valuable data, which could be obtained from business transactions, medical

investigations, scientific simulations, telescopes, microscopes, satellites, etc. There are

major challenges involved in the efficient and reliable storage, fast processing, and

extracting descriptive and predictive knowledge from this great mass of data [Lowell

2003]. They are often geographically distributed and their complexity is increasing,

-' meaning that the extraction of meaningful knowledge requires more and more

computing resources. This combination of large dataset size, geographic distribution of

users and resources, and computationally intensive analysis results in complex and

stringent performance demands that, until recently, were not satisfied by existing

computational and data management infrastructure [Darvas et al. 2004].

In tackling these problems, yet we deal with the advent of a new form of information

technology-the Grid [Foster et al. 2001, Fellenstein et al. 2003, Boden 2004, Oracle

2004] - a software infrastructure that enables flexible, secure, coordinated resource

sharing among dynamic collections of individuals, institutions, and resources. The

research and development in Grid has been almost exclusively driven by "big science"

like distributed high-performance simulations, high-energy physics, material science,

and biological applications, etc. However, the focus is recently going to shift to more
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general domains, closer to every day life, like medical, business, and engineering
applications. Grid Computing provides highly scalable, secure, and extremely high
performance mechanisms for discovering and negotiating access to remote computing
resources in a seamless manner.

7.2.4.2. Grid Technology and Data Warehousing
In some emerging data warehouse applications such as warehouses for sensor data
[Bonnet et al. 2001], biological warehouses [Darvas et al. 2004], Hastings et al. 2005]
etc., it is necessary to handle non-traditional sources and data types. The data types
include a broad collection of high throughput genomic and proteomic data, outcome
data, and digitized imaging and anatomic pathology studies [Hastings et al. 2005]. The
data volume produced in these large-scale applications is too huge to fit in a single
main-memory, and the extreme high data flow rate requires very powernd performance
of data processing operations. Furthermore, it is likely that diverse data types will be
captured and stored on distributed heterogeneous platforms. This confronts even
experienced data managers with a host of potential problems, including matching,
transformation, and integration of various disparate data sources.

In general, a data warehouse comprises two processes: data loading (input) and data
analysis (output). As the volume of data in the warehouse continues to grow, the time it
takes to mine the data does too. Both individual queries as well as loading data
processes can consume enormous amounts of processing power and time, impeding
other data warehouse activities and causing sluggish response times [Butte 2004 J.
Solutions for accelerate processing such as upgrading hardware, parallel model, etc are
not optimal due to IT budget restrictions. Therefore, a nearly ideal solution would help
to reduce load process time and optimize available resources for the analysis process.
The Grid technology could be applicable in both aspects to gain compute resources
without purchasing additional hardware. The following reasons for using Grid
technology to tackle some of the existing dilemmas in data warehouses have been
explored in [Butte 2004]:

Parallelization of sub-processes. Grid technology allows us to dispatch jobs in parallel
to multiple compute nodes and execute several independent jobs at once. This
parallelization of previously serial load tasks to multiple CPUs is a powerful Grid's
advantage. The ability to execute transformation tasks independently enables the load
process to be broken into multiple sub-processes, which can be sent to different nodes in
the virtual pool. Furthermore, each sub-process could be sent to multiple nodes to guard
against downtime and failures. These sub-processes compete to each other to return the
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results first, thus will eliminate the single point of failure while guaranteeing the fastest
response time.

Information grid technology. Traditionally, a data warehouse is created as a
(centralized) storage-oriented database. The data must be extracted, loaded and
integrated into the centralized warehouse storage no matter where it is located. Even
conventional distributed data warehouses are restricted to a relative small number of
nodes where data is concentrated. A federated solution, in contrast, can maintain the
data at its points of origin rather than bringing data to the data warehouse. Federated
solutions help to address the size and complexity of data warehouses by applying a
logical model to the existing physical infrastructure instead of imposing a new data
warehouse environment. Information grid technology gives users and applications
security-rich access to virtually any information source, anywhere, over any type of
network supports sharing of data for processing and large-scale collaboration. It also
helps to realize the federated model to distributed and complex data sources. Building
on the concept of virtualizing computing power into resource pools, information grids
treat data silos as information pools with nearby storage pools. Data required by the
warehouse can be accessed via the information grid where domain security management
is handled automatically.

Data transformations can be performed at the remote client and the results brought
back across the network, encrypted for privacy. Retrieved data is cached to improve
performance with mechanisms for expiration to verify that only the most recent data is
available.

7.2.4.3. Research Issues

Several problems and research questions arise from the utilization of the computational
Grid technology for Data Warehousing applications. The main research issues in
building the Grid-based Data Warehousing (GWH) environment include:

• Dynamic resource location and service invocation. Most Grid-based applications are
built upon a set of (grid) services located in different grid nodes. Theoretically, to
invoke these services, it just needs to find out a node which has enough resources to
execute the service. However, the service invocation process is actually more
complicated due to the dynamic Grid runtime environment. The computational and
networking capabilities, the availability of the Grid nodes can vary from time to
time. There are several policies in resource location and dispatch such as best-fit
model, speed priority, cost priority, quality of service priority etc.
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• Acceptable response timeliness. As mentioned above, the continuous growing
volume of data in the data warehouse causes sluggish response times. Obviously,
with a GWH application, the acceptable response timeliness is mandatory. Prototype
implementations still need significant improvements with respect to response time
criteria. Innovations in computer network, data communication, data transportation
protocols, etc., and further research efforts on Grid technology will gradually shrink
the response timeliness-gap. The computational Grid can federate systems into
supercomputers far beyond the power of any current computing center and these
centers will become super-data and super-application centers [Be1l2004].

• Grid transparency of accessing, communication protocols and standards. Similar to
other grid-based applications, the GWH should be able to provide the users with an
interface which is easy and transparent to the Grid, network, and location. The users
can access the system to register the services, execute the ETL process, query the
OLAP cube [Niemi 2003], or send their feedback from anywhere using a variety of
devices (mobile, PDA, laptop, etc.) without considering the complexity of system
architectures. The user can access the data without considering about data source
format (heterogeneity transparency), where the data is located (location
transparency), local data or distributed data (distributed transparency), whether
original or replicated (replication transparency). The underlying communication
protocols and standards between the services are also hidden.

• Integrity and availability of the grid nodes. Assuming that all grid nodes are trusted
entities, there still is a need to implement integrity check. If nodes cannot be fully
trusted, appropriate data integrity checks are required. The work in [Kamvar et al.

2003] provides an excellent overview of requirements and also shows how these
issues are addressed in P2P networks. The solutions can also be adapted to Grid
computing if one is prepared to accept the necessary computational overhead.

• The security and trust of grid resources. The most significant challenge for Grid
computing is to develop a comprehensive set of mechanisms and policies for
securing the Grid. One of the critical differences between Grid security and host or
site security is the absoluteness of site autonomy. While the site administrator has
complete control on the security mechanisms and security policies, the grid resource
providers must follow the security mechanisms and polièies that are not strictly
under their control [Humphrey et al. 2005]. With GWH applications, much more
research efforts to enable additional security related to data access, user
authentication and authorization, user privileges etc. within the Grid environment
are needed.
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7.3. Zero-Latency Warehousing techniques as Enabler for
Advanced Non-standard Data Warehousing applications.

Many ofthe advanced facets of non-standard Data Warehousing applications discussed

in Section 7.2 to 7.5 require fast response to the user requests. For example, the Spatial

Data Warehousing and GIS systems are mostly used in the interactive mode, thus

require highly acceptable response times when the user analyse and view the GIS

information. Fast response is also a mandatory criterion of the Clickstream Warehouse

application where the users require that their interested web pages should be available in

the acceptable idle time. The acceptable response is also an important requirement in

Grid-based Data Warehousing application where the reasonable response time is still a

big challenge (Section 7.5). In these applications, the Zero-Latency Data Warehousing

techniques could be applicable to speed up the analysis request such as real time aLAP

cube, pre-built cache or parallelism in OLAP analysis queries.

Data freshness is one of the most important criteria. Although it is not the

mandatory criteria in Spatial Data Warehousing, GIS and Grid-based Warehousing, data

freshness is the mandatory requirement in time-sensitive applications. The Tsunami Early

Warning System is a drastic example for the need of such a system where all these

requirements have to be met.. In these applications, it is required that the data change is

monitored, collected, and integrated into the Data Warehouse in the way as near to zero-

latency method as possible. The Data Warehouse is refreshed in near real time thus

provide the fresh data for analysis. The techniques of Zero-Latency Warehousing such

as real-time ETL, continuous integration and real-time Warehousing could be

applicable in these applications.

Automated reaction is another important feature. In monitoring applications such as

Process Warehousing, the situations and exception generated during the process

monitoring and workflow analysis should be processed automatically without user

intervention. Automation is also necessary in interactive mode application such as

Clickstream Warehousing where the system could suggest some interesting websites or

related information pages to the users when he/she is browsing the web sites. It could

also be necessary for a long running process in Grid based Data Warehousing where the

services could be invoked automatically in the dynamic resource changing environment.

Active decision engine and knowledge based rules are the techniques in Zero-Latency

Data Warehousing could be applied here for automation reaction control. The Earth

Simulator developed by NEC Corp. is one extreme example focusing on automated and

fast response for huge date warehouses which ultimately need massive parallel

processing and storage. [Watanabe 2005]
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Data integration is the natural characteristic of Data Warehousing applications.
However, in the case of non-standard Data Warehousing applications, the data is much
more complex. The GIS Warehouse contains Spatial data and data in multiple
information layers. The Webwarehouse (or Clickstream Warehouse) contains hyper
links, text, graphics, video, etc. Process Warehouse contains workflow information and
process statues while the Grid-based Warehousing couid contain data extracted from
heterogeneous data sources from the Grid. The data complex on both semantic and
structure requires the flexible and generic data integration method which could integrate
multiple data in heterogeneous format into the integrated common format. We could use
the concepts of adapter (Section 6.4.5.2) to flexible and dynamically deal with different
data sauces (6.4.5.4) in Zero-Latency Data Warehousing to solve that integration issue.

In general, as a further step the techniques used in Zero-Latency Data Warehousing
applied on the non-standard Data Warehousing applications will enable to solve many
of the future goals in these areas. Table 7.1 gives a first sketch of these potential
enabling facilities.
Criteria Spatial Weh Process Grid- hased Proposed Techniques

I>WH WH WH WH
Acceptable X X Real-time OLAP, pre-
Response built cache, parallelism

in OLAP
Data X X Real-time ETL,
Freshness continuous integration,

real-time DWH
Automated X X X Automated decision
Reaction engine, Knowledge-

based rules
Data X X X X Data adapter, Data
Integration Sources

Table 7.1. Zero-Latency Data Warehousing techniques applied in
non-standard Data Warehousing applications

7.4. Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a brief overview of some emerging trends in non-
standard Data Warehousing and introduced possible challenges proposed to the Data
Warehousing and OLAP research community. It is possible to recognize that the basis
themes of Data Warehousing research has not changed, but the sources, applications,
and enabling technologies have become more complex and diverse. Besides the well-
known, traditional and mature solutions, developing this new stage of Data
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Warehousing of non-standard application requires some further research efforts,

dependent on the applications' specific requirement and its data sources characteristics.

In our opinion the aspects of Zero Latency could boost Data Warehouse Research due to

its novel potential for non-standard applications to a new quality. Nevertheless much

research efforts are still necessary to detect and solve the specific requirements of non-

standard applications which can be accomplished by our Zero Latency characteristics in

DWH.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion and Future Work

«Imagination is more important than knowledge"

Albert Einstein.

Ouer the next couple of decades IT professionals will help
workers integrate computing and communications onto and
into their bodies and brains, with wearables and implants.

James Hughes, 2004

8.1. Conclusion

In this thesis, we have introduced the concept of a Zero Latency Data Warehousing

which aims to minimize the reaction time to any happening event. We have introduced

the state-of-the-art of the Zero Latency Data Warehousing and have explored and

investigated some of its aspects in this thesis. The core components of the Zero-Latency

Data Warehouse address important requirements to achieve near zero-latency between

the cause and effect of a business decision.

Traditional Data Warehousing "only" contributes to an efficient information supply

between transactional applications and decision support applications, but information

'backflows' take their way indirectly (i.e. by actions of decision makers) into the

transactional systems and not directly through the data warehouse (open-loop approach).

To archive the zero response latency and gain the high business value, it is required

to minimize the reaction time in a closed loop system in several steps:

Minimize Data latency: This could be archived by providing the sense ,component to

timely capture and store the data when it occurs.

Minimize Analysis latency: This requires the real-time analysis component which is

capable of integrating both real time data and historical data to conduct the analysis

requests.

Minimize Decision latency: The Decision Time could be reduced by employing the

rule-based decision engine to automate some routine decision tasks.

Minimize Response latency: This could be archived by providing the instant message

exchange mechanism for real time communicate between the components.



8.2. Contribution

In the thesis, we present 3 different approaches, all are towards the purpose of reduce

reaction time to happening event : Event-feeded Slowly Changing Dimension, Grid-

based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse (GZLDSWH), and Event Sense &

Response loop Architecture (SARESA).

8.2.1. Event-feeded Slowly Changing Dimension
This approach introduces a practical way to validate the event message, to reconstruct

the complete history of the dimension and to provide a well applicable "comprehensive

slowly changing dimension" (cSCD) interface for well-performing queries on the

historical and current state of the dimension of the Data Warehouse. Events are

accumulated and processed in the near real time instead of using the batch processing

with the series of consequent snapshots. This approach thus provides more fresh

information as well as saves the storage and processing time compared with the

snapshot based approach.

Events which contain the transaction operations on entities are accumulated and

processed via an Event Processing module. This module refreshes the TRANS table

using an enhanced SCD type which is the mix of SCD type 2 and SCD type 3. Before

being processed, events are carefully checked to avoid invalide and inconsistent

situations. The on-demand snapshot at any time point can be generated from the

TRANS table using the Snapshot Generation module. Finally, occuring inconsistencies

between the data in TRANS table and operational data source can be resolved by the

Consistency Checking module which aims to recover the consistency status.

8.2.2. Grid-based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse
The Grid Computing technology is used to store lossless continuous data stream without

using the statistical approximation approach. Storing continuous data streams without

information-loss requires a tremendous data storage and super power computing

systems which does not exist yet. The Grid seems to suit well with this requirement and

enables us to develop the Grid-based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse

(GZLDSWH).

The GZLDSWH system is built upon the OGSI-based grid service and the GT3 tool

kit. The dynamic collaboration between the services is investigated in detail and a

prototype for a centralized service invocation control called Dynamic Service Control

Engine (DSCE) is developed. We have proposed some necessary extensions to use

DSCE in GZLDSWH. Another achievement is the Grid-based OLAP engine

management service. We also introduce other services which are necessary to build up
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the GZLDSWH and discuss its requirements. However, it should be stressed that this

approach is still in an on-going phase of work.

8.2.3. Sense & Response Architecture
This approach enhances the traditional Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence by

h~trodücing a close loop S)lstcm 'Yv'hichis capable of sensing, interpreting, predicting,

automating and responding to business environments and thereby aims to decrease the

reaction time needed to make business decisions. We have introduced the Sense and

Response loop which include several services. Each of them operates at a specific stage

of the Sense and Response loop. The services are running and managed by the

underlying infrastructure which provides smoothly event delivering, flexible event

mapping, collaboration, fault tolerance, transaction support, scalability and

performance. The analysis process is conduct in real time whenever the event is sensed

and delivered through out the system. In general, the Sense and Response Architecture

(SARESA) provides the following features:

• Timely event capture and delivery: Event streams could arrive from heterogeneous

source system. SARESA must be able to capture rich context information of events

as they occur and deliver them in a timely manner to the required event services. It

also ensures that no event is lost or delivered more than once.

• Service-oriented architecture: SARESA has a distribute, scalable architecture which

allows us to model and execute various forms of Sense & Respond processes. The

data processing of SARESA is controlled by "Sense & Response loops" which have

multiple processing stages that are supported by event services.

• Real-time analytics support: This is one of the key capabilities of SARESA in order

to continuously analyze event patterns and business data. Business performance

indicators (analysis metrics) are generated on the fly when relevant events are

available and they are refreshed in near real-time to reflect the currently arriving

event data (only refresh windows are not acceptable).

• Automated decision support and instant response: The timely reaction is the most

significant feature of an event stream processing system. SARESA allows the

services to automatically detect and analyze business situations and exceptions and

respond to them. The response could be alarms, notifications, or any other kind of

feedback sent to appropriate users without human intervention.

• Transactional support in event stream processing: Unlike existing stream processing

systems that often shed the streams at some levels in order to handle large event
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streams, SARESA assures that no events are lost during the processing. In
SARESA, each event is processed by a transaction to avoid any data loss.

• High scalability and performance: Architecture scalability and high performance are

important requirements for any event stream processing system, especially when the

amount and frequency of events can significantly vary (e.g. caused by event bursts).

Scalability and high performance in SARESA are archived by transparent

distribution of the event processing to event services on multiple computer nodes.

The SARESA system ensures failure tolerance and provides scalable, distributed

system services for event correlation and event synchronization.

8.3. Future Work

Concerning the Event-feeded Slowly Changing Dimension solution, advanced

features such as auto-correction of invalid events (i.e. insert an existing key will be

corrected as an update event, update on non-existing key will be corrected as an insert

event, etc), dealing with late arrival event, dealing with concurrent and redundant

duplicate events will be considered in the next steps.

As mentioned previously, the Grid-based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse

system is still in the on-going-work phase. Further investigation and research efforts are

required to build up the whole service. To build up the Grid-based OLAP engine, we

should consider current vendor technologies and products instead of building everything

from scratch. The timeliness criteria in Grid environment is currently the weak point of

the system which should be considered. The trend towards integration between Grid and

Web services (i.e. WS standard) will last as a main reseach focus .

SARESA prototype should be enhanced with the visualization tools to easily

modeling the event processing map (which is currently implemented as a configuration

XML file). Currently the decision engine use the static hard coded rule specified by the

expert, which make the system inflexible and not "intelligent". Therefore, the data

mining approaches to generate the appropriate decision rules are to be considered in our

future work. Other enhanced features such as scalability and transaction recovery will

be further investigated.

The emerging non-standard Data Warehousing trends discussed in Chapter 7 are the

good starting point for further research on Zero Latency Data Warehousing and

important future applications ofOLAP.

Last but not least, vendors like Oracle, IBM and Microsoft already tightly integrate

OLAP and data mining in their DBMS commercial tools. Therefore, we are observing a
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trend to close the gap between Data Warehousing and data mining. It is even imaginable
that in the medium-term future the separation of OLAP-data warehouses (with its
semantic redundant storage requirement) from its OLTP-database-sources could be
bridged by innovative view-generation techniques as originally proposed in the three-
level architecture .
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ACM
ADB
ADWH
AI
API
BAM
B2B
B2C
BESS
BI
BPMS
BSCS
CC
CDC
COR
CMS
CORBA
CPU
CRM
cSCD
CWM
DAS
DAWAK
DBA
DBE
DBMS
DCE
DCS
DOL
DES
DEXA
DIS
OLL
OMS
DML
DPS
DGSI
DSCE
DSCL
DSMS
DSS
DSS
DTC
DWH
EAI
ECA

Association for Computer Machinery [www .acm.org]
Active Database
Active Data Warehouse
Artificial Intelligence
Application Provider Interface
Business Activity Monitoring
Business to Business
Business to Customer
Bit encoded sparse structure
Business Intelligence
Business Process Management System
Business Support & Control System
Consistency Checking
Change Data Capture
Call Detail Record
Cube Management Service
Common Object Request Broker Architecture
Central Processing Unit
Customer Relationship Management
Comprehensive Slowly Changing Dimension
Common Warehouse Model [www.cwmforum.org]
Data Analysis Service
Int. Conf on Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery
Database Administrator
Dynamic Bit Encoding
Database Management System
Distribute Computing Environment
Data Capturing Service
Data Definition Language
Data Cleaning Service
Int. Conf. on Database and Expert System Applications
Data Integration Service
Dynamic Link Library
Data Mediation Service
Data Manipulation Language
Data Processing Service
Dynamic Grid Service Invocation
Dynamic Service Control Engine
Dynamic Service Control Language
Data Stream Management System
Decision Support System
Data Storing Service
Distributed Transaction Controller
Data Warehouse
Enterprise Application Integration
Event -Condition- Action
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EER
EFD
EIS
EP
EPM
ER
ERP
ETL
FTP
GB
GIS
GridMiner
GWH
GGF
GSI
GT3
GZLDSWH
GWSDL
HOLAP
HTTP
va
IDE
IEEE CS
IEEE
UDWM
IRDS
ISO
IT
J2EE
J2SE
JAR
JDBC
JMS
KB
LAN
MB
MDDBMS
MDX
MIS
MIT
MOLAP
MPPs
MSMQ
MS SQL Server
NAS
ODS
OLAP
OLAM
OLTP
OGSI

Extended Entity-Relationship Model
Event-feeded Dimension
Enterprise Information System
Event Processing
Event Processing Model
Entity-Relationship Model
Enterprise Resource Planning
Extract- Transform-Load
File Transfer Protocol
Gigabyte
Geographic Information System
GridMiner Project (www.gridminer.org)
Grid-based Data Warehouse
Global Grid Forum
Grid Security Infrastructure
Globus Toolkit version 3 (www.globus.com)
Grid-based Zero-Latency Data Stream Warehouse
Grid-based Webservice Description Language
Hybrid On-Line Analytical Processing
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
Input / Output
Integrated Development Environment
IEEE Computer Society
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [www .ieee.org]
International Journal of Data Warehousing and Mining
Information Resource Directory System
International Standardization Organization [www.iso.org]
Information Technology
Java Platform 2 - Enterprise Edition [www.sun.com/java]
Java Platform 2 - Standard Edition [www.sun.com/java]
Java Archive
Java Database Connectivity
Java Message Service
Kilobyte
Local Area Network
Megabyte
Multidimensional Database Management System
Multidimensional Expression
Data Mining Service
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology
MultidimensionalOn-Line Analytical Processing
Massively Parallel Processors
Microsoft Message Queuing [www.microsoft.com/msmq]
Microsoft SQL Server
Notification Service
Operational Data Store
On-Line Analytical Processing
On-Line Analytical Mining
On-Line Transactional Processing
Open Grid Service Infrastructure
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OGSA
PWH
RBS
RDBMS
RDS
RES
RFT
ROLAP
RPC
RTDW
SARESA
S&R
SCD
SCM
SDK
SG
SIS
SMTP
SOA
SOAP
SQL
TB
T-SQL
TSQL2
UDDI
UML
WfMS
Win2K
WinXP
WC3
WMS
WSDL
WFMS
XML
XPath
XSD
ZLDWH
ZLE

Open Grid Service Architecture
Process Warehouse
Resource Broker Service
Relational Database Management System
Rule Design Service
Rule Evaluation Service
Reliable File Transfer
Relational On-Line Analytical Processing
Remote Procedure Call
Real-time Data Warehouse
Sense and Response Service Architecture
Sense and Response
Slowly Changing Dimension
Supply Chain Management
Software Development Toolkit
Snapshot Generation
System Information Service
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Service Oriented Architecture
Simple Object Access Protocol
Structured Query Language
Terabyte
Temporal Structured Query Language (based on TSQL2)
Temporal Structured Query Language
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration
Unified Modeling Language
Workflow Management Systems
Microsoft Windows 2000 ™
Microsoft Windows XP ™
World Wide Web Consortium (www.w3.org/)
Workflow Management Service
Web Service Description Language
Workflow Management System
Extensible Markup Language
XML Path Language
XML Schema Definition
Zero- Latency Data Warehouse
Zero- Latency Enterprise
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